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Title

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Employment and Skills Board

Date

8 December 2021

Time

2pm to 4:30pm

Venue Via Microsoft Teams

Agenda
Item
Timings Agenda Items
No.
1.

2:00pm Welcome and Apologies

2.

2:05pm

3.
4.

Paper

Lead
FB

(John Evans, Meredith Teasdale, Phil Mason)

Employment & Skills Board 13 October
• Minutes and Action Summary
Progress Reports:
2:10pm • Employment and Skills
• Digital Skills Partnership

Report
Report

SS
CR

2:30pm DSP New Vision & Strategic Objectives

Presentation

CR

Report and
Presentation

JLO/ST

Verbal

SM

Report

SS

Housing Strategy & Housing Crisis Plan
(Jon Lloyd-Owen Service Director for Housing and
Sarah Thorneycroft, Housing Strategy &
Partnerships Engagement Officer)

5.

2:45pm

6.

3:15pm

7.

3.30pm Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy

8.

4.00pm Any other business

SWIoT and In-Work Skills Update

(Stephen Mariadas CEO SWIoT and Martin Tucker
Principal Truro and Penwith College)

Date of next meetings
• 9 February
• 13 April
• 8 June
• 12 October
• 7 December

FB

All
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Minutes
Meeting Title:

CIoS LEP Employment and Skills Board

Date:

13 October 2021

Time:

2pm to 4:30pm

Location:

Via MS Teams

Chaired by:

Frances Brennan

Members:

Officers:

Observers:
In attendance:
Supported by:

Frances Brennan (Chair) (FB)
Rob Ingram (RI)
Clare Parnell (Vice Chair) (CP) Stuart Roden (SR)
Adrienne Murphy (AM)
Emma Stratton (ES)
Alex Lingard (AL)
James Neale (JN)
Andrew Finley (AF)
Kate Swain (KS)
Caitlin Gould (CG)
John Evans (JE)
Chris Mann (CM)
Julie Gripton (JG)
Eric Nicholls (EN)
Paul Wickes (PW)
Ian Curnow (IC)
Meredith Teasdale (MT)
Phil Mason (PM)
Clare Harris (CH)
Glenn Caplin-Grey (GCG)
Cathie Kessell (CK)
Stacey Sleeman (SS)
Emily Kent (EK)
Kate Evan-Hughes (KE)
Chloe Rickard (CR)
Jo Evans (JE)
Laura Herbert (LH)
Josie Gough (JG)
Mike Page (MP)
Henry Seymour (HS)
Mark Duddridge (MD)
Carrie Childs, Careers Hub Lead
Rachel Delourme (for Meredith Teasdale)
Val Smith (for Julie Gripton)
Sarah Newham (for Mike Page)
Debbie Osborne, LEP Executive Team

Minutes
1.
Welcome and Apologies

Action
Page | 1
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Minutes
Action
• Apologies received from Kate Swain, Julie Gripton,
Adrienne Murphy, Ian Curnow, Caitlin Gould, Emma
Stratton, Chris Mann, Mike Page, Meredith Teasdale, Phil
Mason and Clare Harris.
2.
Employment and Skills Board 16 June 2021
• Minutes from 16 June 2021 were agreed as a true and
accurate record.

3.

Actions
1. Ongoing with LEP Executive Team, will keep ESB updated.
2. Housing Strategy currently out for consultation so will
invite a representative from Housing to the December ESB
meeting to update members. Action 1: Representative
from Housing be invited to update to the December ESB
meeting to update on Housing Strategy.
Progress Reports
Employment and Skills (Report to be taken as read)
• Skills Hub: Building the Workforce of tomorrow event
held on 28 September with FB as a speaker. This was
followed by three online webinars in sustainability, cyber
security and accessing the right skills. Good feedback
received on ways of working and future work, will be fed
into Skills Report.
• People Hub: Has now received additional ESF funding to
extend programme.
• Apprenticeships: Increases in engagement. Kickstart
placements are converting to Apprenticeships following
the 6-month placements.
• ESF: Working on performance management and
outcomes/outputs. Good
feedback
from
DWP
representatives.
• Construction/Green Jobs:
Lots of activity being
undertaken across October and November including deep
dives.
Digital Skills Partnership (Report to be taken as read)
• TechWomen Connect Event held on 12 October. Great
event with over 70 attendees. Will be running a similar
event in December and is hoped will go from strength to
Page | 2
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4.

strength.
• DSP Board Away Day held on 5 October – new Vice Chair
and 2 new Board members welcomed.
• Now looking at drafting and publishing a DSP Manifesto.
• FibreHub Park launch taking place on 5 November.
FibreHub offers a centralised meeting space where
Cornwall's businesses can gather. There is lettable space
for other digital, software and tech organisations, coworking facilities, the Nimbus café and access to
networking events taking place in the building.
Members Sector Update
Member updates show good and honest information and
have proven very important to explore demand and need
across all sectors, all data to be used for the provider groups.
Action 2: LEP Executive to circulate all written member
updates with the Minutes.
• Alex Lingard: Rising COVID cases in schools since return
has affected staffing levels with a higher demand on
supply teachers. Still dominating day to day life but it’s
good that 12-15 year olds are now being offering
vaccination. Now allowing visitors on site to prepare
students for work experience placements.
• Andrew Finley (written update provided): Focusing on
financial management with initiatives being launched in
November for online learning for ERDF eligible businesses
to help build forecasts and look at KPIs.
• Eric Nicholls (written update provided): Sector busy but
issues with materials and stock supplies from outside UK,
although not necessarily attributed to Brexit as only over
the last few months. Recruiting for sector still difficult.
Action 3: EN to share sector vacancies with LEP Executive
Team. Sector pushing on and working well with Cornwall
Marine Network and Colleges on innovate ideas for future
training programmes. MD: Official vacancies figures
might be more due to only skilled jobs being advertised so
actual vacancy gap underrepresented. SS: Not sure how
we get hold of all data. CK: Need to encourage employers
to advertise jobs for longer, is working with JCP on sector
based academies.
Page | 3
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Minutes
Action
• James Neale (written report provided): Idenna doing really
well at the moment with lots of enquiries from varying
sectors. Lot of people want to work in creative sector in
County but lack of accommodation still an issue. We need
to get the “Cornwall narrative” right.
• John Evans: Met with Truro and Penwith College
yesterday. Students are glad to be back in face to face
education. Have been successful in £3.6m bid for Skill
Accelerator Fund, currently waiting for formal letter from
DfE, money to be spent by March 2022. Recruitment and
Apprenticeships strong. HE and Adult Training take up has
fallen, mainly due to lack of accommodation. 14-16
programme going well with over 300 now signed up.
Staffing also difficult due to lack of accommodation. Now
in final design stages for the St Austell Campus.
• Paul Wickes (written report provided): Businesses really
busy and looking to extend their season. High vacancy
rate with not enough applications. Redundancies at end
or furlough lower than expected.
Supply chains
disruptions are causing issues. 118 placements through
Kickstart approved with apprenticeships also improved.
Proposed inflation rises will negatively impact all sectors.
Working with Maritime UK on Coastal Powerhouse to
support coastal towns.
• Rob Ingram: COVID affecting HE providers along with
proposed inflation rises. Similar problems as others in
relation to recruitment and accommodation.
• Stuart Roden: New training initiative has brought £1m pot
of funding into Health and Care Sector. Unions receiving
enquiries from people on furlough returning to work that
are now finding employers are reorganising which leads to
potential restructure/redeployment of some employees.
• Val Smith (for Julie Gripton, written report provided):
requirement for care staff to be double vaccinated has
had a considerable impact with government now
consulting on extending to wider health and social care
sector. National Recruitment campaign ongoing which
may affect local campaigns. Lack of workforce high on
peoples agendas along with lack of transport.
• Sarah Newham (for Mike Page): Busy time for DWP due to
Page | 4
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5.

moving from recovery to employment. All programmes
now embedded and working with customers. Kickstart
Scheme has been very successful across Devon and
Cornwall and has now been extended to March 2022.
Face to Face service now operational but within a HSE
COVID safe environment. Critical support being offered
for those suffering from anxiety and depression due to
pandemic. DWP member of the Redundancy Taskforce
and have noticed that there hasn’t been a massive uplift
in redundancies or end of season employment following
end of furlough. Number of sector based academies
running through October to engage providers and upskill
customers. Working with migrants still based in County
on EU settled status to help them to continue to work.
DWP caseloads now at pre COVID levels. Working with
Proud to Care and other care providers across county.
• Glenn Caplin-Grey: Cornwall was longlisted for City of
Culture on 8 October. In partnership with Cornwall
Cultural and Creative industries a light touch EOI was
submitted. Have been invited to DCMS workshop at end
of the month. Bid part of bid is skills, linked to HE, FE,
Screen and Film sectors concentrating on R&D, Inclusion
and Participation. Themes being developed with project
plan which will be submitted in January 2022. Our brand
awareness is quite high nationally. Will be developing a
Sector Development Strategy to help attract funding and
will ask ESB to help bring that together. SS: Creative Skills
Task and Finish Group already in place so will feed into
wider work.
• Clare Parnell: Labour shortages in agricultural sector.
Moving over to ELMs will mean a real need for decision
making skills in farming sector. Also need to look at
impact of measuring impact of low carbon methods.
Careers Hub Delivery Plan
(Carrie Childs, Careers Hub Lead)

Purpose
• Agree strategic Plan
• Invite steer from group members
• How do you see the work of the Careers Hub contributing
Page | 5
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Action

to economic recovery?

Mission: To help every young person take their best next
step
Vision: High quality careers guidance for everyone
everywhere
Since my last visit in April 2021
• Careers Leaders continue to develop the skills and
knowledge required to delivery high quality careers
programmes
• Inclusion and Diversity – delivering quality careers to
students encountering the most barriers remains a
priority for us
• Data Sharing – good progress has been made on our plans
to support better quality information sharing between
schools and colleges. Thank you to those of you who have
supported this.
• Businesses – need access to greater resource. We
advertised for an Employer facing Enterprise coordinator
but unfortunately this has been stalled in Cornwall
Council’s current recruitment freeze.
Careers Hub aims to bring together key strategies from
Education and Economic Development. These were sent in
advance and shared in a powerpoint slide during the
meeting.
Areas of key focus for the 21/22 Academic year include:
1. Amplifying Technical and Vocational routes
Whilst there are many organisations better placed than us
to deliver this work, we will use our intelligence and
networks to strengthen this work.
2. A Self-Improving System
Careers Leaders moving from delivery functions to a
leadership role that includes focus on intent,
implementation and outcomes approaches.
Page | 6
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Action
Gatsby benchmarks are outcome focused, this year will
see the Careers hub implement a New Future Skills Survey
that will provide rich data linked to impact on individuals

3. Effective Transitions
Because so much talent is lost at transition points. We
have a number of projects supporting this goal including
the ongoing one to improve information sharing between
schools and colleges.
4. Removing Barriers
Especially for students in alternative provision and Special
schools. Social Justice is a key area of our work
5. Building leaders for the system
More than 30 Careers Leaders have undertaken
accredited CPD training in the past 3 years, we understand
that a lot of what was learnt has been forgotten as crisis
management covid response has (understandably) taken
priority in the past 18 months. We are working to provide
meaningful updated CPD that supports mental wellbeing.
6. Careers Education as part of economic Recovery
We’d appreciate your perspective on this. Communicating
Labour Market Information and Skills over Sectors are
likely to feature within this.
7. Employers Building sustainable mutually beneficial
relationships with schools and colleges
We will be delivering a pilot curriculum based projects in
10 schools this academic year and are increasing our
communications with key networking groups whilst we
wait to see if we can recruit to our employer facing role
What do you need to know?
• Our plans are made with you in mind
• Careers Hub naturally sits within the Inspire and Thrive
aspects of the Skills Action Plan but please don’t
underestimate the role that we could play within:
Page | 7
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o Transform – the solution to our productivity gap lies in
the skill development of children and young people in
our schools and colleges
o Innovate – Children and young people require core
digital skills and awareness around the green skills
agenda in order to solve the problems we face
• Our Enterprise Advisers (Business Volunteers working
with schools and colleges) are giving us a clear steer that
we need to be thinking in terms of skills over sectors.
• Nationally research has already been done to outline core
employability skills. These are:
o Listening
o Speaking
o Problem solving
o Creativity
o Staying positive
o Aiming High
o Leadership
o Teamwork

6.

Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy Update
• Employer Skills Survey undertaken to help inform
recovery work and economic response. In relation to
consulting with young people, will feed into the Annual
Conversation with Young People and HE/FE were involved
in early stages of consultation.
• 6 Employer Focus groups took place from 6 to 8 October
covering Health & Social Care; Hospitality, Tourism and
Retail; Construction; Digital, Creative and Space;
Manufacturing, Engineering, Warehousing, Transport and
logistics; and Agritech, Mining and Marine.
Page | 8
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Action
• Information from Survey, Focus Groups and Interviews
will be fed into revised strategy. This will be presented to
Cornwall Council members on 16 November and then to
ESB on 8 December. Will then be signed off by DoE and
Cornwall Council Cabinet in February 2022. MD: We are
transitioning to a higher cost environment so Strategy
should include a “What If” which looks ahead to 12
months if situation changes.
7.
Any other business
Transport to Work Survey Findings (CK)
• Received 55 responses to Transport to Work Survey with
some interesting data:
o 60% don’t currently have a driving licence;
o Half can’t afford to maintain a car;
o People willing to drive further for employment if
necessary;
o 30% unable to work due to lack of available transport;
o 28% leave employment due to not being able to afford
transport.
• Survey still open and working with ESF providers and DWP
to promote. When closed will work with Transport
colleagues to look at future funding.
Date of next meetings:
• 9 February 2pm to 4:30pm
• 13 April 2pm to 4:30pm
• 8 June 2pm to 4:30pm
• 12 October 2pm to 4:30pm
• 7 December 2pm to 4:30pm
Please note that the ESB are currently meeting virtually (via
Microsoft Teams).
Actions from previous meeting 16 June 2021
1. Representative from Housing be invited to update to the
December ESB meeting to update on Housing Strategy.
Actions from today’s meeting 13 October 2021
2. LEP Executive to circulate all written member updates
with the Minutes.
3. EN to share sector vacancies with LEP Executive Team.
Page | 9
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Employment and Skills Strategy Update – December 2021
Progress Report:
Project

Description

Future of Work Employer Skills Survey and
Campaign
Sector Focus Groups to inform
the further development of our
Skills Strategy.

Progress to date

RAG

The ‘Employer Focus Groups’ and the ‘Employer Survey’ research took place in October and is a key part of a review, Green
to ensure that the Local Skills Strategy and Action Plan, published in March 2021, remains relevant and effective in
responding to new short-term skills issues, whilst maintaining a focus on medium to longer term priorities. Against a
background of unprecedented uncertainty, it is critical to provide timely information on the impact of the recent skills
crisis on the economy, jobs and labour market if the Employment and Skills Board (ESB) and its partners are to design
or adjust polices to support individuals and businesses return to long-term growth.
This report will set out the findings from a range of employer engagement activities undertaken during October and
November 2021. These comprise of:
• An online employer survey (44 responses)
• In-depth qualitative interviews (9 interviews)
• 5 Sector focus groups (35 participants)
In all, almost 100 employers will have been engaged across Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
Collectively, the research has involved a cross-section of employers from across the county and the Isles of Scilly,
representing employers from micro businesses to major companies with significant employment levels. In all,
employers representing 5000+ employees responded to the Survey.
The small number of responses to the online survey mean that its findings must be treated with caution. Specific
breakdowns by size or sector are not robust enough for reporting. Despite these limitations, overall, the results of the
survey, interviews and focus groups paint a rich and compelling picture of the impact of Covid-19 and Brexit on
recruitment and skills needs and the key issues facing local employers as they seek to build back after the past 18
months.
The remainder of the report is divided as follows:
2. The impact of Covid-19 on local businesses
3. Skills and the current workforce
4. Recruitment and skills shortages
5. Training and Apprenticeships
6. Future skills needs
7. Implications for the Strategy and Action Plan
Further updated will be provide at the ESB.

Lead

Clare Harris
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Project

Skills Hub

Description

Progress to date

RAG

Delivery
of
ESF
funded • The Autumn has seen increased activity across the Skills Hub, with clients viewing the new academic year as a time Green
independent skills diagnostic
to reflect on company training and workforce development plans. Businesses are becoming more aware of the
and referral service, aligned with
benefits of skills investment following changes in government policy, national skills awareness campaigns and local
the CIOS Growth Hub
publicity.
• The Skills Hub collaborated with Business Cornwall Magazine for their Workforce of Tomorrow issue and featured
in several Daily Digest online articles throughout the month.
Project Completion date – PCR
• The Skills Hub held our main event “Building the Workforce of Tomorrow” at the St Austell Conference Centre (and
agreed for extension to End
streamed online) on the 27th September. This was the culmination of months of hard work by the team. The
March 2023
response to the event was exceptional, with feedback noting the professionalism of the appearance for both in
person and online attendees (supported by JHAV), the relevance of the topics and knowledge of the Keynote
Speaker, Dr Paul Redmond. The event was delivered with support from the Cornwall Chamber of Commerce
(through the outreach contract).
• Three webinars followed the main event through the week (online only) and these were very well received by
delegates: Sustainability (Conscious Creatives), Cyber Crime and Protection (Devon and Cornwall Cyber Crime Unit)
and Accessing the Right Skills for the Future (Skills Hub). Recordings of the event and webinars are available for
clients and stakeholders.
• Cornwall Business Show took place for the first time since the pandemic; Skills Hub exhibited and delivered a Master
Class “Accessing the Right Skills” on the day. We received excellent feedback from attendees.
• Skills Hub attended the “Green Shoots” conference, hosted by Truro and Penwith College, and were invited to
attend the panel discussion alongside Simon Reeve on the future of sustainability in Cornwall. Conversations on
the day included The Green Jobs Agenda, Future Skills Needs/ Gaps in Provision, Renewable Energy sources, New
Technologies and Business Environmental Credentials.
• The EPIC EHealth Conference took place in Truro, both Growth and Skills Hub exhibited at the event which saw the
future of health and digitalisation within the sector being discussed.
• Awards season has begun, the Skills Hub have been supporting through the sponsoring of and judging of awards
categories for the Cornwall Manufacturers Group Awards and the Cornwall Apprenticeship Awards, both held in
November.
• Skills Hub have been supporting sectors and businesses in Cornwall to plan for the future and identity gaps in
provision, these have included:
o Celtic Sea Power – supporting them to assess current skills gaps and forecast requirements for floating
offshore wind (FLOW) in the region.
o University of Exeter – supporting and promoting the consultation for the new Level 7 MSc Renewable Energy
Systems apprenticeship.
o Construction – promoting the lack of Building Surveying entry routes in the county following the
discontinuation of the “Building Studies” Level 2/3 by FE Colleges in the county, looking at alternative
provision to bring young people into the sector.
o Proud to Care – supporting messages around upskilling and reskilling of staff and importance of business
skills within care homes alongside technical/ vocational training.

Lead

Bethany Allen
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Project

People
PA1

Description

Hub Delivery
of
ESF
funded
employability triage and referral
service for CIOS residents on
employment,
education
&
training, that includes:
• Community-based
engagement and Life Choices
course through Konnect
Communities
• Skills for remote working
through
SmartMatchingEmployability
Chatbot ‘debbie’ through Hi9

Progress to date

RAG

o Digital Skills Partnership – attendance at the DSP Board Away Day, looking at achievable measurable
outcomes for the board and considering topics such as digital inclusion and higher-level skills retainment for
the county.
• In addition to the above the Skills Hub continue to work closely with training providers and local projects to ensure
the sharing of knowledge and trends to inform curriculum development and course availability. We support
businesses collaboratively to reduce the burden on employers.
People Hub continue to work with PA1 ESF Projects and mainstream partners to heavily promote the innovative, one- Green
stop-shop employability triage and referral service, and to help grow the market for ESF PA1 provision. The PA1 Task
and Finish Group has developed and shared a vital matrix for programmes to understand how they can work together
within their funding requirements.
The team have delivered Advisers Networking Sessions and Meet the People Hub sessions to increase knowledge and
awareness throughout and across ESF and mainstream provision and generate cross referral routes.
With 266 enquiries to date, the main areas of enquiry are employability, employment, finance and training from people
out of work, predominantly aged between 35-65. More enquiries are coming through from partner agencies and
professionals due to our intensive and collaborative partnership engagement activity.
Currently 55 participants have started on the project with both the Konnect Life Choices course and SmartMatching
cohorts now progressing to move people to education, training or employment.
The website has launched (peoplehub.info), and the physical and online PR and marketing approach has the aim to
increase awareness of the volume of provision and grow the uptake of the People Hub triage and referral service.
Remote Working Roles – SmartMatching, with support from Cllr Rushworth, have identified 100+ remote working roles
for people in CIOS with more coming in 2022. These are customer service roles with a starting salary of £19K and full
training and kit provided. Our immediate priority is to help fill these roles through the People Hub SmartMatching
programme.
People Hub have been working with People & Prosperity to look at how we can collectively improve referrals into our
ESF contracted unemployment support provision and further promote the People Hub service to other
partners/stakeholders and with Council Members.

Lead

Josh Hoole
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Project

Description

People
Hub Delivery of ESF-funded training
Skills
for and skills triage and referral
Growth PA2.1 service for CIOS residents in
employment or at risk of
redundancy, that includes:
• Access to funded training and
skills through the Training
Provider Framework
• Skills for remote working
Skills and training Chatbot
‘debbie’ through Hi9

Progress to date

RAG

Lead

Green

Stacey
Sleeman

People Hub 2 Skills for Growth project team started at the end of October 2021 to support 851 people in employment Green
or at risk of redundancy with access to funded skills and training for reskilling and upskilling to help them move into
enhanced jobs and careers.

Josh Hoole

The Training Provider Framework is under development to enable rapid access to a wide range of funded courses from
basic skills up to L5+ accredited leadership and management from Q222. Eligible participants will be signed up from
01DEC21 with access to a Connector who will co-create a Career Development Plan with the ability to spot purchase
suitable training as required.
The Labour Market Intelligence Analyst will collate existing research on national and local skills gaps, emerging sectors,
vacancy hot spots and more to help guide the Connectors to ensure people get the skills that are needed by employers.

Skills Advisory The aim of SAPs is to support Local Skills Report
Panel (SAP)
new
local
partnerships Detailed report as part of main agenda.
comprising of local employers,
skills providers and local
government to pool knowledge
on skills and labour market
needs, and to work together to
understand and address key
local challenges.
Funding - The People and
Prosperity Team in the LEP has
secured £150k from the DfE to
increase analytical capacity and
capability
Project Completion Date –
March 2022
Careers Hub Careers Hubs are groups of
and Enterprise schools and colleges working
Advisers
together
with
universities,
training providers, employers
and career professionals to
improve careers education.
Funding – the People and
Prosperity Team within the LEP
has secured £341,629 from the
Careers Enterprise Company.
This is matched with £100k of
LEP funding.

Enterprise Advisers (EAs) Business Volunteers that work with schools and colleges to improve the quality of careers Green
work taking place.
Strategic engagement figure – 30% Careers Leaders in CIoS have less than half a day to fulfil the role.
This is the 3rd lowest in the country.
Metric
No of EAs
EAs matched to a school or college 53/56
EA satisfaction rates
Institutions completing Compass

CIoS
56
98.15%
80%
41/46

National Average
94.1%
71%

Carrie Childs
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Description

Project Completion
August 2021

date

–

Digital
Skills The formation of Local Digital
Partnership
Skills Partnerships (LDSPs) in
(DSP)
Local Enterprise Partnerships
(LEPs) regions across England.
The aim of LDSPs is to coordinate
and develop digital skills
initiatives to meet the needs of
local
economies
and
communities.
Funding – the People and
Prosperity team within the LEP
has secured £150k from DCMS to
establish and implement the
Local Digital Skills Partnership.

Progress to date

RAG

Average school or college Benchmark Achievement 4.2
4.1
(out of 8)
Ranked 16/38
LEPs
% of schools & colleges delivering at least 1 62%
58%
employer encounter to all students in each year Ranked 13/38
group
LEPs
% of schools & colleges delivering at least one exp 8.9%
7%
of workplace to all students.
Covid Impact
• Following an away day and consultation with the partnership, we have published our revised mission and Green
strategic priorities
• We are currently finalising the scope for a Deep Dive piece of research about Digital Jobs in Cornwall.
• We held a workshop with teaching staff from Early Years to University, across the geographical spread of
Cornwall. Our aim was to find out some of the challenges they have in delivering the computing curriculum, the
digital skills they’d like their students to have, and how employers might be able to support them.
• Two programmes supported by the DSP have recently been featured on the BBC. There was a piece about the
Skills Bootcamps at Truro & Penwith College, and another about the Device Lending scheme run by the Digital
Inclusion team.
• The next TEC Women Connect event is planned for December 7th. Free tickets here.

Project Completion Date –
Apprenticeship Delivery
of
a
1-year
Campaign
Apprenticeship
campaign
st
(starting on 1 October 2018 –
30th September 2019), aimed at
SME employers.
Project Completion
March 2023

ESF
Programme

Date

We are generating new case studies to feature on the website and social media to help keep the content ‘fresh’ and Green
relevant and relatable to local employers. Again, there is an interesting interest from employers to convert Kickstart
young people into apprenticeships and Cathie continues to support DWP staff with providing support to both individual
employers and group sessions. We also introduced some sector focus paid socials to engage with sector based
employers and these have been very successful despite minimal investment. Next we are going to be looking at
featuring some key training providers with more usual and interesting Apprenticeship training to highlight the range
– of apprenticeships which are available.

Lead

Chloe Rickard

Cathie Kessell

ESF
Cathie has led a Task & Finish Group looking at how we can move participants around projects and complement existing
mainstream employability programmes. This has resulted in a matrix which has been shared with all ESF partners
along with a suggested template for agreeing and recording the added value elements between projects. This piece
of work has been done alongside guidance provided by the DWP MA.

Funding – the People and
Prosperity Team in the LEP has
secured £100k from the Skills
Hub Innovation Fund to deliver
the campaign.
The ESB provides advice and We are focussing our attention to contracted ESF project performance, particularly for Priority Axis 1 and are working Green
guidance to the ITI Board in with DWP MA to get a updated picture of current performance. The Supply Group (PA1/2) continues to meet and we
relation to the strategic fit and

Stacey
Sleeman
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Project

Description

allocation of European Social have run several virtual networking events for project staff to come together to discuss issues, insights and encourage
Funds.
collaboration and working together to share outcomes and add further value to the customer journey.
Project Completion
December 2023

Construction

Progress to date

Date

RAG

Lead

– The team has requested that an ITI Board is called for the New Year to discuss current delivery and underperformance
concerns. I more detailed report will be presented to ESB in the new year.

Funding - £131,908,947
Work around the construction
sector is primarily focused at
rebranding the sector and
presenting construction as a
‘career
of
choice’
and
highlighting
the
vast
opportunities that exist within it.

Building Cornwall
Green
The Building Cornwall Employment and Skills strategic focus group have begun to formulate a number of potential
actions to take forward into 2022. The sub-groups meet monthly conducting workshop style virtual sessions to begin
collecting thoughts and ideas that will help shape action plans which will be shared, discussed and agreed at the wider
focus group.
The three 'sub-groups prioritise action plans which are aligned with the 4 strategic objectives as set out by the LEP.
Some of the actions suggested to date include;
• Construction Build Project’ interactive map showcasing the ‘Social Value’ opportunities in Cornwall.
• Simplified Construction ‘user guide’ for the relevant funding/incentives/development grants available for SME’s
and Supply Chain business.
• Quarterly newsletter – industry updates, good news stories, FAQ’s, meet the SME/Apprentice showcase
• Supply Chain mapping exercise.
• SME’s & Supply Chain engagement events in the East, mid and West of Cornwall.
• Form a large business network to agree a common set of Zero Carbon principles, discuss gaps/barriers and
opportunities. Linked to Green Jobs task and finish group.
• Gather examples of carbon zero innovation and good practise across the built environment and associated
industries in Cornwall.
Steve continues to provide strategic and developmental support to both the Clusters and Employer Led skills project
and that of the wider partnership and sectors. This is firmly embedded in dialogue and discussions with all partners,
business and individuals.
Steve provides input into how Building Cornwall / LEP / Economic Growth and the wider skills environment can work
with major capital programmes of work to ensure a legacy of new skills off the back of CC investments and future
funding. This includes feeding into the Cornwall Council Portfolio Management Office to support the strategic direction
of travel.
Employer Led Skills
Ongoing progress and support on offer for business to develop construction related skills packages and apprenticeship
solutions that suits their requirements. Regular partner meetings with Cornwall Marine Network and other partners
where appropriate are undertaken to review current ‘Construction’ related activity related to my Building Cornwall
work to date.

Stephen
Roberts
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Project

Description

Progress to date

The content and format of the Building Cornwall website has been refreshed with weekly posts and updates linked to
Social Media platforms which has increased traffic and engagement therefore generating discussion and interest
related to the support available through ELS along with other financial incentives through the Government, for TLevels, Kickstart, CITB and other industry specific bodies.

RAG

Lead

ESF Business Clusters
The Clusters Project is being led by Truro and Penwith College. Steve Roberts continues to provide strategic and
developmental advice and support through the offer of ‘Construction Clinics’ to a range of TIER1-3 Construction
business across Cornwall.
Steve offers impartial advice and guidance including general business needs, training & skills, leadership and
management pathways, apprenticeships and incentives, the Kickstart scheme, work placements and recruitment with
events where appropriate to highlight opportunities. This includes links into the back to work providers who are
supporting people into employment.
Healthworks
Delivery partner in the £10m Healthworks project. Working with participants with physical or mental health to provide
support, training and employment opportunities in the construction sector.
Steve Roberts meets on a monthly basis with Marita Ward (Healthworks Manager) and Eleanor Newell (Co-ordinator)
from Healthworks along with Josh Hoole at the People Hub and Clare Hall-Davies and Jayne Cotterill who led on the
Care agenda for Cornwall which is ESF funded. This will be a working group to collectively work up an action plan of
engagement and opportunities for individuals supported on Healthworks.

Green
Agenda

There have been various options highlighted to date like virtual, face to face information events, site visits, placements
etc. for the Construction Sector.
The ‘Deep Dive’ specification into skills and jobs within the green economy has been finalised and will circulated for Green
tender in early December. We are requesting quotes from consultants to provide a deep dive study to identify and
analyse the current scale of the green economy in Cornwall, where there are skills gaps, and investment and skills
provision requirements to support the growth of the region’s economy. The aim is to understand the pipeline of
opportunity and skills required for newly forming green subsectors such as energy, agri-food and marine. This key
research will provide a clear steer on the areas of greatest need within the county as well as form a baseline for the
current green skills landscape.

Jobs Provide strategic guidance and
support to a Task and Finish
group that’s primary focus is to
help create decent jobs in any
economic
sector
(e.g.
agriculture, industry, services,
administration)
which
contribute
to
preserving,
restoring
and
enhancing The task and finish group will meet again in the new year when the consultant has been awarded the contract to begi
environmental
quality
in work on the deep dive. Strategically we are working with closely with partners Truro and Penwith College and Cornwall
College Business who have been awarded the Strategic Development Funding (Skills Accelerator) to ensure finding
Cornwall.
from the deep dive help inform and shape the work of the fund.
The funding includes;
• £2.4million Capital funding (value tbc)
• £1.6million revenue funding (value tbc)

Stephen
Roberts
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Project

Description

Progress to date

• Truro and Penwith College (Lead) in partnership with CCB to deliver
• The pilot will focus on small areas of Green jobs and economy including the automotive/electric cars (FSB
reported smallest business group are small garages)/heatpumps, engineering and review of national
qualifications to be updated and developed to ensure courses are available locally.
• A small portion of the funding will be afforded to set up a College business centre to work within the sector,
employers and the development of training/qualifications.

RAG

Lead
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Digital Skills Partnership Update
December 2021
Strategy

Following an away day and consultation with the partnership, we have published
our revised mission and strategic priorities:
Mission: Creating a Digital Future for Cornwall
We connect private, public and third sector organisations to create the digital
skills ecosystem that Cornwall’s future needs. The partnership harnesses the
innovation in Cornwall to inspire our communities, transform educational
landscapes, and create a sustainable digital economy where everyone thrives.
Values: Collaborative, Inclusive, Innovative, Action Driven, and Ambitious
Strategic Priorities
The four areas that the local DSP focuses on are education, communications,
digital skills and jobs, and inclusion.
We have two operational strategies:
• Develop and maintain a publicly available work plan based on benchmarking
and mapping
• Develop a future sustainability plan / fundraising strategy for the DSP post
2023
And a strategic priority for each of our four focus areas:
• Education: Transform work experience in Cornwall and ensure every school
leaver is aware of how digital can support their career
• Comms: Position Cornwall as a tech hub, both to the outside world and to
Cornish residents
• Digital skills and jobs: Upskill the current and future workforce to help
Cornwall become the UK’s leading tech cluster
• Inclusion: Create the conditions for a tech workforce that embraces the value
of highly diverse teams. We’ll also work closely with Cornwall Council’s
Digital Inclusion team to further their aims.
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An activity plan is forthcoming.
Deep Dive
We are currently finalising the scope for a Deep Dive piece of research about
Digital Jobs in Cornwall. This will synthesise and build on the excellent work done
by Unlocking Potential and other partners so far, and give a full picture of needs
and gaps.

Education

We held a workshop with teaching staff from Early Years to University, and
across the geographical spread of Cornwall. Our aim was to find out some of the
challenges they have in delivering the computing curriculum, the digital skills
they’d like their students to have, and how employers might be able to support
them. The feedback was excellent and we have some strong ideas to take
forward.

Spotlight on Digital Skills

Two programmes supported by the DSP have recently been featured on the BBC.
There was a piece about the Skills Bootcamps at Truro & Penwith College, and
another about the Device Lending scheme run by the Digital Inclusion team.

Conversations and Collaborations

Since the last meeting Chloe has been involved in many discussions including:
• St Ives & St Ives Town Board about the Palais de Danse digital skills hub
• DCMS about the possibility of the digital skills hub pilot in CIoS
• Unlocking Potential and employers as part of a ESF project looking at digital
skills gaps in Cornwall
• Software Cornwall about strengthening our strategic partnership and
potential funding from the Edge Innovation Fund for a LoRaWan network in
schools.
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Executive Summary
We all know what a good home means to us, our communities and our local
businesses and organisations. Many families and individuals can find and keep a
home but others may need some support.
A local housing strategy is a local housing authority’s aims for housing in its area. It
sets out the vision and the outcomes it wants to achieve. It provides the context
against which more detailed policies are planned. It works alongside other policies
such as the Council’s Local Plan which sets out numbers and locations for new
homes, the Local Transport Plan in terms of making sure homes are connected to
the places residents need to travel to and Economic Development policies in
ensuring there are homes for key workers and workers who support the local
economy.
It is an important document as it sets the strategic framework within which the
Council, its Partners, housing developers and everyone in the housing sector
operates to address the full range of the housing related challenges and
opportunities a particular area face.
The current housing crisis in Cornwall has resulted in a plan 1 which aims to ensure
‘that Cornwall’s housing market and provision enables residents to secure a home
they can afford’. This plan sits within the Housing Strategy framework and provides
an immediate partnership response to the current situation.
1

Cornwall Council (2021) Responding to Cornwall’s Housing Crisis
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The review of the housing strategy is taking place as part of the review of other
Council led strategies under the ‘Prosperous Cornwall’ concept. Prosperous Cornwall
is a project to align Cornwall Council strategies, such as the Housing Strategy, the
Local Transport Plan, a long-term place-based strategy, and the new Skills Strategy,
behind a set of shared aims and objectives delivering the Council’s priorities. This
alignment of strategies will ensure that local plans and strategies are complimentary
and will support each other.
Two engagement phases have been undertaken this year and the feedback received
from residents, stakeholders and organisations has helped us prepare a draft
strategy. We are now formally consulting on the proposed new Strategy through
‘Let’s Talk Homes’ until 5pm Monday 17 January 2022. Comments received during
this time will form the basis of the final version of the new Housing Strategy with the
intention that this be approved at Council in April 2022.
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Recommendation(s)
1. That the Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy, attached as Appendix 1, is
updated and approved to reflect feedback from ESB, the Council,
stakeholders and partners before presentation to Department for Education
and Cornwall Cabinet in February 2020
Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic means that unemployment and business failure has risen
rapidly across Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Few places in the UK have the impacts
of COVID-19 been felt more severely than in Cornwall. Key to recovery is ensuring that
we have the correct strategies and interventions in place to support people back into
work, either within our own organisation(s) or to support the labour market more
widely in Cornwall to do so; ensuring that the skills development landscape and labour
market meets the needs of the businesses and sectors that will make up Cornwall’s
future economy.
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy aligns with, and provides the strategic
and delivery detail, for several Council and Local Enterprise Partnership Strategies:
• The developing Prosperous Cornwall Strategy
• Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Vision 2030 (Strategic Economic Plan)
• Cornwall Council Education Strategy
• Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Industrial Strategy
• Economic Recovery Plan 2020-21
• Shaping Our Future Cornwall Health and Wellbeing Strategy
• Inclusion Cornwall Strategy
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• Cornwall Joint Strategic Needs Assessment
The Council and the LEP have a range of roles of responsibilities to turbo-charge the
economy; ensuring that businesses can grow and thrive and residents can benefit
from new job opportunities with support to retrain, learn new skills and realise their
ambitions. Headline activities include:
Our Role to support the economy of Cornwall to thrive: Leading and communicating
the employment and skills landscape in Cornwall to design, shape and deliver skills
programmes that meet the needs of people, business and place. The current Local
Skills and Labour Market Strategy, attached as Appendix 1 provides us and our
partners with the information and intelligence needed to develop a long term,
evidence-based response to local business needs and embed the local leadership role
of the LEP and its Employment and Skills Board in ensuring strategic implementation
of employment and skills funding and provision.
Our Role as an Employer, Deliverer and Commissioner of services: Ensuring that the
LEP, the Council and its group of Companies has an inclusive and transformative
workforce strategy in place to be an enterprising and empowering organisation
maximising apprenticeship and kickstart opportunities within the workforce strategy,
promoting inclusive growth and the real living wage.
This report focuses our role to support the economy and people of Cornwall to
thrive; ensuring that we have the right evidence, strategies and relationships in place;
with priorities and actions clearly articulated in a regularly updated Local Skills and
Labour Market Strategy. The Local Skills and Labour Market strategy is one of the key
Economic Growth Strategies feeding into the development of the Council’s
Prosperous Cornwall Strategy.
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy will help us frame and pave the way for
a post EU funded Cornwall where we prioritise and invest in locally determined
employment and skills programmes; ensuring that nobody is willingly out of work,
where all jobs are paid at least the real living wage, where we end in work poverty,
and where there is access to digital services and infrastructure for social and business
development needs and growth. The Strategy will help us deliver employment and
skills outcomes, moving us towards a vision of a levelled-up economy with careers for
all, bridging the transition from European funded projects to a Cornwall Employment
and Skills Investment approach.
Progress/Update/Impact/Outcomes/Issues
The LEP works in partnership with the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Employment and
Skills Board and the Council to shape the future economy of Cornwall; including the
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design, shape and delivery of skills programmes that meet the needs of people,
business and place in an inclusive and customer focused way, representing our key
economic sectors with learning providers to shape local provision; and ensuring that
employers have the talent they need to build back better.
The strategic landscape for employment and skills and labour market development is
extensive, including Cornwall Council, the CIoS LEP, all types of skills providers –
including private providers and representatives of secondary education, Further
Education and Higher Education, employers from large and small businesses
representing our key sectors, the voluntary and community sector, other key local
stakeholders including the NHS, Job Centre Plus and employer representative groups.
All of these have contributed to the development of our strategic position to inform
economic recovery and future labour market resilience.
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy
Background
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy provides us and our partners with the
information and intelligence needed to develop a long term, evidence-based
response to local business needs. It provides a high-level overview of priorities and a
labour market assessment, attached as Appendix 2. The strategy complements local
recovery plans and will be kept ‘live’ through review, monitoring and evaluation
processes.
The process to develop the Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy started in October
2020. Supported by Department for Education (DfE), the Employment and Skills Board
(ESB) undertook high quality analysis of local labour markets and wide stakeholder
engagement to develop the attached Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy. The DfE
provided a template for the format of the Strategy and Evidence Base with which the
ESB had to comply. The report itself sets out the local strengths and skills needs and
identifies key priorities to influence local partners and feed intelligence to central
government, including the national-level Skills and Productivity Board (SPB). It is in
line with the January 2021 DfE White Paper “Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning for
Opportunity and Growth,” which puts employers more firmly at the heart of the skills
system. The DfE approved the attached strategy and accompanying documents in
March 2021, with the requirement to regularly review and update.
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Evidence
Review

Strategy

Actions
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy brings the different strands of work
together to drive the skills agenda for Cornwall and to support our ambitions for
growth, higher productivity and higher living standards.

Evidence base

Understanding the
strategic context

Strategy
and Action
Plan

Discussions with key
stakeholders/
Workshops

The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy has the following priorities, which the
Employment and Skills Board will govern, monitor and review to ensure delivery of
the associated action plan:
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INSPIRE – Developing the workforce of tomorrow

TRANSFORM - A productive workforce
INNOVATE - Accelerate the growth and diversification of the economy
THRIVE - Opportunity for all

Priority 1. Inspire: Developing the workforce of tomorrow.
Our young people have high quality Careers Education, Information, Advice and
Guidance (CEIAG) which informs and inspires them about our unique future
opportunities and fosters Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s (CIoS) spirit of
entrepreneurship.
Why?: We have bright, ambitious young people but too many are held back by a lack
of awareness of opportunities and poor basic skills .
What: our headline activities and interventions (further detail can be found in the
appended action plan):
• Continue to work with the Careers Enterprise Company to deliver the Cornwall
and Isles of Scilly Careers Hub
• Promote pathways to Careers and opportunities making effective use of Labour
Market Information
• Develop a Labour Market data dashboard for internal and external partners to
support careers and skills development programmes
• Develop parental engagement toolkit to improve awareness of opportunity
• Work with young people to co-produce solutions
• Support employers to develop a more inclusive workforce
Priority 2. Transform: A productive workforce.
Our learning provision meets the sector-specific requirements of employers
through a more collaborative and employer-led approach which aligns learning and
training with employer demand, providing learners with clear progression pathways
to higher level creative and technical skills.
Why?: Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is an economy in transition. It has incredible
potential but also huge challenges to be addressed. It has one of the lowest levels of
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productivity in the country and has been particularly hard hit by the COVID-19
pandemic.
What: our headline activities and interventions (further detail can be found in the
appended action plan):
• Develop a sector skills body under the ESB leadership by which employers
in our priority sectors can clearly articulate their skills needs and share
intelligence to inform commissioning and avoid duplication of effort.
• Continue to improve and grow apprenticeships and supported internships
by developing a CIoS-wide strategy for an apprenticeship levy transfer.
• ensure that there are progression pathways/a clear line of sight to high
skilled jobs including higher level apprenticeships/degree apprenticeships
and opportunities for people to retrain.
• Support the Digital Skills Partnership to develop a strategic response to the
digital skills needs, inclusion and transformation.
Priority 3. Innovate: Accelerate the growth and diversification of the economy.
Develop the leadership and high-level skills needed to drive growth, innovation and
productivity.
Why?: Cornwall has unique opportunities to diversify its economy and expand it high
skilled jobs through harnessing its natural resources and expanding its manufacturing,
tech and creative sectors.
What: our headline activities and interventions (further detail can be found in the
appended action plan):
• Explore the options for developing leadership and management skills and
the barriers to high performance working practices.
• Develop a higher-level STEAM/Creative strategy to boost STEAM/Creative
skills and reverse the decline in HE participation
• Commission a phased programme of research into the current and future
skills needs of employers in our key sectors to support the development of
Local Skills Improvement Plans and careers resources.
Priority 4. Thrive: Opportunity for all.
The skills, anti-poverty and health agendas work together to develop an inclusive
‘whole person’ approach to skills which enables people to retrain, progress into
work or towards the labour market.
Why?: Deprivation means that skills are not the only barrier that some of our
disadvantaged residents face. Issues of poverty, housing, health and wellbeing mean
that a holistic approach is needed to support people to access the labour market by
improving employability and work skills.
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What: our headline activities and interventions (further detail can be found in the
appended action plan):
• Make effective use of Cornwall Council’s procurement, capital investment
and planning system to maximise the opportunities for young people and
those furthest from the labour market to access work, apprenticeships and
supported employment. Progress should be effectively monitored.
• Manage the end of ESF programme funding to ensure outcomes, targets and
spend allocations are met
• Use lessons learned to identify good practice models in European and other
Funding to develop a whole person approach to supporting people out of
work in a holistic manner to inform future funding calls and the
development of an outcomes framework.
• Map basic skills provision in CIoS and identify effective practice and
resources for roll out and campaign.
• Map key stage 4 curriculum provision against the skills required for the
future workforce
• Develop a Good Work Accreditation Scheme.
• Develop a pilot approach to support workplace progression and reduce inwork poverty in response to recommendations from our low pay research.
• Develop a Partnership Agreement between CC/LEP and DWP (to include
data-sharing agreement between key stakeholders and the delivery of
common strategic aims.
The current review and pending update
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy will be updated with feedback from the
ESB, Scrutiny Committee, stakeholders, training and skills providers, higher and
further education and local business. The strategy is due for presentation to DfE
Cabinet and DfE in February 2022.
We have consulted with 100+employers in CIoS via survey, focus groups and in-depth
interviews to understand the impact of COVID-19, Brexit and new support schemes
to assess and revise the strategy and action plan. A full report of the findings from our
business engagement activities, attached as Appendix 3.
We will continuously engage with young people to understand their employment
needs. We will consider the impact of decisions on young people and involve them in
solutions.
Key findings from the recent consultation activities:
• Employers are facing recruitment difficulties across most sectors and
occupations reflecting an absolute shortage of applicants.
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• Workers are job-hopping for better pay and conditions. Employees now
expect a better work/life balance and the flexibility of home-working where
possible.
• Retention is as significant an issue as recruitment.
• The impact of these difficulties means that businesses are unable to grow
and invest and the current workforce is becoming over-stretched and burnt
out.
• In response, employers recognise that they have to raise pay and offer
family-friendly working practices if they are to attract and retain staff.
• Inevitably with high levels of demand for workers the pool of labour that
remains is seen as further from the labour market.
• Employers seek core employability skills/aptitude from recruits but find
these skills lacking, exacerbated by a lack of literacy and numeracy.
• Skills in demand are the practical skills to do the job, as well as sales, digital
skills and leadership and management.
• The over-riding priority is to change the image of local priority sectors, to
change perceptions and inspire young people about the opportunities CIoS
offers.
• In the smaller growth sectors such as digital, creative and geo resources
there needs to be a new narrative for a wider audience about the USPs that
CIoS has.
• The closure of Camborne School of Mines sends the wrong signals. It
impacts on the mining sector’s potential for growth and spin offs and has
closed down a pipeline of talent. There are now no engineering courses in
the LEP area.
• Skills are not the only issue. The cost of housing to rent or buy and the lack
of supply impacts on employers’ ability to recruit. This is exacerbated by
poor transport links.
The review has highlighted the interconnectedness of skills and other issues such as
housing and transport in supporting employers and the on-going need to ensure we
align strategies and interventions through the Prosperous Cornwall approach.
How do these findings impact on the Strategy’s priorities?
The depth and severity of the recruitment difficulties is new and more urgent, but the
issues raised are not. Sectors such as hospitality, construction and social care have
long experienced recruitment difficulties. The workforce is ageing and the need to
ensure that young people and those outside the labour market understand the wealth
of opportunities that the local labour market offers and to develop the skills
employers need is a central thread of the current Strategy. Thus, the Strategy
recognises the need to:
• address weaknesses in careers education and advice (Priority 1);
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• ensure that training meets employer needs (Priority 2);
• develop leadership and management skills (Priority 3); and to
• support prospective labour market entrants access local opportunities (Priority
4).
The long-term ambitions embodied in the current Local Skills and Labour Market
Strategy therefore continue to be relevant and well-aligned to needs.
How do these findings impact on the Action Plan?
As with the strategic priorities it is considered that the actions identified in March
2021 do meet the needs identified but the review indicates the need to give a new
impetus and to prioritise action to:
• effectively address the image and perception of our foundation and priority
sectors by engaging employers, children, young people and their parents in the
development of new careers resources and activities.
• develop a Good Work Accreditation Scheme – many employers are now paying
the Real Living Wage and are interested in developing good working practices
to attract and retain staff so a Good Work Accreditation Scheme would be
welcomed.
Five new areas that have emerged from the review that require consideration include:
• Support for the development of employer-led sector groups with funding to
feed into the programme of research on future skills needs in our key sectors
and to shape relevant training. Employers looking to develop a collective voice
to support the LEP included construction, food manufacturing; geo resources
through the Cornwall Mining Alliance and hospitality.
• As part of the action to, “Building on the Skills For Jobs White Paper, develop a
higher level technical education/STEAM strategy to boost STEAM skills and
reverse the decline in HE participation” there should be additional action to
lobby to reverse the closure of Camborne School of Mines.
• Consideration of practical and/or financial support to employers to broaden
their recruitment to include marginalised groups.
• Secure resources to develop a programme for young people to give them the
chance to develop new practical skills, gain confidence and the creativity and
problem solving skills they will need for the future. The Vocational Pathways
scheme was well-regarded in this respect.
The review has highlighted the interconnectedness of skills and other issues such as
housing and transport in supporting employers and the on-going need to ensure we
align strategies and interventions through the Prosperous Cornwall approach.
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Implications for the Strategy and Action Plan: Next steps
• Highlighted the interconnectedness of skills and other issues such as
housing and transport in supporting employers. Highlighted the need to
ensure we align strategies and interventions through the Prosperous
Cornwall approach.
• The current Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy, appended, remains
relevant and well-aligned to needs.
• The actions remain pertinent but we need to review the priority attached to
particular actions around collaboration, inclusive recruitment and
communications to ensure that employers are supported through this
current crisis.
Benefits for Customers/Residents
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy will benefit residents and businesses by
capitalising on the opportunity presented by transition to UK funded growth
programmes to design and agree a model of employment and skills delivery that
addresses these challenges and opportunities and creates an employment and skills
landscape that takes forward our future ambitions for this area as follows:

Good Work
(inclusion)
Early years

Digital skills

Place
shaping

Careers
advice and
engagement

Single strategy
to clarify
strategic intent
and frame
future delivery

Sector based
skills
programmes

Skills and
eployability
support

Progression
and
upskilling

Basic skills
Life skills

• Provide a single skills and labour market strategy for Cornwall to clarify strategic
intent and frame future delivery.
• Support people furthest from the labour market. The strategy will align
programmes and projects to deliver a holistic package of support to provide
individuals with the tools they need to break down their barriers to engaging in
meaningful education, training, skills development or work. This should specifically
include young people with SEND
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• Provide advice, guidance and support for individuals employed or at risk of
redundancy, to improve progression in or into the labour market.
• Support people already in work who need to upskill or retrain to open up career
progression opportunities.
• Support the development work with project partners to identify Green Job and
training opportunities
• develop a Green Jobs skills programme to bid for future funding opportunities
• We embed skills and careers in the development of our Town and place-based
activities. In particular, working with community influencers to understand local
needs and iterative interventions
• We will train community influencers to provide advice, guidance and support to
their community
• Work with projects to ensure that they work with the whole family to remove
barriers to education, skills and careers to alleviate poverty in homes and
therefore offer more opportunities for children to thrive
• Maintain our Careers Hub to ensure that all schools deliver a high-quality
programme of Careers, Advice and Guidance
• Work with projects to ensure that health and wellbeing is at the heart of our
employment and skills delivery
• Ensure that we deliver skills and career progression programmes for the health
and social care sector
• Maintain our Digital Skills Partnership to ensure that we have the correct
understanding of the digital skills needed for our current and future labour market
• Use our Digital Skills Partnership to broker national relationships with tech
companies to deliver business and skills opportunities for Cornwall
• Use of Digital Skills Partnership to frame future Digital Skills and Digital Inclusion
activities and calls to action
• Use of Digital Skills Partnership to understand the wider business transformation
need to underpin business growth
Consultation and Engagement
The Employment and Skills Board has undertaken consultation with stakeholders in
the following ways:
• Thematic focus groups on the priorities for the strategy February 2021
• Presentations and gathering of feedback:
o COVID-19 Economic Recovery Group
o CIoS Leadership Board
o Employment and Skills Board
o Digital Skills Partnership
o DfE Skills Advisory Panel Team
o Prosperous Cornwall internal stakeholder session
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• Sector Focus Groups October 2021
• Business Survey Sep/Oct 2021
• Qualitative, in-depth interviews with local employers October/November
2021
• Facilitated Conversation with Young People – November 2021
• Participation in Annual Conversation 2021
Financial Implications
The delivery of the strategy does not require additional funding, outside of current
LEP, Economic Growth Service, and partner budgets. Further reports for actions,
programmes and projects that require additional or amended funding arrangements
will be prepared and presented to the relevant committee/person.
The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy will monitor and influence the delivery of
the remaining European Social Fund projects, through the supply group of the
Employment and Skills Board, to ensure performance and alignment to local need.
We will use lessons learned to identify good practice models in European and other
Funding so as to develop a whole person approach to supporting people out of work
in a holistic manner to inform future funding calls and the development of an
outcomes framework.
Appendices
Appendix 1 - Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy
Appendix 2 - Labour Market Assessment
Appendix 3 - Business Engagement Report
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Foreword
We are living through unprecedented times which have caused huge disruption to our local economy, communities, people
and their families. We do not yet know what the long term impact will be, but what is evident from our work in developing
this Local Skills Report is that workforce skills will be vital not just for renewed economic growth and prosperity, but also
to tackle our problems of social exclusion and disadvantage. Despite the challenges it has posed, the pandemic has also
accelerated opportunities for change, through new working practices, good quality jobs, digitisation and a renewed emphasis
on the green agenda and fair pay. Our Strategy reflects this and takes a long term perspective to help shape a region that is
sustainable and resilient, and where people want to live, thrive, work, and invest.
The work of the Skills Advisory Panel in bringing together employers representing our key economic sectors with learning
providers will be vital in shaping local provision, and ensuring that employers have the talent they need to build back better.
This new Local Skills Report has been developed by the CIoS LEP in collaboration with local partners and stakeholders, and
reflects our shared ambitions for the future of the CIoS economy. It will be central to our work and will provide us and our
partners with the information and intelligence needed to develop a long term, evidence-based response to local business
needs. In the immediate future, our Skills Action Plan will complement local recovery plans and will be kept ‘live’ through
review, monitoring and evaluation processes. The report is intended to be a resource that can be built upon over time which
will enable private and public sector partners to plan the direction of travel for successful recovery from recession and long
term growth.
Our analysis shows that Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly have huge strengths on which to build, not least in the opportunities
to accelerate ‘green growth’ through wave technology, geothermal and the application of new smart technologies in agritech. At the same time, our visitor economy is underpinned by a unique culture, creativity, heritage and language which
gives CIoS a distinctive edge in an increasingly globalised world.
The hardest part of any strategy is making it happen. We have developed a series of measures that we will use to track
progress against our ambitions and we will use an array of policy levers – funding, action plans, partnership and monitoring
and evaluation to deliver on the Strategy.
FRANCES BRENNAN
Chair of the Skills Advisory Panel/Employment and Skills Board
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly LEP
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1. Role of the Skills Advisory Panel
SKILLS ADVISORY PANELS: THE NATIONAL CONTEXT
Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs) bring together employers, skills providers and key local stakeholders to better understand and
resolve skills mismatches at a local level. There are 36 SAPs across England as part of Mayoral Combined Authorities and Local
Enterprise Partnerships.
The Department for Education (DfE) supports SAPs with grant funding primarily to produce high quality analysis of local
labour markets and Local Skills Reports. The Reports set out the local strengths and skills needs and how the SAP proposes to
address its key priorities. The Reports aim to influence local partners and feed intelligence to central government, including
the national-level Skills and Productivity Board (SPB).
In January 2021, DfE published its White Paper “Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning for Opportunity and Growth,” which set
out a number of reforms aimed at putting employers more firmly at the heart of the skills system. The White Paper outlined
plans to test in 2021-22, in a small number of areas, “Local Skills Improvement Plans” created by business representative
organisations.
The White Paper committed to build on the work of SAPs to date. SAPs and their Local Skills Reports will continue as the DfE
trailblazes “Local Skill Improvement Plans” and until any potential changes are made to a SAP’s remit and responsibilities.

83% OF THE POPULATION LIVE IN RURAL AREAS
(CORNWALL) AND 100% IN ISLES OF SCILLY
1 University (and presence of Exeter & Plymouth Universities)
£11 billion economy

C25,000 enterprises

2 FE College groups

2 local authorities

CORNWALL

Population 572,000

St Austell
Camborne

675 miles of coast

Penzance

Truro

Falmouth

ISLES OF SCILLY

THE LOCAL CONTEXT
The Employment and Skills Board (ESB) was established in 2011 and is a formally constituted sub-group of the Cornwall
and Isles of Scilly (CIoS) Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) Board. Its remit covers the two council areas of Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly. It supports the delivery of the employment and skills aspects of the Cornwall Devolution Deal and the Local
Industrial Strategy.
The Board is responsible for driving the Employment and Skills Strategy and for providing strategic leadership that aligns the
supply and demand for employment and skills, resulting in transformational change for current and future generations. The
ESB Terms of Reference have been amended to take on the roles and responsibilities of the Skills Advisory Panel (SAP).
The aim of the Board is to boost economic growth by creating a more appropriate, relevant and highly skilled local workforce,
shaping and influencing skills training and support to meet the skills needs of employers across Cornwall and Isles of Scilly. This
will be achieved by engaging private and public sector employers, education providers, training providers and the voluntary
and community sector in the delivery of the new Employment and Skills Strategy and associated Action Plan.
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Key responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing a strong leadership role on skills.
Developing a clear understanding of the local labour market, current and future local skills needs and the supply of
skills and employment support.
Building on high quality analysis to develop a clear approach to addressing skills and employment challenges within the
local area, including the likely skills priorities in the coming decade.
Understanding the wider dependencies in the local area and working together with other parts of the LEP.
Acting as co-ordinator of local skills providers.
Working closely with careers advisory services.
Raising the profile of apprenticeships with local employers and providers.
Advising where skills and labour market resource should be directed to support local employers and residents.
Sharing analysis and best practice, to enable us to learn from each other and tackle wider skills challenges.

Strong governance arrangements are in place. The Board is chaired by a member of the LEP Board and the Vice Chair is also
a LEP Board member. The membership of the Board is broadly based and represents:
• All types of skills providers – including representatives of secondary education, Further Education and Higher Education.
• Employers from large and small businesses representing our key sectors of:
» Data & Space			
» Visitor Economy
» Agri-food			
» Creative
» Health & Social Care		
» Digital
» Engineering & Manufacturing
» Marine
» Clean Energy
» Construction
• The voluntary and community sector.
• Other key local stakeholders including the NHS, Job Centre Plus, employer representative groups, Cornwall Council 		
Strategic Directors for Economic Growth and Development and Together for Families.
BOARD MEETINGS
Board meetings take place bi-monthly and are supported by the LEP Executive Team. Agendas and minutes are public and can
be found on the LEP Website. The LEP Board Structure is set out below:

CIOS LEP BOARD
Nominations Committee

Audit and assurance committee

Investment and oversight panel
Enterprise zone board

Employment and skills board (sap)
DIGITAL SKILLS PARTNERSHIP

SUPPLY (PROVIDE) GROUP

For more information about the work of the Employment and Skills Board or to become involved, please contact the
Employment and Skills Board (ESB) - Cornwall and Isles of Scilly LEP.
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2. Skills strengths and needs: A strong
future for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
INTRODUCTION
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly LEP is ambitious for its people.
Our ambitions are to grow the economy, build on its assets
and provide everyone with the opportunity to access good
quality jobs, whilst setting a course for a decarbonised
and sustainable future for business, for people and for our
environment.
If these ambitions are to be realised then a step change in
the skills system is needed not only to grow the economy, but
also to meet the challenges and opportunities arising through
automation, changing working practices and an ageing
workforce. Whilst we cannot predict exactly how skills needs
will change, we know that they will, and devolution will offer
us the opportunity to shape a responsive employer-led skills
system to develop a flexible, adaptable and skilled workforce
fit for the future.

OUR OPPORTUNITIES: SKILLS STRENGTHS
Employment:
With a workforce of just over a quarter of a million, recent
years have seen strong jobs growth, reflecting the labour
intensive nature of many jobs and the many part time
opportunities in the economy. In March 2020 the number
of jobs reached an all-time high with an above average
employment rate of 78%. Of course, the structure of the local
economy has also meant that it has been very vulnerable to
the impact of the pandemic and since then, unemployment has
soared (See Annex A).
Distinctive sector strengths:
Although dominated by service sector businesses such as
hospitality, health and retail, Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
is only a little below the national average in terms of the
presence of high value added business. 18% of its jobs are
in the most productive sectors and these have high growth
potential. The Local Industrial Strategy has identified a
number of priority sectors with distinctive opportunities for
growth. These include:
The highly specialised CIoS marine sector which
has wide-ranging offshore capabilities in the
offshore oil and gas, fixed and floating offshore
wind (FLOW), wave and tidal, and defence sectors.
CIoS is leading one of only 2 national clusters of
offshore renewable industries whose anticipated
growth will benefit both regional and national
prosperity.

Cornwall has a wealth of over 20 mineral resources,
including copper, a potentially significant supply of
lithium and an established production sector in
materials such as kaolin (china clay) of which CIoS
is one of the top 10 global producers. There is an
opportunity to expand minerals production again
to meet rapidly rising demand for the resources
needed to decarbonise the economy and to
expand digital technologies.
CIoS has a strong and growing space ecosystem and
by 2030 ‘data and space’ in CIoS could contribute
an additional £1 billion of local economic value
through increased productivity, jobs and turnover,
creating twice the average GVA/capita of £45k+.
With the vast majority of our land farmed, the
local Agri-food sector can lead on low-impact
sustainable farming and fishing to provide a secure
and sustainable supply of food produce.
Vital for employment, our aim is for our visitor
economy to become a global leader for highervalue but lower-carbon experiences for visitors
and residents.
These sectors have the opportunity not only to re-set the
Cornish economy but to contribute to the national growth
of these niche industries, and to deliver green jobs and clean
energy. To enable residents to take advantage of growth, a
focus on upskilling the population, and progression through
learning and employment, will be key.
At the same time, our foundation sectors continue to
underpin our economic prosperity ambitions and provide a
wide range of entry level and progression opportunities for
local residents.
Growth in higher level qualifications:
Forecasts suggest that there will be jobs growth across all
sectors in the economy because of the need to replace workers
who are leaving the workforce, but the greatest demand will
be for higher level skills. By 2027 over half the workforce
will require qualifications at Level 4 or above. Although a
below average proportion of workers currently possess Level
4+ qualifications, considerable progress has been made in
recent years. CIoS has recorded a rate of increase in higher
level skills at twice the English rate resulting in a significant
narrowing of the gap between the two. Further growth will
be supported by the new South West Institute of Technology
campus at Truro which will help put Cornwall at the forefront
of digital and engineering education from age 16 through to
masters level qualifications.
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Strong local partnerships:

Skills mismatches:

Partnerships between different parts of the skills system are
vital for a joined up approach to learning supply. CIoS has
some excellent exemplars of employer engagement such as
the Health and Social Care Academy and Marine Network
Group. These are successfully linking employers, learners,
schools and providers to provide employer-led training and
effective progression pathways to enable CIoS to address
local skills needs. Our providers have many years’ experience
of collaborative working through the delivery of skills
activities funded by our £131m ESF budget. Devolution will
enable this approach to be developed and expanded.

Research undertaken before the pandemic showed that:

OUR CHALLENGES AND SKILLS WEAKNESSES
Cornwall’s beautiful but peripheral location and the
remoteness of the Isles of Scilly pose particular challenges
which are evident in terms of social deprivation, an absence
of large employers, out of reach house prices and difficulties
in travelling to learn and work, all of which impact on skills
development.
Poverty and productivity:
On the face of it, headline figures present a positive and
compelling picture of full employment but CIoS also exhibits
many features of the UK economy in that many of the jobs are
not of good quality. 1 in 3 workers earn below the national
living wage and much of the employment growth has been
driven by increases in seasonal jobs and part time work. The
sectors which dominate the labour market tend to be lower
value added service industries and as a result, Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly face a productivity challenge. Productivity
as measured by GVA per head is 32% below the national
average, there has been no progress in closing the gap in the
past decade and more recent progress has stalled.

Source: ONS

Many of the jobs in sectors such as hospitality, retail and
health and social care provide entry level opportunities
and it is vital that the skills system provides workers with
progression opportunities, rather than trapping them in low
pay. To this end, employers need to be supported to compete
through higher skills and innovation rather than low prices
and low skills.

•
•

•

•
•

4 in 10 employers have had difficulty filling their
vacancies in the past 12 months.
Employers were less likely than average to attribute
them to skills shortage, with more difficulties associated
with unsocial hours, remote location and seasonal work
than in England.
Skills shortages were most common in 2 key sectors
of the economy – Manufacturing and Health and Social
Care.
Jobs most difficult to recruit were skilled trades and 		
machine operative positions.
A striking finding, with CIoS recording the higher
proportion of any LEP, was that 52% of those
experiencing hard to fill vacancies cited a lack of basic
skills compared with 36% on average.

“

Basic skills are not a barrier to a job they
are a barrier to progression.”

Current skills needs include literacy and numeracy; leadership
and management and digital skills as well as a range of ’soft’
skills such as customer service skills and team working. It is
likely that the impact of the pandemic will magnify the digital
skills gaps employers have reported.

13.4%

OF CIoS ADULTS
HAVE NEVER USED
THE INTERNET

AGAINST A UK
AVERAGE OF

8.4%

Skills gaps: 15% of employers have staff who are not fully
proficient, rising to 22% in Manufacturing and 24% in Hotels
and restaurants.
Under-use of skills: Skills mismatches are not only due to
skills shortages. Just over a third of employers say that they
have workers whose skills/qualifications are in advance of
those needed for the job, a figure broadly in line with the
national average. 1 in 10 managers were considered to not be
proficient at their jobs and digital, marketing and managerial
skills are in high demand. The need for digital skills for life,
learning and work has, of course, been accelerated by the
pandemic.
Impact of the pandemic: Covid-19 has underlined the
reliance of the economy on hospitality and retail jobs which
have been hard-hit in the past few months. Newquay, Looe
and St Ives are amongst the top ten towns in the country to be
considered ‘at risk’ from the impact. Unemployment and the
number of benefit claimants have soared since March 2020.
Younger workers have been particularly affected. Immediate
priorities will be to ensure that businesses can bounce back,
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that people have the skills to get back into work and the high
value sectors which are essential to the region’s recovery can
continue to grow.

“

“Digital was a priority pre-COVID-19,
now it is critical.”

Forecasts prepared before the pandemic suggest that most
future jobs growth to 2027 is likely to come from:
•
•
•
•
•

Health and social work (+4,000 jobs 1% p.a.)
Business support services (+2000 jobs 1.1% p.a.)
Professional and business services (+2,000 jobs 1.1%
p.a.)
Arts and entertainment (+1000 jobs 1.2% p.a.)
Accommodation and food (+2,000 jobs 0.6% p.a.)

These trends are leading to a hollowing out of the labour
market with demand mainly at the higher and lower ends of
the skills spectrum. Main jobs growth and decline will be in:
Admin. &
secretarial

LEVEL 4+
Managers
& directors
Professionals

Machine
operatives
Skilled
trades

< LEVEL 2

Associate
professionals
Care &
leisure

CIoS’s increasingly “hourglass-shaped” labour market will
make it difficult for individuals to progress in a chosen career
without action to map and develop progression pathways.
Current vacancies are dominated by demand for healthcare
assistants and health professionals. More than half of all jobs
advertised in September 2020 required at least Level 3 skills.

Sector skills needs: The Health and Social Care sector
dominates current vacancies accounting for almost 4 out
of 10 positions in October 2020. Advertised vacancies
include care workers, healthcare assistants and nurses. In
hospitality, the demand is for customer services, kitchen and
catering assistants, chefs, food service, room service and
managers. But current vacancy data gives little indication
of longer term requirements or what particular skills are
in demand. More detailed and up to date intelligence on
employers’ skills needs in key sectors is necessary and
one of the priorities within the Strategy, therefore, is
to better understand sectoral needs as a vital precursor
to informing provision and approaches to recruitment.
Of course, for many of CIoS’s priority sectors, it could be
argued that traditional sector boundaries are becoming
increasingly blurred as the world moves towards a more
circular economy. Increasingly, businesses span across
a number of subsectors, for example, the marine sector
spans engineering, construction, boat-building, energy
and technology. Agritech spans farming, robotics, artificial
intelligence and marketing. What is evident is that the growth
of these highly productive sectors all require the attraction,
development and retention of:
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific, engineering and technology skills (STEM).
Leadership and management skills.
Transferable skills to enable employees to move
between related sectors.
Core employability skills such as communication, team
working and customer service.
New and more multi-disciplined skill sets in the
workforce.

This suggests that a modular approach to upskilling and
updating knowledge will be invaluable going forwards.
Skills needs are rising and the skills demanded of
employees require both more breadth and depth. Forecasts
for CIoS show that between 2017 and 2027 there will
be a sharp rise in the numbers needed with Level 4
qualifications and above and a steep fall in the numbers
of employees needed with qualifications below Level 2.
With an ageing workforce, it will be essential that older
workers have more opportunities to upskill and retrain.
Local employers confirm these trends and say that the
demand for workers with qualifications below Level 2 is
declining as automation and technological developments
change the skills required for work. But a significant minority
of the unemployed or economically inactive have only basic
qualifications or none at all. With the surge in unemployment
caused by the pandemic this will inevitably increase the
competition for jobs leaving the least able behind.
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To date, most employers have not made use of Higher Apprenticeships as an alternative recruitment pathway to meet these
higher level qualification needs.
Training is not rising in response to need:
Despite rising skills needs employer investment in training is decreasing with fewer staff being trained and for less time. Adult
learners are not making up the gap and – as is the case nationally - the numbers of adults involved in training is declining. In
particular, local participation in STEM subjects has halved between 2014 and 2019, driven particularly by falls in the take up
of digital learning. But with its ambitions to diversify the economy and grow its high valued added priority sectors in marine,
mining, energy and agri-tech, there will be an increasing demand for high level technical and STEM skills cross-cutting each
of these sectors.
Progress towards higher skill levels may well be stalling since amongst young people, far fewer of those with A levels or
equivalent (49%) are progressing to Higher Education compared with 57% in England. Anecdotal evidence suggests that there
is a ‘brain drain’ with insufficient high paid highly skilled jobs to enable young people to stay and progress in their careers.
Communications
Whilst partnerships are rightly seen as a strength, the sheer number of partnerships, projects and programmes gives rise to
the potential for confusion over roles and responsibilities, duplication of effort and a need for the LEP to provide stronger
leadership of the skills agenda. This issue emerged strongly from the stakeholder engagement process and suggests the need
for better internal and external-facing communications to help all involved better understand the skills offer.
SUMMARY: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
STRENGTHS: OPPORTUNITIES TO BUILD ON

SCALE OF STRENGTH

UNIQUE, HIGH PRODUCTIVITY NICHE SECTORS.
SOUTH WEST INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
CLOSE PARTNERSHIPS.
RISING % OF HIGHER LEVEL QUALIFICATIONS IN THE WORKFORCE.
HIGH EMPLOYMENT RATE.

WEAKNESSES: CHALLENGES TO ADDRESS

SCALE OF WEAKNESS

COMMUNICATIONS.

Short term

SKILLS SHORTAGES AND UNDER-UTILISATION OF SKILLS.

Short term

FEWER PEOPLE TRAINING.

Short term

LOW WAGES AND LOW PRODUCTIVITY.

Long term

FALL IN YOUNG PEOPLE GOING TO HIGHER EDUCATION.

Long term

DECLINE IN STEM TRAINING.

Long term

LOW UPTAKE OF HIGHER LEVEL APPRENTICESHIPS.

Long term

AGEING WORKFORCE.

Long term
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3. Skills Strategy
In Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly we are ambitious for
systemic change and the opportunities that devolution will
bring. Locally, skills needs and the cost of skills delivery
are significantly affected by our rural, peripheral location,
the predominance of micro and freelance businesses, high
housing and living costs and absence of major employers.
This means that national policies are not always suited to
local issues.
Whilst we have achieved much through European spend,
we need to be realistic about the challenges we face. The
fact is that there has been little change in productivity in a
decade; there is a mismatch between the skills employers
need and want and what is delivered; and some parts of the
county suffer continued deprivation and hardship. Change is
required and that means a forensic focus on the outcomes
we want to see embedded in delivery as well as new activity
targeted at gaps in supply. The pandemic has had a significant
negative impact on the labour market and on our high streets,
but it has accelerated change and innovation and ushered in
new ways of training delivery that will open up opportunities
for our employers and workforce in the longer term.
Through a review of the evidence and feedback from
stakeholders and partners, four strategic themes have been
clearly identified to frame our response. They are not set
in watertight compartments – indeed some actions can
contribute positively to all four – but they help give focus and
clarity to the major issues CIoS LEP wishes to achieve through
its actions on skills:

Inspire: Developing the
workforce of tomorrow.
We have bright, ambitious young people but too many
are held back by a lack of aspiration, poor basic skills
and a lack of awareness of the opportunities that the
local economy offers. There needs to be a concerted
drive to improve GCSE attainment in core subjects,
with digital skills accepted as a core skill. Fewer of our
highly qualified young people are progressing to higher
education than average and there is a need to better
understand the progression pathways available from
current provision. The uptake of STEM subjects is in
decline. A high proportion of our jobs that are at risk
from the impact of Covid-19 provide entry level jobs
for young people and 16 to 19 year-olds have been
nearly twice as likely to be furloughed as older workers.
Partners are already seeing the number of people not
in education, employment or training (NEETs) rise,
and getting people back to work and creating new
good quality jobs will be an important aspect of the

economy’s recovery. Careers education information,
advice and guidance has never been more important
but it needs to be more relevant, to engage parents as
key influencers and better reflect the changing local
economy.

Transform:
A productive workforce.
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is an economy in
transition. It has incredible potential but also huge
challenges to be addressed. It has one of the lowest
levels of productivity in the country and has been
particularly hard hit by the Covid-19 pandemic. Skills
shortages and skills gaps (including basic skills) can
and are limiting the potential expansion of local
businesses. Workforce training levels have been
declining. But in an economy dominated by SMEs and
micro businesses, employers do not have the capacity,
skills or HR capabilities to use the skills of the workforce
effectively. Yet the LEP’s growth ambitions require a
world-class workforce and the combined efforts of
employers, schools, colleges, university provision and
other training providers working in partnership will be
needed to better align delivery with employers’ skills
needs and improve the take up of Apprenticeships. The
pandemic has put a premium on digital technology and
there is a need to accelerate workforce digital skills
development, combined with action to ensure that
access is no longer a barrier to uptake. The LEP’s high
numbers of self-employed will need support to bounce
back and regrow and there is a pressing need to support
and encourage a new generation of entrepreneurs and
to develop the leadership and management skills of our
employers.

Innovate: Accelerate the growth &
diversification of the economy.
Cornwall has unique opportunities to diversify its
economy and expand it high skilled jobs through
harnessing its natural resources and expanding its
manufacturing, tech and creative sectors. Local sector
bodies are best placed to identify the skills they need
and the gaps in the market. There is a need to support
their work, identify cross-cutting themes, broker
partnerships and add value to sector specific initiatives.
For those young people who leave for Higher Education
there is a need to do more to keep in touch and better
communicate the expanding opportunities that are
coming on stream to reverse our brain drain. Aligning
the provision of skills to labour market demand requires
the development of labour market information to
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generate, analyse and disseminate reliable sectoral and occupational information with partners. There is a need for a
long-term perspective to help anticipate the skills that will be needed in the future as CIoS seeks to fuel innovation,
productivity, technological change and competitiveness.

Thrive:
Opportunity for all.
Deprivation means that skills are not the only barrier that some of our disadvantaged residents face. Issues of poverty,
housing, health and wellbeing mean that an holistic approach is needed to support people furthest from the labour
market towards employability or work. Close partnership working with the DWP, housing, health and welfare partners
is needed to develop innovative solutions delivered via outreach to residents in some of the more rural and coastal
settlements where transport adds an additional barrier. An immediate priority to tackle rising unemployment will be
addressed through our Economic Recovery Plan. Devolution offers us the opportunity to move to a more collaborative
and outcome based approach to delivery and to provide integrated solutions. The lack of basic skills from school leavers
through to those in and out of work is closing down opportunities for local people, acting as a barrier to work and
progression. The pandemic is expected to have a detrimental, albeit potentially short term, impact on living standards.
With almost half the population ‘just about managing’ we need to use the opportunities to respond at speed to support
those affected to develop the skills they need, accelerating our economic recovery and renewal. A complementary
approach with businesses is required to encourage them to pay the Living Wage and to provide working conditions that
contribute to employee health and well-being and improves productivity by reducing absence levels.

Underpinning these strategic themes there is an urgent need to strengthen and rationalise partnership working and delivery
to avoid duplication of effort. Skills overlaps with several strategies such as the Local industrial Strategy, the Digital Skills
Partnership Strategy, the Covid-19 response and the Devolution Deal and there needs to be clear lines of responsibility to
ensure implementation.
It is essential that we maximise the impact of our skills programme and do not spread our resource too thinly. The 5 priorities
for the next 10 years are:
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Skills
priority
category

Priorities and supporting rationale
Our young people have high quality Careers Education, Information, Advice and Guidance
(CEIAG) which informs and inspires them about our unique future opportunities and fosters
CIoS’s spirit of entrepreneurship.
Careers advice is considered to be out of step with the economy and does not reflect
emerging opportunities. Entrepreneurship – a key feature of the Cornish and Isles of Scilly
economy – needs to be included in delivery. Labour market information is shared but currency
and accuracy are issues. We want to ensure that our young people are informed about the
highly skilled careers available locally. There is a need to assess the quality of delivery and to
consider outcomes rather than outputs. More engagement with parents is vital to address
outdated perceptions.

Covid-19 recovery and
renewal skills priorities.

The skills, anti-poverty and health agendas work together to develop an inclusive ‘whole
person’ approach to skills which enables people to retrain, progress into work or towards
the labour market.
The wellbeing and skills agendas need linking up. Limiting support to helping someone gain
skills does not make a difference if they cannot travel to learn or work, or if they have health
and wellbeing issues. Currently different projects look at people with different lenses, there
is no holistic approach to help deal with immediate problems e.g. food and housing. The
pandemic provides an opportunity for systemic change and a new holistic approach to skills
and collaborative working. An outcome approach needs to ensure that learning provides the
basic and transferable core skills that support sustainable employment.
There is a step change in access to digital infrastructure, digital usage and digital skills
across the area, supporting sectors, businesses and people to make the transition to a
digital world.
The impact of Covid-19 has transformed the delivery of learning and shone a spotlight on
digital skills and digital infrastructure. There is a need for a clear digital learning offer from
basic digital literacy to advanced skills available to all ages. The speed of transition to new
ways of working has been at pace and there are concerns that those who lack equipment,
live in broadband blackspots and have inadequate skills will increasingly get left behind.
At the same time we need to embrace the potential that Covid-19 has offered in terms of
opportunities for homeworking and innovation in learning and delivery.

Sector
priorities.

Cross-cutting skills priorities
(far-reaching, cross-sector)

Leadership and high level skills are developed to drive growth, innovation and productivity.
The world of work is changing, and the capability and commitment of managers are the most
important factors in determining the provision of workplace learning and the effective use
and development of workforce skills. Improving the supply of skills is not the only lever for
increasing productivity or encouraging the use of high performance business techniques. We
need to encourage and promote best practice in management to our employers and the
self-employed to develop and grow high value businesses and build the demand for learning.
There has been good progress in narrowing the gap between CIoS and the national average
at Level 4 and above, but our skills needs are rising and more jobs in the future will require
higher level skills. The proportion of young people qualified to Level 3 progressing to HE has
declined and the uptake of STEM qualifications has stalled.

Our learning provision meets the sector-specific requirements of employers through a more
collaborative and employer-led approach which aligns learning and training with employer
demand, providing learners with clear progression pathways to higher level creative and
technical skills.
The skills landscape needs simplifying for employers, stakeholders and individual learners.
There is a need for better intelligence on employers skills needs in our foundation and priority
sectors to enable us to shape and develop learning provision and ensure that there are clear
pathways for learners to follow. Learning needs to better embed the basic and soft skills
employers want.

LEP
Theme

RELEVANT
PRIORITY

CONTRIBUTION
TO GOVERNMENT
PRIORITIES
DELIVERY
PARTNERS

RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SAP/LEP

OVERALL
AND INTERIM
TIMEFRAMES
FOR DELIVERY
OUTCOMES

Young
people

Young
people,
workforce

Young
people,
secondary
schools and
colleges

Children,
young
people
and their
parents

Establish a Young Person’s Task and
Finish group to explore best practice
and develop a dedicated young
people’s portal/resources. The aim
is to enhance and expand tailored
online and telephone advice on
local careers, skills development,
work experience opportunities,
entrepreneurship, self-employment
and the availability of wider support.

Make effective use of LMI to
develop innovative resources for our
foundation and priority sectors.

Improve the quality of CEIAG
delivery through the development
and roll out of a competency
framework for careers advisors
in schools and colleges.

Further develop the parental
engagement toolkit to improve the
awareness of parents of children
at primary and secondary of local
career options and the pathways
open to children and young people.

Cross
sector

DfE Careers
Strategy

Careers
Hub/CEC

Careers
Hub/CEC

Careers
Hub/CEC

Careers
Hub/CEC

Monitoring
progress

SAP as convener
and commissioner

SAP as
commissioner
of sector reports.
Monitoring
progress.

SAP as
commissioner.
Monitoring
progress.

Year 2

Year 3

Years 2-3

Year 1

Children, young
people and their
parents are
enthused by the
career opportunities
available and are
well informed about
how CEIAG can help
their children.

More consistent
high quality CEIAG
is delivered.

Increased awareness
of local career
opportunities.
Reduction in
skills shortages.

All young people
are aware of
and know how to
access CEIAG and
associated support.

1. Our young people have high quality Careers Education, Information, Advice and Guidance (CEIAG) which informs and inspires them about our unique future opportunities
and fosters CIoS’s spirit of entrepreneurship.

Inspire – Building the workforce of the future

ACTIVITY

GROUPS
TARGETED

4. Skills Action Plan
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RELEVANT
PRIORITY

CONTRIBUTION
TO GOVERNMENT
PRIORITIES
DELIVERY
PARTNERS

RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SAP/LEP

OVERALL
AND INTERIM
TIMEFRAMES
FOR DELIVERY
OUTCOMES

Key
employers,
the
workforce,
employers
Cross sector

Cross sector

FE and HE,
employers,
sector
bodies

Prepare a proposition to DfE to pilot
Local Skills Improvement Plans in the
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Region.

Continue to improve and grow
apprenticeships by developing
a CIOS-wide strategy for an
apprenticeship levy transfer.

Cross sector

Employers
and sector
bodies

Establish a Task and Finish Group to
develop a single web-based point
of access for simplified training and
support information for employers
and the self-employed, drawing on
good practice elsewhere in the UK.

Sector skills

SAP and
Sector
bodies

Develop a sector skills body under
the SAP leadership by which
employers in our priority sectors can
clearly articulate their skills needs
and share intelligence to inform
commissioning and avoid duplication
of effort.

Local Skills
Improvement Plans

Local Skills
Improvement Plans

Growth Hub

CIoS LEP

Cornwall
Council,
Growth and
Skills Hub,
employers

Sector
bodies and
SAP

Monitoring
progress

SAP in its
leadership role

SAP as
commissioner

SAP in its
leadership role

Year 2

Year 1

Years 1-2

Year 1

More apprenticeship
funds are available
for SMEs. Rising nos.
of apprentices.

Develop a Pilot Local
Skills Improvement
Plan to act as an
exemplar nationally.

Employers can
easily access high
quality support and
information.

The SAP and its
partners have a clear
understanding of
the skills needs in its
priority sectors to
help shape learning
provision.

2. Our learning provision meets the sector-specific requirements of employers through a more collaborative and employer-led approach which aligns learning and training
with employer demand, providing learners with clear progression pathways to higher level creative and technical skills.

Transform: A productive workforce

ACTIVITY

GROUPS
TARGETED

4. SKILLS ACTION PLAN
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Employers
and sector
bodies

FE/HE/
learning
providers

ACTIVITY

Incentivise employers to invest
in, and utilise, the skills of their
workforce by developing resources
to train and inspire workforce
development in SMEs.

Adapt the Health and Social
Care Academy model to map
learning provision in our priority
and foundation sectors and
ensure that there are progression
pathways/a clear line of sight to
high skilled jobs including higher
level apprenticeships/degree
apprenticeships and opportunities
for people to retrain.
Cross sector

Cross sector

RELEVANT
PRIORITY

Local Skills
Improvement
Plans/ Plan for
Jobs/T levels/
Lifetime skills
guarantee

Industrial Strategy

CONTRIBUTION
TO GOVERNMENT
PRIORITIES

Providers/
Sector
bodies/

Skills
Hub

DELIVERY
PARTNERS

SAP to
commission

Monitoring
progress

RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SAP/LEP

Years 1-2

Year 2

OVERALL
AND INTERIM
TIMEFRAMES
FOR DELIVERY

All learners can easily
progress from one
learning opportunity
to another in their
chosen careers.

An increase in
workforce training.

OUTCOMES

Support the Digital Skills Partnership
to develop a strategic response to
the digital skills needs arising out
of the Covid-19 pandemic, increase
home-working and promote long
term business transformation.

Employers,
young
people,
adults,
communities
Covid
response

Lifetime skills
guarantee/The
skills toolkit

Digital Skills
Partnership

SAP
monitoring

Year 1-3

Improved digital
infrastructure and
skills.

3. There is a step change in access to digital infrastructure, digital usage and digital skills across the area, supporting sectors, businesses and people to make the transition to
a digital world.

GROUPS
TARGETED

4. SKILLS ACTION PLAN
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RELEVANT
PRIORITY

CONTRIBUTION
TO GOVERNMENT
PRIORITIES
DELIVERY
PARTNERS

Young people/
sector bodies/
providers

Sector bodies/
learning
providers/
Careers Hub/
CEC

Building on the Skills For Jobs
White Paper, develop a higher level
technical education/STEAM strategy
to boost STEAM skills and reverse
the decline in HE participation.

Commission a phased programme of
research into the current and future
skills needs of employers in our key
sectors to support the development
of Local Skills Improvement Plans
and careers resources.
Sector
skills

Sector
skills

Cross
sector

Skills for Jobs
White Paper/ T
levels/Green jobs
taskforce/Industrial
Strategy

Skills for Jobs
White Paper/ T
levels/Green jobs
taskforce/Industrial
Strategy

Industrial
Strategy

Sector
bodies/
Cornwall
Council

Cornwall
Council/
HE and
FE/ Sector
bodies

Growth and
Skills Hub

SAP to commission

SAP to convene

SAP to convene

RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SAP/LEP

Year 2

Year 1

Year 2

OVERALL
AND INTERIM
TIMEFRAMES
FOR DELIVERY

Improved
intelligence
on employers’
current and
future skills
needs.

More people
are attracted to
STEAM careers
in CIoS.

Productivity is
increased.

OUTCOMES

Make effective use of Cornwall
Council’s procurement, capital
investment and planning system
to maximise the opportunities for
young people and those furthest
from the labour market to access
work, apprenticeships and supported
employment. Progress should be
effectively monitored.

Disadvantaged
communities/
workforce

Cross sector

Cornwall
Council
Planning
Dept. /ITI
Board

SAP to monitor

Years 1-3

More
opportunities for
young people and
those furthest
from the labour
market to gain
work experience
and employment.

5. The skills, anti-poverty and health agendas work together to develop an inclusive ‘whole person’ approach to skills which enables people to retrain, progress into work or
towards the labour market.

Thrive: Opportunity for all

Employers/
sector bodies

Develop a task and finish group to
explore the options for developing
leadership and management skills
and the barriers to high performance
working practices.

4. Develop the leadership and high level skills needed to drive growth, innovation and productivity.

Innovate: Accelerate the growth and diversification of the economy

ACTIVITY

GROUPS
TARGETED

4. SKILLS ACTION PLAN
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Cross
sector

Cross
sector

Cross
sector

Cross
sector

The
workforce

Young people
and the
workforce/
learning
providers

Rural
communities,
young people
and the
workforce

The workforce

ESF delivery
partners

Young people/
the workforce/
employers

Establish a task and finish group to
identify good practice models in
European Funding so as to develop
a whole person approach to
supporting people out of work in
a holistic manner to inform future
funding calls and the development
of an outcomes framework.

Promote the National Careers
Service to all adults in and out of
work or self-employment in CIoS.

Map basic skills provision in CIoS
and identify effective practice and
resources for roll out and campaign
to promote engagement.

Establish a Task and Finish Group
to explore innovation in transport
to support people to access
learning and work in the remoter
parts of Cornwall.

Evaluate and learn from the ‘In
work poverty’ calls to identify what
works in supporting workplace
progression and reducing in-work
poverty.

Develop a data-sharing agreement
between key stakeholders and
explore the potential to roll out
the NCS Virtual Locker approach to
facilitate data sharing.

Expand the use of Badge Nation
to develop a local award which
recognises core employability skills.

Cross
sector

Cross
sector

Cross
sector

Disadvantaged
communities/
workforce

ACTIVITY

RELEVANT
PRIORITY

GROUPS
TARGETED

Plan for Jobs

CONTRIBUTION
TO GOVERNMENT
PRIORITIES

Real Ideas

Cornwall
Council/
DWP

Skills Hub/
sector
body

SAP to convene

SAP to convene

SAP to monitor/
evaluate

SAP to convene

SAP to monitor

Cornwall
Council/
FE and
learning
providers

Cornwall
Council

SAP to monitor

SAP to convene

RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SAP/LEP

NCS/
Growth
and Skills

Cornwall
Council/
SAP 1
Group

DELIVERY
PARTNERS

Year 2

Year 2

Year 2

Year 1

Year 3

Years 2

Year 1

OVERALL
AND INTERIM
TIMEFRAMES
FOR DELIVERY

Core employability
skills are identified
and badges developed
to recognise
competencies.

Partners can readily
share key data

Best practice lessons
are learnt in tackling
low pay.

Transport solutions
are identified.

Basic skills no longer
cause skills shortages.

All adults are aware
of the careers support
available

CIoS is prepared for
the Shared Prosperity
Fund and devolution
by developing an
understanding of good
practice.

OUTCOMES

4. SKILLS ACTION PLAN
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MEASURING SUCCESS
The extent to which the baseline position against each of the
key measures of success changes over the next three years
will be influenced by a broad array of factors, including the
nature and scale of recovery as well as political, economic
and social issues. For instance, in times of recession, training
levels decline as businesses struggle to recover market
position. This means that the correlation between the
priorities of the strategy and measurable change in Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly is not a direct one. The strategy and its
accompanying action plan have a very important part to play,
but they will not be the sole drivers.
A clear mechanism to enable the objective assessment of
delivery of the Action Plan is crucial for the success of the
Skills Strategy and a set of key performance indicators (KPIs)
will be developed to enable the Action Plan to be monitored.
This information will be used for project management and to
show that public money is being spent effectively but it will
also help to identify good practice and to monitor progress
towards meeting the vision for Cornwall and the Isles of
Scilly LEP on an annual basis. The monitoring work will be
supported by a communications and marketing strategy to
disseminate information on progress and support activity
with relevant campaigning and publicity. We will use the
October review of the Local Skills Report to sense check the
KPIs and ensure that they are effectively capturing progress.
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5. Assessment of progress
Building on the successful work of our Employment and Skills
Board, the SAP has already made strides in progressing the
skills agenda and building consensus around the priorities
for action.
OUR LOCAL LEADERSHIP ROLE
Recent years have seen a new and sharper focus on skills in
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Two years ago resources were
allocated to support a new People and Prosperity Team.
During 2020 there has been a refresh of the Employment and
Skills Board designed to reshape the Board to take account of
the needs of business as part of the post-pandemic economic
recovery, to better reflect the LEP’s emerging Local Industrial
Strategy and to take on the new responsibilities of the
Skills Advisory Panel. In particular, the Board has recruited
employers to represent its key sectors to put employers at the
forefront of its skills agenda and to broaden its understanding
of the needs of local businesses.
Through our work in developing the new Skills Strategy it has
been clear that there is a further opportunity to strengthen
our leadership of the skills agenda and clarify the roles and
responsibilities of our partners in taking the Strategy forward.
Although the Board has been immeasurably strengthened
by the recruitment of employers, the LEP still lacks effective
mechanisms to enable employers to clearly articulate their
skills needs and through this Strategy we will put in place an
employer sub group to support our work.
There is an acknowledged need to ensure that the ESB
monitors the progress of skills-related actions in these plans
and puts mechanisms in place to ensure that there is no
duplication of effort across the different skills actions. We will
clearly communicate to all stakeholders our set of strategic
priorities so that partners can align their individual actions
with the common goal. The comprehensive engagement
process undertaken in connection with this work has already
built momentum and buy in.
A central theme of the recent engagement process has been
around communication and there is a need for the LEP to
do more to promote its work and central role in economic
recovery. We see the new SAP, core team and Skills Strategy
as a catalyst to step up our leadership role over the next
decade and to implement the change needed to drive growth
and innovation.
ENHANCING LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
In line with SAP national guidance, CIoS has developed a
detailed ‘living document’ Labour Market Assessment (the
CIoS LMA) supported by a data annex of the latest available
statistics (Annex A). The primary function of the LMA is
to provide the ongoing evidence and intelligence base of

current and future skills needs, to inform the development of
the Local Skills Report (LSR) and other skills-related strategies
and action plans (as well as assisting in the implementation of
the LSR itself). Of necessity, the LMA is a high level document
and the Strategy acknowledges our need to build on this
resource in relation to sector skills needs in particular. The
process of developing the LMA and Local Skills Report has
highlighted the lack of up to date information on employers’
skills needs in our key sectors and we will be commissioning
a phased programme of research to address this weakness as
well as creating an employer sub-group to generate on-going
intelligence.
With the recruitment of a professional part-time economist
/labour market practitioner, and also a full-time graduate
economist, CIoS is developing considerable internal capacity
for the updating and improvement of the LMA and evidence
base. In light of Covid-19, and related to the need to raise
professional internal labour market analysis capacity, we
have also undertaken highly detailed geographic economic
and labour market modelling of the impact and recovery of /
from the pandemic on the CIoS economy and labour market
(and associated implications for skills). This ground-breaking
work also enables us to develop future skills scenarios for the
CIoS economy.
IMPACT ON LOCAL SKILLS PROVISION.
The alignment of local skills provision with labour market
need is a central thread of the Skills Strategy underpinning
the actions identified. We need better information about
learning provision to be able to identify how effectively it
meets employers’ needs, where the gaps are and to eliminate
duplication. Learners and employers need a clear line of
sight to progression pathways accompanied by high quality
flexible learning and this will be the core of our work. This
strand will be complemented by work to better understand
employer needs as outlined above. We also seek an explicit
shift away from a low skills equilibrium and a strategic
approach to tackling weak demand and poor use of skills.
In Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly years of EU structural funds
mean that we have a wealth of effective additional support
and training in place for employers and learners alike. But
the skills system is complex and we acknowledge a need to
simplify the information available to improve awareness and
uptake of the support available. This work will be particularly
important as we seek to support our businesses to recover
from the Covid-19 pandemic.
In 2015 the Council signed its Devolution Deal. The deal
contained a number of activities around the delivery of
employment and skills in the region:
1. Working through the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local
Enterprise Partnership’s Employment and Skills Board
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local partners will align and pool strategy and resources
to re-shape training and learning provision across
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
2. Government will work with local partners to jointly
identify and develop new apprenticeship opportunities.
3. Cornwall Council and the CIoS LEP will work with
Government to improve careers advice for younger
people.
4. Cornwall Council and CIoS LEP will work with
Government to help people into employment, in
particular those furthest away from the labour market
through closer/greater alignment of activity for those
hardest to help.
COVID-19 RECOVERY AND RENEWAL PLANS
The economic recovery of Cornwall is likely to be characterised
by four phases – Respond, Reopen, Recover, Renew. These
phases will not be distinct and certain services, infrastructure
and business sectors will be at different stages at different
points.
To guide any work designed to facilitate and accelerate the
recovery of the economy of Cornwall, we have agreed a set
of key principles that will underpin and inform our approach
to recovery. The following ones are relevant to employment
and skills:
•

•

•

•

That our economic recovery efforts strive to reduce
our need to travel by embracing working from home
where appropriate and by using local services wherever
possible. Comprehensive coverage of fibre to the
premises broadband and/or universal 4G/5G mobile
coverage will therefore be required.
That our towns should be encouraged to become
community hubs where more people live, work and
shop locally and are places that people want to visit.
That our rural communities are supported to thrive
through better digital access, innovative hyper-local
services and facilities and by improving walking and
cycling accessibility to key public transport routes.
That we identify and prioritise activity that helps those
furthest from the labour market to find or return to
employment.

We believe that in the short term, aligning and re-focussing
existing and planned Cornwall Council service provision
with future capital, revenue and skills expenditure at
project /beneficiary/business/place and town level will to
help facilitate immediate benefit. The suggested “actions”
identified below are not exhaustive but will help to
communicate what Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly LEP and
its partners are currently doing to support the economic

recovery of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
SKILLS ACTION PLAN
The Employment and Skills Board (SAP) has recently been
refreshed to embrace a more employer-led approach to
skills. The new Skills Strategy and Action Plan is timely
therefore, and reflects our ambitions to harness the talent
of local businesses, education and the Local Authorities to
drive growth, realise the potential of devolution and play a
key role in the levelling up agenda.
The engagement process for the development of the Skills
Strategy and Action Plan has been wide-ranging involving
c50 stakeholders representing employers, schools, careers
services, Job Centre Plus, FE and HE, independent providers
and the third sector. Relationships matter, and the workshops
have generated a momentum behind the process and an
interest in closer collaborative working. It is clear that there
are many exemplars of good practice locally, but historically,
skills policy has somewhat lacked co-ordination and drive.
Funding streams and silo working have got in the way of
taking a ‘whole person’ approach to those facing labour
market disadvantage. A key theme to emerge from the
consultations has been that there is a need for better internal
and external-facing communications by the LEP. There is a
role for the LEP to provide clear leadership of the skills agenda
accompanied by clear lines of responsibility and to engage in
wider partnership working in the greater South West in areas
of common interest. Partners want to learn the lessons from
decades of European Funding to shift focus from simplistic
outputs that have characterised EU programmes, to an
outcomes framework that measures what matters. Critically,
the SAP and its partners need to (a) better understand both
what the learning offer is and where the gaps are and (b)
develop a more effective mechanism to enable employers to
clearly articulate the current and future skills needs. The lack
of consistent intelligence on sector skills needs has emerged
as a key gap and highlighted a need to develop our evidence
base further in relation to sector skills needs. As the impact
of the pandemic continues to be felt there may also be a
need for deep dive research into social inclusion/mobility.
At this stage, the emphasis of the Action Plan has been on
getting the foundations right for the future to align demand
and supply – putting the infrastructure in place to enable the
SAP to provide proactive and collaborative leadership and
make an evidence-based case for investment in skills and low
carbon growth.
These foundations, combined with strengths in partnership
working, will enable the new Employment and Skills Board
to deliver and crucially, monitor, the Strategy through its
leadership, convening or commissioning roles.
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6. Case studies
The Covid-19 crisis has brought into sharp focus the need for a
strong local response that quickly and agilely can address the
specific issues experienced by local people and businesses.
During the Covid-19 lockdown, CIoS partners demonstrated
their ability to work collaboratively, at speed and scale to
respond to the enormous challenges posed by the pandemic
to our local economy. Our more than 20 years of experience
of successfully implementing EU, national and local economic
regeneration funding has given us firm foundations on which
to build. The Covid-19 crisis has brought into sharp focus the
need for a strong local response that quickly and agilely can
address the specific issues experienced by local people and
businesses. During the Covid-19 lockdown, CIoS partners
demonstrated their ability to work collaboratively, at speed
and scale to respond to the enormous challenges posed by
the pandemic to our local economy. Our more than 20 years
of experience of successfully implementing EU, national
and local economic regeneration funding has given us firm
foundations on which to build.

JOANNA (From Cardiff to Cornwall)
Joanna was looking to return to Cornwall but was not sure of
the job prospects available. After struggling with applications
and barriers to gaining employment increased, she was
referred to Game Changer through a friend. Her navigator
looked at getting her confidence up so she felt positive when
applying for jobs with career progression.

“My experience with Game Changer has been hugely
positive and had a great impact on me both in terms
of my employment but also as a person. Working with
them helped me feel proactive and gave me some
much-needed clarity where before there was only
post-graduation panic and uncertainty. I feel far more
able to give myself credit for my abilities and tackle
social situations with more confidence as a result of the
holistic approach taken by Game Changer.”

INSPIRE

Young people are offered opportunities across different
sectors through placements, work tours, group experiences
and mentoring. There are chances to learn skills from
interview techniques to creating a CV, accredited skills for
careers, confidence building through cooking and drawing to
peer led campaigns that help others and more.

Game Changer – Transforming the lives of young people.

Working with partners to offer even more.

Game Changer helps young people across Cornwall and Isles
of Scilly aged 15-24, who are currently not in education,
employment or training/ may be at risk of not succeeding in
education or training, to thrive.

Led by Real Ideas, the programme works with a range of
partners, including Cornwall Marine Network, Creative
Kernow, Eden Project, Pentreath, White Gold Cornwall,
Cornwall Adult Education and local businesses to provide
participants with opportunities to achieve a brighter future.
Partners offer expert support for young people and every
young person has a navigator to walk alongside them and
build their resilience provide personalised support for their
situations.

The case studies below are just some of the exemplars of
good practice to take forward.

It supports them to overcome challenges, understand their
strengths, develop skills and experiences and build networks,
resulting in more than 60% of them moving into work or
long-term learning on exit.
The programme helps participants gain the confidence
needed to succeed. The programme connects them from
the beginning with the local employers and links them to key
economic growth sectors in the region. It raises aspirations,
opens pathways and enables employers to recruit their staff
of the future.

Sector partners provide links to employers and career
pathways providing expertise, brokering opportunities with
employers and supporting young people to find their career
pathways. Young people support each other, build networks
and skills; many choose to give back, create campaigns that
support others and employers and influence the design and
content of the programme in ongoing ways.
Game Changer has helped over 1,100 young people since
starting in 2017. Over 63% of young people leaving the
programme being in employment, education, apprenticeships
or training. Those who don’t find that next step leave with
increased confidence, fewer barriers, a wider network and
recognised skills. Real Ideas is looking forward to welcoming
more young people onto the programme.

Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/growthprogramme/50698536291/

Game Changer is funded by the European Social Fund and
The National Lottery Community Fund.
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TRANSFORM
•

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Health and Care Academy.
The Academy was established in July 2019 is a partnership
between the organisations in the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Health and Care Partnership, local colleges and universities
and social care.
It was developed in response to local workforce and skills
shortages and an understanding that reliance on current
training pathways would not generate the workforce needed
for the future. A new approach was needed to look at ways
of attracting, and training local people for careers in health
and care. The Academy was therefore established to work
across the partnership, to gain system insights and explore
and develop accessible training pathways. It is not designed
as a provider in its own right.
Its aims are:
• To inspire, encourage and enable local people to take up
careers in health and social care.
• To develop options for entry in to health and care
careers including enabling people to train as locally as
possible.
• To enable those working in health and care to develop
and progress in interesting, rewarding and exciting
careers.
• Choose to work in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly 		
- Choose to work in Health and Care
In essence it is:
• A Partnership between health, social care, education
providers.
• A Collaborative Network creating links with services
and providers to develop health & social care workforce,
volunteering etc.
• A System Wide workforce view and understanding of
shortage areas and developments required, enabling a
system Overview of the future workforce.
• Works across All Parts of the system – Health, Social
Care, Care Providers, Volunteers Charities, Schools &
Academic Partners.
• Virtual – because it not a college or a building.
• A Focal point bringing parts of the system together.
Enable interfaces Share the great and foster innovation.
• Inclusive – for all - Focus on local people, an enabler

for those from areas of deprivation or disadvantaged
groups to gain entry to a health and social care career.
Takes different approaches – Experiment & Innovate.

Examples of some of the projects and activities:
• Development of a health and care careers and work
experience strategy has been fundamental to building
relationships. It was developed by bringing together all
parts of the system including NHS and social care, careers
and subject teachers, Cornwall 11-25 yrs pathways
team, careers hub, students, colleges, DWP and care
providers. The strategy sets the approach to promote
health and care careers and provision of work experience
opportunities, making the most of resources available
within the system. Sustainability and Transformation
partners have been signed up as ‘Cornerstone’
employers.
• Identified use of apprenticeship levy and established
system reporting enabling an overview of usage/
resource and understanding of how it is being used to
support workforce development and progression and
focus to address areas of shortage. Apprenticeships
increased from 315 (Oct 19) to 530 (Oct 20).
• Destination data – collating information from sixth
forms and colleges for students that have progressed in
to health and care courses or employment. This gives
insights in to student choices in CIOS and indicators of
future workforce numbers.
• New training opportunities -Think Ahead fast track post
graduate programme leading to registration as Social
worker in mental health.
• Development of CIOS wide Communities of Practice
For more information see: cft.cornwallhcacademy@nhs.net
or #CIOSHCAcademy
INNOVATE
Cornwall
Marine
Network
was
established in 2002 by local marine
businesses to give identity to, and
improve the economic prosperity of,
businesses in Cornwall’s world-class
marine sector. It is the largest marine
cluster member network of employers
in the UK.
As a private not-for-profit company,
CMN is owned by more than 400 local marine businesses
in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. Members benefit from
expert specialist support to help them grow, by improving
digital marketing, skills, bringing innovation to market and
improving productivity in the workplace.
CMN identifies the barriers to growth faced by local marine
sector businesses, 99.5% of who are micros or SMEs, and
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uses this knowledge to bid for and win public sector project
funds which pay CMN to deliver services and grants which
benefit their members and help them grow.
Since 2005, CMN has successfully won and deployed £45
million of funding, all of which have created 4,015 new
jobs and added around £450 Million of value to Cornwall’s
economy. Crucially, the use of EU structural funds has given
CMN the flexibility, capacity and capability to create a package
of co-designed and co-developed support with employers to
deliver the training and skills they need, delivered in ways
they can engage with. Business engagement and employer
ownership have been central to CMNs success, which has
allowed it to develop focused sector-led projects, such as,
Propel and Marine-I (ERDF). These have driven progress
in business support through fostering increased levels of
innovation, research and growth, whilst Developing Skills
for Business and Employer Led Skills (ESF) have driven the
skills agenda by enriching workforce skills, addressing skills
shortages and ensuring delivery is truly employer-led.

Josh Hoole, People Hub Manager, said:

“

The People Hub is an essential service for the
people of Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, we
have been signposting businesses through
the Growth and Skills Hubs and it’s time we
have something specifically for individuals as
there is a lot of support out there that can
be accessed and change lives for the better.
The People Hub team is here to listen to each
individual help them access the right support
for their needs whether it is getting the right
training to move up to a new career or help to
reengage with work.”

- www.ciosgrowthhub.com/peoplehub

- https://cornwallmarine.net/
THRIVE
The People Hub.
Funded through ESF, the People Hub provides practical
support and information to people who are currently
unemployed or inactive to help resolve the key issues that
may be preventing them from moving on in life. It is a one
stop shop of triage and referral that aims to engage 1605
eligible individuals, providing support with the development
of bespoke individual Personal Action Plans (PAPs). It delivers
a number of programmes:
The Community Connectors and Change Programme.
Delivered by Konnect Cornwall who identify and support
participants directly and through personal contact via a team
of Community Connectors.
The People Hub Chatbot.
Delivered by Hi9 who have created a chatbot and voice user
interface through smart speakers & phones to provide a new
way for anyone in Cornwall who is unemployed or inactive to
access vital information.
The SmartMatching Portal.
Delivered by SmartMatching, the portal enables access to a
wide range of more flexible working opportunities, including
mobile or field working, remote working, hub working, as
well as more traditional ‘building’ based work. They bring
links with companies from across the UK to provide diverse
opportunities for work.
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7. Looking Forward
Perhaps more than ever, we are living in uncertain times. The
lasting impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the labour market
is not yet known but analysis shows that Cornwall is likely to
be one of the hardest hit areas in the UK. In economic terms
unemployment has soared; our young people have had to
adapt to new ways of learning; our towns have suffered from
lockdown; and forecasts suggest that not all businesses will
be able to bounce back. The proposed introduction of the
Shared Prosperity Fund, the prospect of devolution and the
ending of EU structural funds also bring change and the need
for new approaches.
But there are opportunities. The pandemic has driven
transformational change and innovation which may well
provide long term opportunities for Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly and its green recovery. Remote working and online
learning delivery are opening up the potential to address
some of the transport barriers that have prevented people
accessing jobs and learning in the more rural parts of Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly. Moreover, Cornwall has unique natural
resources which bring huge potential for innovation and the
chance to diversify the economy by generating green jobs
and growing its high tech sectors.
With an Economic Recovery Plan in place to tackle the impact
of Covid-19 on our economy, the Skills Strategy has sought to
mainly focus on the longer term issues which need addressing
over the next decade to realise CIoS’s unique future potential,
whilst acknowledging the immediate consequences of the
pandemic. A number of key themes have emerged which will
require a partnership approach to secure change.
RISING AND CHANGING SKILLS NEEDS
Our economy is set to change significantly between now
and 2030. Technology is driving change in the skills needed
across the economy. According to estimates by the McKinsey
Global Institute, 39% of the activities that people are paid
to do in the UK today could be automated by 2030. This will
transform the volume and types of skills needed in the future
workplace. With 80% of the 2030 workforce already in the
workforce today, it cannot be left to labour market entrants
to upskill the workforce. Reskilling the existing workforce will
be the major challenge which will be made more challenging
by the immediate consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The need for digital skills has been underlined by the Covid-19
pandemic which has brought about a sea change in ways of
working. Home working and on-line learning have increased
dramatically and there has been a surge in the need for the
skills needed both for home and for work. Yet the take-up
of ICT training has fallen considerably and there is a clear
role for the Digital Skills Partnership to develop a strategic

approach to enable people to transition to a digital world.
Another well-established trend is an increasing polarisation
of the workforce, with an increase in higher-skilled and lowerskilled jobs at the expense of middle-skilled jobs. The need to
replace workers who retire or leave their jobs nevertheless
means that there will still be a demand for mid-level and
technician skills. The new Lifetime Skills Guarantee and the
announcement of new technical sub-degree qualifications
in the Skills for Jobs White Paper provides a real opportunity
to reverse the decline in adult learning and provide new
pathways to the skills employers need. The ambitions of the
White Paper align with our work to put employers in the
driving seat and Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly LEP would
welcome the opportunity to pilot Local Skills Improvement
Plans.
As a result of the Covid-19 crisis many workers face uncertain
job prospects, particularly those where skill levels are low in
sectors which have been hard-hit, such as hospitality and
retail. Upskilling and reskilling will be essential to enable
workers to move into other sectors, but a lack of basic
skills will make it more difficult for them to access learning
programmes and apprenticeships or to progress in work. The
evidence suggests a need for schools, colleges and providers
to have a sustained focus on basic and core employability
skills if people are not to be left behind during recovery.
PRODUCTIVITY AND LOW PAY
A key message is that raising the demand for skills as well
as addressing weaknesses of skills supply will be central to
addressing the LEP’s underperformance on productivity and
pay. Skills and productivity and hence economic wealth go
hand in hand. However, in line with the national picture,
local productivity growth has stalled since the financial crash
of 2008. A new piece of work has now been commissioned
to explore the causes of low pay and potential approaches
to mitigation which will inform the Skills Strategy refresh.
The LEP’s employment base also has a number of structural
demand-side weaknesses. For example, it has few high
skilled jobs and a predominance of low paid low skilled jobs.
Addressing this issue means raising the demand for skills by
shifting the local business base to one that is founded on
higher value market strategies as proposed in the LEP’s local
industrial strategy.
But many employers do not have the skills to adopt high
performance working practices as is evidenced by the finding
that more than 1 in 3 employers in the LEP area say that
they have workers whose skills/ qualifications are in advance
of those needed for the job. If the LEP is to innovate and
compete effectively then high level management skills are
imperative for business performance, but 1 in 10 managers
are considered to not be proficient at their jobs and half of
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employers with skill shortage vacancies reported a lack of
management and leadership skills. The role of the Growth
and Skills Hubs will be vital in supporting managers to make
better use of the skills of their workforce and to develop
the leadership skills needed to organise their businesses in
a different way and improve productivity. Work to better
align training supply to employer need will also support this
agenda.
A LOW CARBON FUTURE
The LEP is ambitious for a low carbon and inclusive recovery.
The Committee on Climate Change reported that for the UK
to reach ‘carbon net zero’ by 2050, there will have to be a
quadrupling of low-carbon electricity, major-scale carbon
capture and storage, and a fifth of agricultural land must shift
to alternative use. In January 2019 Cornwall Council declared
a climate emergency, recognising the need for urgent action
to address the climate crisis and restore nature. Its ambitions
align with the Great South West drive to be the first carbon
neutral region in England.
CIoS has some unique and unrivalled energy resources and a
track record of driving and delivering low-carbon innovation
and natural solutions. To capitalise on these assets it needs
the Scientific, Technical, Engineering and Maths (STEM) skills
to support its transition. Too few of our young people and
their parents are aware of the opportunities that the green
agenda will bring. To this end, the Strategy prioritises action
to develop understanding about future growth opportunities
and the skills that will be needed, with a view to retaining
and attracting talent. Working with employers we will map
the learning offer to ensure that the pathways are in place
to enable young people pursue new ‘green’ careers; and
that workers can retrain to fill the opportunities that arise.
Flexible and modular ‘click and build’ learning will be needed
to facilitate workers to retrain.

Skills Strategy we need to explore new ways of working to
develop a ‘whole person’ approach to skills. Our strengths in
partnership working and experience of EU funded inclusion
programmes will give us a sound foundation on which to
build.
CONCLUSIONS
Against a backdrop of rapid change in the world of work
and the need to boost productivity, action to address skills
is crucial. However, as the evidence shows adult education
is in decline; it fails to benefit those who need it most; and
there is a mismatch between the skills employers want and
those that are supplied. As more onus is put on individuals
to take responsibility to develop their skills and to finance
themselves above Level 3 there is an acknowledged need for
individuals and employers to be supported to navigate the
system and embrace the culture change needed for lifelong
learning. The Covid-19 pandemic gives the challenge a new
urgency.
The Skills Advisory Panel is well positioned to lead the
skills agenda building on strong local partnerships and a
clear evidence-based strategic approach. The publication
of the Local Skills Report marks a starting point in its work
to strengthen the links between employers and learning
providers and sharpen its policy responses to build back
better.

SOCIAL INCLUSION
The impact of Covid-19 has seen the number of households
claiming benefits soar to unprecedented levels. This increase
has been far greater in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly than in
the South West or Great Britain, underlining the area’s greater
vulnerability to the impact of the pandemic on working life.
Even before the pandemic hit, 1 in 3 local jobs paid below
the Real Living Wage and it is becoming clear that action will
be needed if those facing poverty face further disadvantage
during recovery.
We need a skills system that works for all, but our experience
suggests that skills issues cannot be tackled in isolation
from other barriers to learning and work such as personal
well-being and financial distress. As we implement the
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GLOSSARY
CEC

Careers and Enterprise Company

CEIAG

Careers Education Information Advice and Guidance

CIOS

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

CLLD

Community Led Local Development

DWP

Department for Work and Pensions

ERDF

European Regional Development Fund

ESB

Employment and Skills Board

ESF

European Social Fund

ESIF

European Structural and Investment Funds

GVA

Gross Value Added

HESA

Higher Education Statistics Agency

JC+

Job Centre Plus

LEP

Local Enterprise Partnership

NEET

Not in Education, Employment or Training

NVQ

National Vocational Qualification

SAP

Skills Advisory Panel

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths

STEAM

Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths

VCSE

Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise
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1. Introduction
This document (Annex A) is one of a suite of three inter-related documents. It is designed to
provide a succinct insight into the key aspects of the local labour market and skills landscape. The
statistics in this Annex together with a more detailed analysis entitled The Labour Market
Assessment (LMA) underlie the Local Skills Report. Given its unique peripheral and rural position
in England, surrounded on 3 sides by water, the analysis does not use any other LEPs for
comparative purposes.
The data used in this document is the latest available data as at 16th November 2021. It should be
noted that time lags in the publication of key datasets mean that as yet, much of the analysis does
not capture the impact of Covid-19 on the local economy.

Overview
In this first section a number of datasets are explored to better understand the economic output
of the area; the composition of the business base; the structure of local employment and how the
changing make-up of the population will impact on labour supply in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
(CIoS).
In the following section, headline figures on employment, business starts and closures, pay rates,
productivity and unemployment are set out. Because of time-lags in the production of national
statistics these do not fully capture recent events, but do illustrate the longer term challenges the
LEP faces such as productivity and low pay.
Summary points
• The sectoral make-up of the economy is very different from the national average with
almost 1 in 3 jobs accounted for by tourism, wholesale and retail, compared to 22% in
England as a whole. This dependence, along with the small scale of firms is the most critical
factor underlying the vulnerability of the local economy to the impact of COVID-19.
• Reflecting its sectoral make up, the local jobs market comprises much higher rates of lowerskilled employment than is seen across England.
• In March 2020, there were 24,825 business enterprises in CIoS, with 88.9% employing
fewer than ten people.
• There were 2,305 business births in CIoS in 2019; giving the region a business birth rate of
10%, which is below the national average of 13%.
• Conversely, there were 1,930 business deaths in CIoS in 2019; giving the region a business
death rate of 9%, which is, again, below the national average of 11%.
• Prior to Covid-19, employment was at an all time high, but latest data shows that the labour
market has shrunk. This is reflected in a fall in the employment rate from 76.7% in 2019 to
73.6% in 2021. Currently it is below the national rate of 74.7%.
• The overall employment level in CIoS, as of June 2021, stood at 239,600, 12,500 people
down on the 2019 total two years earlier.
• Most of the fall is accounted for by a steep drop in self-employment from 55,500 in June
2019 to 44,400 in June 21.
• Another reason for the fall in employment rate can be attributed to a rise in working age
economic inactivity, i.e. people withdrawing from the labour market. Currently, 73,800 or
22.7% of the working age population (June 2021) are classed as economically inactive, this
is a rise of 7,800 in the past two years.
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• The most significant change has been the rise in the proportion of students which has
almost doubled from 13% in 2020 to 23% in 2021 as young people have remained in
education and training rather than seek work in such uncertain times.
• As of 2019, GVA in CIoS amounted to a total of £11.5bn.
• Using GVA per hour worked as a measure of productivity, CIoS faces a significant
productivity deficit relative to that of the England, with a GVA per hour worked equivalent
to 77% of the national average.
• In 2021, the median gross weekly pay for CIoS residents was £517.20 and for the workforce
it was £503.20; in other words those who commute outside of the LEP area earn more than
those who work within it. These figures compare with a national average of gross weekly
pay of £613.30.
• Cornwall and Isles of Scilly has an estimated resident population of 575,500, making it one
of the smallest LEPs in the country.
• The pandemic brought about a spike in the claimant count which led to a doubling of the
count in CIoS between March and April, from 9,553 to 19,387 claimants, as a result of the
first national lockdown. The totals have since fallen back and in September 2021 12,625
people in CIoS were claiming unemployment-related benefits, equivalent to 3.8% of the
working age population. This is below the national rate of 5.3%.
• As a local authority, Cornwall ranked 83 out of 317 local authorities on the Index of Multiple
Deprivation.

1.1.

Employment by sector

The sectoral make up of an economy is a key determinant of labour demand that affects not only
the number of available jobs, but also the local occupational structure and type of employment
contracts available. Total employment for CIoS has been estimated at 233,000; which means that
employment in CIoS accounted for 0.9% of total employment seen within England in 2021.
The three largest employment sectors in CIoS accounted for 45% of total employment and show:
• Accommodation and food services account for the largest share of employment in CIoS, at
14%, which is double the average of 7% seen across England as a whole;
• Wholesale and Retail accounts for 17% employment share in CIoS, which is slightly above
the average of 15% seen across England as a whole;
• Health accounts for 14% of employment within CIoS, which is in line with the English
average of 13%.
CIoS shows significant sectoral employment under-representation against the national average in:
•
•
•

Professional, scientific and support services; 5% in CIoS versus 9% national average;
Information technology; 2% locally compared with 5% in England
Financial and insurance; 1% in CIoS versus 3% national average.

Thus, CIoS operates with greater dependence on retail and accommodation and food services,
with an employment level of 72,000, compared to the national average; two sectors severely
impeded by lockdown restrictions. Similarly, data also highlights the lack of representation of CIoS
in high-value sectors, such as professional services that have not faced restricted trade, which
have been able to continue working remotely unimpeded and, in some cases, have even seen
business grow throughout the crisis. Thus, this framework underpins why CIoS has, has been very
vulnerable to the COVID-19 crisis.
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Employment by sector, CIoS and England compared 2020 (%)
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Going forward, CIoS LEP have identified the Visitor Economy as one of our distinctive
opportunities in the Local Industrial Strategy, along with the niche sectors of clean energy, georesources, data and space and agri-food that will play a critical role in growing the local economy
through diversification both now and in future.

1.2.

Employment by occupation

The local jobs market has much higher rates of lower-skilled employment than is seen across
England. This is, in part, due to the sectoral differences CIoS has with England, but is also due to a
lower proportion of mid-size and larger employers (See Labour Market Assessment para 4.2),
which gives rise to fewer opportunities for career progression and for professional/associate
professional work.
The main differences between the local and national picture in 2020/21 are:
• A far lower proportion of high-skilled occupations: a group consisting of managers,
directors, senior officials, professional occupations and associate professionals and
technical occupations. In CIoS this group accounts for 39% of jobs, compared to 50% in
England as a whole. As can be seen from the chart below, the local proportions of
professional and associate professional jobs are especially low.
• Middle-skilled occupations, comprising administrative and secretarial and skilled trade
occupations, account for 24% of employment, compared to 19% seen across England as a
whole.
5
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• Service-intensive occupations, including caring and personal services and sales and
customer service occupations, account for 21% of employment, compared to 16% seen
across England as a whole.
• Labour-intensive occupations, comprising plant and machine operatives and elementary
occupations, account for 16% of employment, compared to 15% nationally, with the main
difference in the proportion of elementary occupations.

Employment by occupation 2020/2021
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Source: Annual Population Survey, July 2020 – June 2021, 2020 SAP boundaries

As might be expected, these differences between CIoS and England are reflected in the
qualifications base of local residents.
This occupational structure means that the impact of Covid-19 has been greater locally, in that the
CIoS labour market has fewer workers who have been able to continue working remotely through
the pandemic (professionals and associate professionals) and more people in sales and customer
service jobs who have been furloughed or laid off. In turn this has impacted on household income
and there has been a greater increase in households claiming benefits in CIoS than in the South
West or Great Britain, underlining the area’s greater vulnerability to the impact of the pandemic
on working life. (See Labour Market Assessment, para 2.17)

1.4.

Enterprises by employment size

As of March 2021, CIoS had 24,825 registered business enterprises, a figure which has remained
stable over the last year. It is home to a small and micro-enterprise-rich business base, which
makes up almost 9 out of 10 organisations. Although not evident from the chart below, a key
weakness in the local economy is the small proportion of medium and large employers:
• Businesses with 50-249 employees account for 1.2% of the total provision of businesses in
CIoS, but 1.5%, in total, across England - 25% lower than nationally.
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• Businesses with 250+ employees account for 0.26% of the total provision of businesses in
CIoS, but 0.39%, in total, across England -33% lower than nationally.
Since large companies are more likely to train their employees, invest in R&D, and implement
high-performance management practices, CIoS is relatively disadvantaged in terms of
productivity, skills development and innovation without additional intervention measures.
In addition to lacking the in-house resources for in house training, smaller and micro enterprises
often cannot compete with large business by way of position, salary or career progression, which
means attracting high skilled workers to the area is more challenging. In partnership with other
bodies, CIoS LEP already has projects currently under way that engage with local enterprises to
support their growth and development, such as the Growth Hub, the Careers Hub, the CIoS
Investment Fund, and the Skills Hub.

Enterprises by employment size band, 2021
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Source: UK Business Counts, 2021, 2020 SAP boundaries

1.5.

Births and deaths of enterprises over time

Note: The paragraphs below present the latest data available at November 2021.
In 2019, there were 2,305 new business births and 1,930 deaths in CIoS; and a total of 22,490
active businesses. Because both the CIoS business birth rate, 10% versus 13%, and death rate, 9%
versus 11%, are lower than the average in England, this indicates a slightly lower level of local
business dynamism than is typical of the country as a whole. Business survival rates, however,
compare favourably with the average seen across England. In 2018, at 92%, the 1-year survival
rate for newly born businesses in CIoS was broadly in line with that of England, at 92.3%, but the
five-year rate in CIoS was much higher, at 45.1%, compared to England, at 42.5%. The Isles of
Scilly had a 1-year survival rate of 100% and a 5-year rate of 66.7% in the same period.1
The exogenous shock to business birth and death rates that Covid-19 has provided is likely to have
accelerated the closure of previously weaker enterprises, while at the same time delaying the
business case for new start-ups to form. ONS has said that as many as 64% businesses were at risk

1

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/business/activitysizeandlocation/datasets/businessdem
ographyreferencetable
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of closure, with 43% of enterprises having less than six months of cash reserves2. The following
data from the Chamber of Commerce Survey3 highlights the effect on CIoS businesses:
• In Q3 2021, 56% of businesses reported operating at full capacity, up from 14% when the
last version of this report was published in March 2021;
• The balance in terms of expectation for change in turnover is +54% (i.e. those expecting
an increase less those expecting a decrease) – a slight decrease from +67% in Q2 2021;
• 31% expected profitability to increase, down from 50% previously (Q2).
The findings paint a picture of a fragile recovery, with 62% experiencing pressure to raise prices
largely as a result of raised pay levels and the cost of raw materials.

Business birth and death rates, 2014 - 2019
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Source: ONS Business Demography, 2014 - 2019 (published 2020), 2020 SAP boundaries

1.6.

Employment level and rate

Historically, CIoS has had a strong track record in generating jobs and self-employment
opportunities for local residents but the current rate of 73.6% is the lowest it has been since 2014:
• Currently, the employment rate in CIoS of 73.6% has fallen below the national rate of
74.7% for the first time in 3 years. Closer analysis shows that the decline has been largely
driven by a sharp fall in self-employment which is down 20% from June 2019 compared
with a fall in employment of 1% over the same period.
• Although CIoS has reversed a trend that until 2013 saw an employment rate consistently
below the national average, it is too early to say if the current dip is a temporary
phenomenon;
• The overall employment level in CIoS, as of June 2021, stood at 239,600, 12,500 people
down on the 2019 total two years earlier.
Closer analysis shows that the fall in employment rates has largely affected 16-24 year olds who
tend to be over-represented in the service sectors affected by furlough and closures. Their

2

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/oct/28/uk-facing-flood-of-bankruptcies-over-comingmonths-says-ons
3

https://www.cornwallchamber.co.uk/qes
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employment rate has fallen to 54% (although the data has wide error margins) compared with
67% two years ago. In contrast the employment rate of other age groups has remained relatively
steady. This pattern reflects the national picture which has seen young people hardest hit by the
economic fallout from Covid-19.
Full-time and part-time employment has held up well, but at 7,800, the number of temporary jobs
has fallen to its lowest level for more than a decade. It appears that the fall in employment is
therefore largely attributable to declines in temporary work and self-employment.

Employment rate and employment level
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Source: Annual Population Survey, 2005 - 2021, 2020 SAP boundaries

Part of the reason for the fall in employment rate can be attributed to a rise in working age
economic inactivity. Much has been written about people choosing a different lifestyle as a result
of the pandemic reflecting an increase in people who have retired early, a rise in those looking to
spend more time in the home or withdrawal from the labour market because of health concerns
related to Covid-19. Currently, 73,800 or 22.7% of the working age population (June 2021) are
classed as economically inactive, this is a rise of 7,800 in the past two years. However, in historic
terms the economic activity rate is still relatively low having reached 28% in 2012 following the
recession. It is currently slightly higher than the national rate of 21.2%.
Economic inactivity of working age residents in CIoS can be explained through:
•
•
•
•
•

Long-term sickness at 26.4%;
Seeking work at 22%;
Home/caring responsibilities at 16.9%;
Pre-65 retirees, at 15.9%;
Students, at 23.3%4.

In all, 16,500 of the economically inactive are looking for work.

4

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157349/report.aspx?#tabeinact
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The most significant change has been the rise in the proportion of students which has almost
doubled from 13% in 2020 to 23% in 2021 as young people have remained in education and
training rather than seek work in such uncertain times.
Of those in work in CIoS, approximately 18% are self-employed.5 Despite a recent fall in numbers,
this is the highest rate seen across all LEPs. However, self-employed statistics for the region
estimate an average annual income of around £13,600, which is 30% lower than the national
average of £19,4006.
Given that a lower income provides a smaller safety net in the event of a shock, such as Covid-19,
combined with the structural blend of CIoS which is heavily skewed towards sectors most
affected, this is likely to be behind the sharp fall in the numbers of self-employed.
Indicators, taken from Cornwall Council’s EMMU7, show that:
• At the end of June, 12,100 or 6% of those eligible in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, were
furloughed (Data from HMRC). The furlough scheme has since ended (at the end of
September 21).
• In June 2021 there were 48,588 Universal Credit claimants in Cornwall. Since March 2020
the numbers have virtually doubled. In May 21, 57% of claimants were not in work.

1.7.

Nominal (smoothed) GVA over time

Gross Value Added (GVA) measures the overall performance – the productivity - of a given area. It
measures the total output of an economy, minus any inputs required to generate that output.
Productivity, calculated in terms of GVA per hour worked, was 23% lower in CIoS, at £27.20, than
seen across England as a whole, which stood at £35.15 per hour in 2019. Such is the difference in
productivity between regions, the GVA per hour level achieved by CIoS in 2019 was still below the
national average from a decade earlier.
The productivity gap between CIoS and the rest of the England is largely explained by the makeup
of the economy, with its high dependency on lower value-added sectors such as tourism and
health care, and lower representation in high-value sectors, such as finance, engineering and
science. Diversification of the economy, in line with the Local Industrial Strategy, is designed to
grow more higher value added sectors in order to boost productivity and higher skilled
employment.
Nominally, GVA per hour worked in CIoS has shown a steady increase from 2004, and is currently
33% above 2004 levels. But this level of growth in GVA per hour has risen more slowly than the
national average of 38%, suggesting that the productivity gap between CIoS and England has
widened. The LEP and other bodies, with the help of EU funding, have invested in upskilling the
region through increasing educational attainment in the region. This will continue to be required
to close the productivity gap and raise GVA within the region.

5

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/lep/1925185540/printable.aspx

6

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/personal-incomes-tables-312-to-315a-for-the-tax-year-2017to-2018
7

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/44999218/09-20-emmu-sept-fin-v2.pdf
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In 2019, using current price estimators, the biggest contributors to GVA in the local area were:
•
•
•

Real estate activities, at £2,131m;
Wholesale and retail trade; and repair of motor vehicles, at £1,421m; and
Construction, at £1,108m8.

The total GVA of CIoS in 2019 was £11.5bn.

1.8.

Median wages over time

In 2021, the median gross weekly pay for CIoS residents was £517.20 and for the workforce it was
£503.20, in other words those who commute outside of the LEP area earn more than those who
work within it. The past year has seen a rise in pay rates, reflecting a rise in the National Minimum
Wage and the growth in demand for labour as the economy recovers from the impact of Covid19. It is interesting to note that workplace pay rates (up 8.2%) have increased much faster than
resident pay rates (4.7%); this is likely to reflect the high proportion of minimum wage jobs within
the LEP area and hence the national rise in pay. Nationally, the average gross weekly pay seen in
2021 was £613.30.
Both figures have increased faster than the national average (+4%), albeit from a low base. The
recent sharp rise in workplace pay means that over the longer term since 2014, local workplace
pay rates have risen marginally faster (18%) than nationally (17%), thereby slightly narrowing the
gap between the two. Of course, the difference between local and national pay rates reflects the
underlying structure of their respective economies. In CIoS, there is a predominance of lower
paying service sector jobs and lack of higher paid roles in areas such as Finance, Insurance and
ICT. Current labour shortages may well serve to boost local pay rates as employers strive to fill
vacancies.
Lower weekly gross pay may also be reflective of a labour market situated within a lower cost of
living area, or a labour market more saturated with either low skilled jobs and/or low productivity

8

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossvalueaddedgva/datasets/nominalandrealregionalgrossvalueadded
balancedbyindustry
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– i.e. less GVA generation. This could also mean that the labour market is not competitive; that
firms may pay less than the market wage because they face little competition. The sea-change
brought about by remote working during the last couple of years will increasingly undermine this
practice since many workers can now work from home for firms in London and the South East and
command more competitive pay rates as a result. CIoS employers will no longer be immune from
these wider market forces on pay.
Given that resident pay is higher than workplace pay, this indicates that some residents already
benefit from higher paying jobs outside the Duchy. Given the rising popularity of remote working,
brought on by the crisis, residents of CIoS may be provided an opportunity to capture higher pay
from firms outside the Duchy, which would improve the resident pay in years to come, with knock
on effects on workforce pay.

Median gross weekly wage for full-time workers
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Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, 2014 - 2021, 2020 LEP boundaries

1.9.

Population by age group over time

The population of CIoS, currently estimated to stand at 575,500, contributes to approximately 1%
of the overall population of England. This can be broken down by age group, as seen below:
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A key feature of CIoS is its growing elderly population, which is highlighted by the fact that 47% of
residents are 50 years old and over, compared to the national average of 38%. At the same time,
Cornwall, like many rural communities, is struggling to maintain its young workforce, who
continue to relocate outside the Duchy in search of better employment prospects. Between the
ages of 20 and 49, this age group accounted for just 27% of residents, compared to the national
average of 33%. Similarly, there are fewer people below 16 years old than across England.
However, CIoS is not uncommon in this regard. ONS9 highlights that older people are more likely
to live near Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, National Parks and the coast, which CIoS offers
in abundance; and younger people are more likely to live in cities, where CIoS only has one city,
which cannot compete with the likes of Exeter, Bristol and London on social and job prospects.

1.10. Claimant count
The impact of the pandemic on the local economy at the local level is most clearly demonstrated
by the dramatic rise in the 'claimant count': a headline estimate of the number of people seeking
welfare mostly because they are unemployed. Prior to Covid-19, the trend in the claimant count
in CIoS echoed that of the rest of England, but with more cyclical variation given CIoS’s heavy
seasonal employment industries. The overall trend shows the claimant count to be relatively
stable across both CIoS and England prior to 2020.

9

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/ageing/articles/l
ivinglongertrendsinsubnationalageingacrosstheuk/2020-07-20
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The spike in the alternative claim count caused by Covid-19 led to a doubling of the count in CIoS
between March and April 2020, from 9,553 to 19,387 claimants, as a result of the first national
lockdown. This is lower than the initial surge seen across England from March to April, but, unlike
CIoS, claimants across England continued to stay at historically high levels, while CIoS settled
around double March 2020 levels.
In September 2021 12,625 people in CIoS were claiming unemployment-related benefits,
equivalent to 3.8% of the working age population. This is below the national rate of 5.3%. Of
those claiming in CIoS, 17% were aged between 16 to 24 years old and 27% were aged 50 and
over.
Additional points to note from a more detailed analysis show:
• 58% of claimants are men who had an unemployment rate of 4.5% (down from 7.1% a
year earlier) compared with a 3.1% rate for women.
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• The fall in unemployment has impacted on all age groups with the decline being greater
for 16-24-year olds (down 40% compared with a 30% decrease overall).

1.11. Proportion of LSOAs, in most deprived 10% nationally (income, employment,
education)
Note: There is no data to update this section
In CIoS, the proportion of neighbourhoods that reside within the top 10% of national deprivation
statistics by income, employment and/or education are as follows:
•

5% of neighbourhoods are deprived in terms of income;

•

7% of neighbours are deprived in terms of employment;

•

3% of neighbourhoods are deprived in terms of education, skills and training.

Given that anything below 10% is suggestive of relative ‘success’ against national performance,
CIoS, benefits from less deprivation, on average, than the national average. However, this does
not mean CIoS is does not contain pockets of deprivation. As a local authority, Cornwall is ranked
83 out of 317 local authorities on the Index of Multiple Deprivation; and using the 30%
deprivation benchmark, Cornwall was ranked 21st in 201910. Broken down by LSOA, of which
there are 32,833 across England, Camborne Pengegon, at 577th, and Penzance Treneere, at
884th, were placed in the top 1,000 LSOAs for being in the top 10% most deprived areas11.
The primary types of deprivation in CIoS’s worse affected neighbourhoods relates to income,
employment, education, skills and training and health and disability. Skills and human capacity are
vital ingredients for innovation success, in particular STEM/STEAM skills. Higher level skills are
closely linked to innovation and productivity and are essential to the transformational agenda
currently being pursued by the LEP. While improvements have been made in the number of
people qualified at Level 2, there continues to be a large number of people without a Level 2
qualification and this is strongly linked to low paid, insecure employment. While reversing this
trend is key to lowering deprivation, deprivation itself, predominantly financial, is a preventative
barrier for many of our residents in becoming more skilled; it is a cycle.

Proportion of neighbourhoods in 10% most deprived nationally Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
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Source: Index of Multiple Deprivation, MHCLG, 2019, 2017 LEP boundaries

10

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/40596801/imd-2019-cornwall.pdf

11

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/40596801/imd-2019-cornwall.pdf
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Although there is no up to date statistical evidence on the level of basic skills in the
workforce, the national Employers Skills Survey 2019 showed that 52% of local employers
who experienced hard to fill vacancies cited a lack of basic skills compared with 36% in England –
this was the highest proportion recorded by any LEP. Further, 45% of employers said that having
GCSE maths and English was critical for them when looking to recruit. At the same time there has
been a 31% decline in adults participating in up to a Level 2 English and maths and a 30% decline
in the number of those achieving up to Level 2 qualifications in CIoS between 2010/11 and
2017/18. Stakeholder feedback given in connection with the development of the Local Skills
Report confirmed this analysis and pointed to a particular issue with numeracy. As a consequence
of these findings, tackling basic skills deficiencies has been prioritised in the accompanying Skills
Strategy.

2.

Skills Supply

2.1. Overview
The ability to remain globally competitive is, to a large extent, dependent on the skills of the
workforce. The data shows that through time, some progress has been made in upskilling the
workforce although those out of work are particularly poorly qualified relative to the rest of the
workforce. Furthermore, progression into higher education is low, and apprenticeships are
dominated by intermediate level qualifications, which have been hard hit by lockdowns.
However, forecasts of severe recession and unemployment following successive lockdowns have
not been realised and in fact, employers are facing very tight labour market conditions. Covid-19
is widely considered to have deepened existing inequalities but as yet, there is limited up to date
information as to whether deprivation in parts of the county will worsen. What is clear is that
there is a mismatch between the skills employers are seeking for recovery and those possessed by
those out of work.
The change to working patterns brought on by Covid-19 is likely to be long-lasting and
opportunities for home working and the development of the digital infrastructure and digital skills
will be needed. Local community solutions may help support the economic health of key towns.
In the following section data on attainment has been updated where possible, but time lags in its
publication means that very little up to date data is available to understand recent progress.
Summary points
• CIoS residents in general are less highly qualified than average. 34% are qualified to Level 4
or above, compared to the national average of 43%; a significant shortfall in graduate level
qualifications in the workforce.
• In terms of adult learning, the pattern reflects the local economy with more learners taking
up Health, Public Services and Care and Leisure, Travel and Tourism than the national
average. Conversely, STEM subjects such as Science and maths, ICT and Engineering
account for relatively low proportions of total provision and have been declining.
• A total of 2,780 apprenticeships were started in the LEP to the third quarter 2020/21. This
represents a marked decline in starts, reflecting the impact of Covid-19 on the ability of
apprentices to take up learning and employment. Starts at Intermediate level have been
hardest hit (down by 30%) and as a result, the mix of apprenticeship starts has changed.
16
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•

•

•

•

•

Most starts are now at Advanced level and for the first time women are more likely to be
on an apprenticeship than men (52% women and 48% men).
At Key Stage 4, comparisons between the rate of students entering sustained positive
destinations highlight that CIoS, with 94%, is in line with the national pattern of positive
destinations.
Progression into higher education from Key Stage 5 is far less likely in CIoS. 46% of students
in 2018/19 progressed to HE from Level 3 compared to the average of 58% seen across
England. Direct entry into work, possibly reflecting the ready availability of seasonal work is
a more popular destination in CIoS than in England as a whole.
HESA statistics do not convey a full picture of the subjects of learning of local residents or
their retention rates for the economy of CIoS, because of the limited availability of local
provision.
Qualified apprentices, on average, entered sustained employment at a rate of 92%;
sustained learning at a rate 16%; and some form of learning at a rate of 24%, broadly
similar to the national picture.
Headline data from the Employer Skills Survey 2019 for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
shows that 64% of local employers trained their staff compared to 61% nationally.
However, although more employers engaged in training, trend data shows that fewer staff
were trained for shorter periods than in the past.

2.2. Highest qualifications
The qualification profile of CIoS residents broadly mirrors the English average, but with greater
emphasis on intermediate level qualifications at Level 3 and correspondingly fewer residents with
qualifications at Level 4 and above.
Comparison with other LEPs shows that on this measure CIoS occupies a mid-range position along
with other rural LEPs such as Worcestershire, The Marches and Heart of the South West, but well
below the top performing economies of London (59%) and Oxfordshire (53%) where more than
half the population is qualified to Level 4 and above.
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As is the case nationally, there is a marked contrast between the qualification profile of people in
work and those outside the labour market who are unemployed or economically inactive (See
LMA). 30% of the unemployed/economically inactive possess either no qualifications or
17
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qualifications below Level 2, commonly taken to be the standard for employability, compared
with 20% of those in employment.

2.3. Adult FE Education and Training Achievements by Sector Subject Area
There are some key differences between the national and local pictures of learning (See 4.11,
LMA):
• Preparation for Life and Work contributed 24% of total provision in 2021 compared to 44%
across England as a whole.
• Health, public services and care accounts for 43% of all learning aims, a sector with
significant levels of vacancies.
• STEM subjects such as Science and maths, ICT and Engineering account for relatively low
proportions of total provision and have been declining. It will be necessary to grow this
provision in order to achieve the LEP’s aims to diversify the economy into high tech sectors.
As is the case nationally, there are stereotypical gender differences in study with women most
likely to take up Health, Public Services & Care and Retail & Commercial Enterprise and men
dominating in Construction and Engineering:
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Adult education and training achievements by sector
subject area, 2020/2021
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Adult education is in decline. Although there has not been any recent update, the 2019 Adult
Participation Survey published by the Learning and Work Institute, shows that the number of
adult learners in the UK has fallen by nearly 4 million since 2010. The decline is evident in terms
of funding and participation, with adult apprenticeships being the only exception since 2015/16.
Nationally, the LWI has found that:
• Since 2005, there has been a 45% decline in adults (age 19+) participating in FE and skills.
• Since 2010, community learning participation has fallen by 28% and part-time adult
learning has fallen by 43% in the same period.
• 49% of the poorest adults have received no training since leaving school, compared to 20%
of the richest.
• Of all those low paid in 2006, only 1 in 6 made a sustained progression onto higher wages
ten years later. Over half were ‘stuck’ on low pay for this period with no imminent
prospects to progress.
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• Basic skills are critical for entry level jobs but between 2010/11 and 2017/18, there was a
31% decline in adults participating in up to a Level 2 English and maths and a 30% decline in
the number of those achieving up to Level 2 qualifications over the same period.

2.4.

Apprenticeship achievements by subject area

The take up of apprenticeships has fallen both nationally and locally with the introduction of the
Apprenticeship Levy. While the apprentice levy prompted a fall in demand, Covid-19 has had a
further impact on starts. Impacts on training providers and access to learning were compounded
by the deep impacts on employers and the economy. Some apprentices, particularly those
working in the sectors and industries most adversely affected by Covid-19, were made redundant,
furloughed or experienced breaks in learning, with a minority of apprentices able to continue
their apprenticeships as normal.12
As a result, nationally the number of apprenticeship starts dropped by 7% between August to
April 2020/21 compared to the same period a year earlier. Locally the decline has been more
profound with an overall fall in the number of starts of 620, equivalent to 18% compared with Q3
in 2019/20. In total, 2,780 starts were recorded in 2020/21.
The Intermediate Apprenticeship starts have been hardest hit (down by 30%) and as a result, the
mix of apprenticeship starts has changed. Most starts are now at Advanced level (43% ) 35% of
starts were at Intermediate level with the remaining 22% at Higher levels. A total of 2,780
apprenticeships were started in the LEP to the third quarter of 2020/21 made up of 52% women
and 48% men – a reversal of previous patterns.
Turning to achievement data, the main areas were in:
•
•
•

Health, Public Services and Care: 23%
Business administration: 22%
Engineering and Manufacturing: 17%

The main difference with the national position is far lower participation in Business administration
than the average (which fits with the make-up of the industrial base), but more uptake of
Construction, Retail and Agriculture Apprenticeships:

12

https://www.suttontrust.com/our-research/covid-19-impacts-apprenticeships/
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Apprenticeship achievements by sector subject area, to Q3
2020/21
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2.5.

Higher Education qualfiers by Sector Subject Area

HESA data is not helpful in understanding what local people learn at HE level since it is based on
delivery within a LEP area, rather than conveying what local people study. In Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly, there is only one university – Falmouth, supplemented by some limited additional
provision delivered by the FE sector. Whilst Exeter and Plymouth universities do deliver some
learning within Cornwall this will not be reflected in the statistics. As a result, the data below
largely reflects the courses offered by Falmouth University, which specialises in creative
industries. In 2019/20 6,245 students were enrolled, otherwise most residents choose to leave
the Duchy to study.13

13

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/table-1
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HE qualifiers by subject

01 Medicine and dentistry
02 Subjects allied to medicine
03 Biological and sport sciences
04 Psychology
05 Veterinary sciences
06 Agriculture, food and related studies
07 Physical sciences
08 General and others in sciences
09 Mathematical sciences
10 Engineering and technology
11 Computing
12 Geographical and environmental studies (natural
sciences)
13 Architecture, building and planning
12 Geographical and environmental studies (social
sciences)
14 Humanities and liberal arts (non-specific)
15 Social sciences
16 Law
17 Business and management
18 Communications and media
19 Language and area studies
20 Historical, philosophical and religious studies
21 Creative arts and design
22 Education and teaching
23 Combined and general studies
Total
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Source: HESA, 2019/2020 qualifiers (published 2021), 2020 SAP boundaries)

2.6.

Key Stage 4 attainment and destinations

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the summer exam series were cancelled in 2020 and 2021.
Instead, for 2020/21, pupils were only assessed on the content they had been taught for each
course. Schools were given flexibility to decide how to assess their pupils’ performance, for
example, through mock exams, class tests, and non-exam assessment already completed. GCSE
grades were then determined by teachers based on the range of evidence available and they are
referred to as teacher-assessed grades, or TAGs.
This is a different process to that of 2019/20 when pupils were awarded either a centre
assessment grade (known as CAGs, based on what the school or college believed the pupil would
most likely have achieved had exams gone ahead) or their calculated grade using a model
developed by Ofqual - whichever was the higher of the two.
The changes to the way GCSE grades have been awarded over the last two years (with CAGs and
TAGs replacing exams) mean 2020/21 pupil attainment data should not be directly compared to
pupil attainment data from previous years for the purposes of measuring year on year changes in
pupil performance.
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Data for 2020/21 shows that overall, CIoS’s performance against the main accountability
measures at Key Stage 4 is broadly in line with the national average. The average attainment 8
score per pupil for the LEP area is 50.1% compared with the national average of 50.9%. In respect
of English and Maths GCSEs, local performance is a little below average. 47.1% achieved Grade 5
or above in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly compared with 49.9% in England.
At 86%, continuing education was the most common choice at in CIoS. 8% of local students
graduating from KS4 elected to go into employment, with 5% choosing an apprenticeship and the
remaining 3% going into sustained employment.
Comparisons between the rate of students entering sustained destinations highlight that at 94%,
CIoS is on a par with England, in terms of positive destinations.
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2.7.

Key Stage 5 destinations

When comparing the destination of state-maintained-schooled students at KS5 by main level
studied for 2019/20, we note some key differences between student destinations between
qualification location and whether the pupil is within CIoS or not:
•

•

A far lower share of students continue into a sustained education destination from Levels
2 and 3 in CIoS than in England. At Level 3, only 46% of pupils continued in education, well
below the 58% national average; at Level 2, similarly, only 16% progress into sustained
education, which is below the 25% national average. At 19%, a higher share of CIoS
students not captured within Level 2 and 3 qualifications continue to progress into an
education destination.
A greater share of pupils enters into employment, either through sustained employment
or an apprenticeship. For those with Level 3 qualifications, this accounts for 38% of
students; at Level 2, this is higher at 55%; and for those with other qualifications, the rate
is 42%. Each of these figures is above the national average.
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•

Sustained employment proves more a more popular route than apprenticeships across all
Levels. There is no information as to whether the work they enter offers progression
opportunities or career growth, but the data suggests that there are significant minorities
of young people in work with a sound foundation from which to progress if the training
and apprenticeship opportunities were available.

Destinations after 16-18 by main level studied (state-funded
mainstream schools and colleges 2019/20)
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The low level of progression to Higher Education amongst Level 3 students is of concern. This is
accompanied by a decline in interest in the uptake of STEM qualifications. Stakeholders consider
there is an issue with aspiration and there is a need to do more to reverse these trends. The
delivery of sub-degree qualifications as proposed by the Skills for Life White Paper may provide an
alternative route to upskilling. The expansion of higher level apprenticeships is also a priority.

2.8.

Outcomes for adult FE and Skills learners

Note: At the time of writing (November 21) data is not available for 2019/20
The 2018/19 academic year learners' FE and skills destination profile shows an average sustained
employment rate of 60 percent across CIoS, only marginally below the 61 percent rate observed
across England as a whole. Sustained learning accounted for the destiny of 27% of students, which
is higher than the 24% rate seen in England, while 44% of residents entered some form of
learning, slightly below the 45% national average.
Naturally, CIoS sees a positive correlation between qualification level and sustained employment.
Those with Level 4+ enter sustained employment at a rate at 82%, but this drops to 43% for those
only with Level 1. Across all levels, the rate at which students have entered sustained learning is
very often greater in CIoS when compared to the national average; this may be, in part, due to
local initiatives aimed to increase skills and attainment in the area, which has long ranked below
average and contributes to low productivity seen within the region.
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Destinations of FE & Skills Learners in 2018/19 - Cornwall and Isles of
Scilly LEP
All FE & Skills Learners
Level 1

Sustained learning

44%
43%

20%

Any learning

38%

Level 1 ESOL

68%

41%

Level 1 English & Maths

54%
51%

42%

Level 2

Sustained employment

60%

27%

66%
74%

17%

35%

Full Level 2

75%

42%

53%

0%
0%
0%

Level 2 ESOL
Level 2 English & Maths

65%

39%

Full Level 3

58%
69%

38%

Level 3 Other

82%

26%

Level 4

49%

39%
82%

18%

32%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Level 5
Level 6
Other
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Destinations of FE & Skills Learners in 2018/19 - England
All FE & Skills Learners

61%

24%

Level 1

15%

40%
43%
42%

Level 1 ESOL
Level 1 English & Maths

Any learning
54%
54%
75%

14%

36%

Full Level 2

32%

Level 2 ESOL

33%

Level 2 English & Maths

66%
47%
56%
52%

37%

Full Level 3

42%

Level 3 Other
14%

38%
82%
81%

12%

Level 6

13%
19%

21%
79%
30%

0%

20%

65%
52%

25%

Level 5

Other

68%
56%

77%

24%

Level 4

Sustained learning
65%

31%

Level 2

Sustained employment

45%
50%

37%

40%

50%

60%

80%

100%

Source: FE outcome based success measures, 2018/19 destinations, DfE, (published 2020), 2018 LEP boundaries
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2.9.

Outcomes for apprenticeships by level

Note: At the time of writing (November 21) no updates have been published to the data below.
In CIoS, 92% of students across all apprenticeships entered sustained employment, 16% entered
sustained learning and 24% entered some form of learning; all of which were very similar the
national averages. The greatest divergence comes from the fact that sustained employment rates
were higher in CIoS for those in Level 4 and Level 5 apprenticeships than seen across England; but
the differences can be largely explained through a lower sustained learning rate in CIoS, which
offsets this variation. This is suggestive that students in CIoS appear less likely to continue formal
studying, instead choosing to enter employment.

Apprenticeship destinations in 2018/19 - Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
LEP
100%

92%

97%

96%

90%

92%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

28%

24%

30%
16%

20%

20%

19%

18%

10%

9%

7%

Advanced
Apprenticeship

Higher (Level 4)
Apprenticeship

Higher (Level 5+)
Apprenticeship

10%

20%

0%
All Apprenticeships

Sustained employment

Sustained learning

Intermediate
Apprenticeship

Any learning

Apprenticeship destinations in 2018/19 - England
100%

91%

93%

91%

93%

90%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
25%

30%
20%

20%

16%

13%

29%

25%
19%

18%

20%

7%

10%
0%
All Apprenticeships

Advanced
Apprenticeship

Sustained employment

Higher (Level 4)
Apprenticeship
Sustained learning

Higher (Level 5+)
Apprenticeship

Intermediate
Apprenticeship

Any learning

Source: FE outcome based success measures, 2016/17 achievements, DfE, (published 2019), 2018 LEP/MCA
boundaries
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2.10. Higher Education graduate activities
Please note the caveats around this data in paragraph 2.5. The local data relates to people who
studied at Cornwall HEIs (Falmouth University, Cornwall College and Truro & Penwith College).
The graduate profile of students within CIoS from the 2018/19 academic year highlight some key
differences from the national profile:
• 44% of HE graduates in CIoS enter full-time employment, much lower than the 56% seen
across England.
• Many more go into part-time employment, 27%, than seen in England, 11%.
• 9% of graduates from 2018/19 go onto further study, somewhat below the English average
of 11%.
• Unemployment for CIoS for 2018/19 academic year is 8%, against the English average of
5%.
The data suggests that overall, local graduates have less success in moving on to successful
destinations than average.

Graduate destinations for 2018/19 academic year
Full-time employment

44%
11%

Part-time employment

27%

1%
0%

Unknown pattern of employment

1%
2%

Voluntary or unpaid work

11%
9%

Employment and further study
Full-time further study

3%

8%

1%
0%

Part-time further study

0%
0%

Unknown pattern of further study

5%
5%

Other including travel, caring for someone or retired
Unemployed and due to start work

1%
1%

Unemployed and due to start further study

0%
1%
5%
8%

Unemployed
0%
UK

56%

20%

40%

60%

% of graduates with known outcomes

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

Source: HESA, 2018/19 graduates (published July 2021), 2020 SAP boundaries

2.11. Employer provided training over the last 12 months
The latest data on training is derived from the Employer Skills Survey 2019. For CIoS it shows that:
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• The proportion of local employers who had trained their staff was 64% compared to 61%
nationally. In CIoS, this represents a rise compared with figures of 62% in 2017, although
over a longer time period the level of training is down from 66% in 2013.
• Employers are training fewer staff and the proportion of staff trained over the last 12
months, at 60%, is down from 2013 (64%) and 2017 (63%).
• Local employers had provided 736,723 training days over the last 12 months, equivalent to
5.5 days per annum per person trained and 3.3 days per employee. Again, these figures
were lower than in 2017, when 831,418 training days were reported, and trainees received
an average of 6.2 days training.
See the LMA for more detailed analysis (Para 4.13). The main forms of training offered by
employers in CIoS could be identified as following:
• Technical/job-specific training, at 88%;
• Health and safety training, at 72%;
• Induction training, at 56%; and
• Training in new technology, at 46%.
Managers and higher skills staff were most likely to benefit from training although the proportion
of higher skilled staff trained in CIoS (65%) is significantly lower than in England (72%). More
positively, training is higher in CIoS for Skilled trades staff.
Those who used external suppliers to provide training were asked who they used. It is interesting
to note that whilst private training companies were most likely to be used (56% of employers
used them), in CIoS employers were significantly more likely to use local FE colleges (23%) than
nationally (17%). Locally, these were the second highest providers of training, whereas in England
the FE sector was ranked fourth. Overall, employers in CIoS were the fifth highest user of FE of all
LEPs.
Perhaps reflecting this, local employers were more likely to train their staff to a qualification
(30%) than average (26%). At 30% this puts CIoS amongst the highest performing LEPs in this
regard. As a result, it is estimated that 24% of trainees (15% of all staff) have been trained to a
qualification locally, well above the average of 18% of trainees and 11% of all staff. Over time this
above average performance will contribute to narrowing the gap between CIoS and England in
terms of workforce qualifications, which has already narrowed considerably in recent years.
The main reasons for not training given by the 1 in 3 employers who did not provide training
echoed the national data. The main reasons were that:
•

Staff were thought to be fully proficient (71%) and did not need training;

•

Their training had been undertaken elsewhere (12%); and

•

There was no budget available for training (7%).
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Employers providing training over past 12 months, 2019
100%
90%
80%

31%

31%

15%

12%

70%
60%
50%

18%

18%

40%
30%
20%

36%

39%

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

England

10%
0%

No training

On job training only

Off-job training only

Off-job and on-job training

Source: Employer Skills Survey, 2019 (published 2020), 2019 LEP boundaries
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3. Skills Demand
3.1. Overview
Data on skills shortages from the national Employers’ Skills Survey 2019 is now quite outdated
and does not reflect the current recruitment difficulties that employers face as recovery from the
pandemic gets underway. Data from more recent research undertaken within CIoS (See the Local
Skills Report) indicates that of those who have sought to take on staff in the past 12 months, 77%
have had difficulty recruiting. Those most affected are employers in Hospitality, Adult Social Care,
Agriculture, Manufacturing and Construction. As a result, of the lack of substantive data from
national sources, we have used vacancy data to give a picture of labour demand rather than rely
on Employers’ Skills Survey data. Forecasts of future demand have been retained but it should be
noted that these were prepared before Covid-19 struck.
Summary points
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The number of vacancies in CIoS as of August 2021 stood at 8,817, which is a high point in
recent months. Of course, not all vacancies are advertised formally so it can be assumed
that numbers are higher than published. Vacancy statistics from a different source to the
ONS published data shows that by the end of quarter 2 in 2021 job postings were more
than twice as high as the same quarter a year earlier.
The average salary in CIoS £26,949, which is relatively low by recent standards, but
vacancies are dominated by jobs requiring low or no qualifications such as cleaning and
warehouse operatives. Nationally, the average advertised salary is £33,577, 25% higher
than CIoS.
Employers are looking for core employability skills/aptitude from recruits but find these
skills lacking, exacerbated by a lack of literacy and numeracy.
Skills in demand are the practical skills to do the job, as well as sales, digital skills and
leadership and management.
Retention is proving to be as significant as recruitment with people changing occupation
and sector more readily than before the pandemic.
Forecasts to 2027 show that much of the growth in demand will be driven by the health
sector.
Research by Lloyds Bank indicated that nationally 78% of people agree that the COVID-19
pandemic increased their need for digital skills, and 80% agree that using technology has
been a vital support to them. More than half thought that they would need to build their
digital skills as recovery takes hold.

3.2. Online Vacancies
The number of vacancies in CIoS as of August 2021 stood at 8,817, which is a high point in recent
months. As can be seen from the chart below, vacancies have risen month on month to August
2021 after which they fell back somewhat. October has seen them level out. Of course, not all
vacancies are advertised formally so it can be assumed that numbers are higher than shown.
The average salary in CIoS £26,949, which is relatively low by recent standards. Nationally, the
average advertised salary is £33,577, 25% higher than CIoS.
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Salary and vacancy trends in Cornwall
10,000
9,000

£28,500

8,000

£28,000

7,000

£27,500

6,000
5,000

£27,000

4,000

£26,500

3,000

Number of vacancies

Average annual salary in £

£29,000

2,000

£26,000

1,000

£25,500

0

Number of vacancies

Average annual salary in £

Source: Cornwall and the Isles Of Scilly salary stats, Adzuna (As of 1st November 2021)

Using vacancy data from a different source than that used by ONS at UK level shows in quarter 2,
202114 there were 10,699 job postings in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. This was up 168% on the
4,000 in Q2 2020.
Vacancy data at Parliamentary Constituency level shows that the highest rates – the vacancy
number as a percentage of all those employed aged 16-64 - occurred in Truro & Falmouth at 2.7%
with the lowest rate in St. Ives, at 0.6%
By job title, the most sought after staff were for ‘Cleaners’ followed by ‘Support workers’ and
‘Warehouse Operatives’. Not all vacancies can be allocated to a sector, but of those that can be
allocated, the highest share of vacancies was in ‘Health and social work’ at 29.3%, then
‘Accommodation & food services ‘at 14.0% and ‘Manufacturing’ at 10.0%
Qualitative research with around 100 employers in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly during October
and November 2021 underlines the depth of recruitment difficulties facing local employers, it
showed that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

14

Employers are facing recruitment difficulties across most sectors and occupations reflecting an
absolute shortage of applicants.
Workers are job-hopping for better pay and conditions. Employees now expect a better
work/life balance and the flexibility of home-working where possible.
Retention is as significant an issue as recruitment.
The impact of these difficulties means that businesses are unable to grow and invest and the
current workforce is becoming over-stretched and burnt out.
In response, employers recognise that they have to raise pay and offer family-friendly working
practices if they are to attract and retain staff.
Inevitably with high levels of demand for workers the pool of labour that remains is seen as
further from the labour market.

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/dxrni5hw/emqu-q2-2021.pdf
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•
•
•
•
•

Employers seek core employability skills/aptitude from recruits but find these skills lacking,
exacerbated by a lack of literacy and numeracy.
Skills in demand are the practical skills to do the job, as well as sales, digital skills and leadership
and management.
The over-riding priority is to change the image of local priority sectors, to change perceptions
and inspire young people about the opportunities CIoS offers.
In the smaller growth sectors such as digital, creative and geo resources there needs to be a
new narrative for a wider audience about the USPs that CioS has.
Skills are not the only issue. The cost of housing to rent or buy and the lack of supply impacts
on employers’ ability to recruit. This is exacerbated by poor transport links.

3.3. Highest and lowest sectors by forecast growth
The trend of growth and decline across industry sectors is a significant indicator of current and
future and skills demand. Between the years of 2015 and 2018, Accommodation and Food
Services, with 7,000 net change in employment, added the most by way of employment. This was
followed by Health, with 3,000, and Construction, with 2,000. Meanwhile, Education, with a net
loss of 2,000 employed, had the largest decline in employment level. (See 3.2 of the LMA)
Going forward, sectoral growth has been impacted by Covid-19, however prior to 2020, Arts and
entertainment was estimated to have the highest growth potential, followed by support services,
health and social work, professional services, and then other services. In contrast, food, drink
and tobacco had the most pessimistic outlook on growth, followed by engineering, public
administration and defence, rest of manufacturing, and then transport and storage.
Please note these forecasts were produced prior to COVID-19:
Sectors with highest forecast growth (20172027)

Sectors with lowest forecast growth (20172027)

1) Arts and entertainment

1) Food, drink and tobacco

2) Support services

2) Engineering

3) Health and social work

3) Public admin and defence

4) Professional services

4) Rest of manufacturing

5) Other services

5) Transport and storage

Source: Working Futures, 2017-2027 (published 2020), 2017 LEP boundaries

The impact of COVID-19 on sectors has been asymmetrical; some sectors have not seen much
impact from lockdowns, some have even expanded, such as financial services, whilst others, in
particular arts and entertainment, have been stifled and may, in future, have significantly revised
growth forecasts. Hence, the above data should be treated with caution. The ’10 Opportunities’15
and Local Industrial Strategy still remain the LEP’s vision on how CIoS will expand and meet its
long-term economic goals.

15

https://www.cioslep.com/vision/10-opportunities
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3.4. Highest and lowest occupations by forecast growth
The main sources of occupational growth and skills demand are driven by the need for higher
skilled professional occupations and “service-intensive” occupations. Whilst customer service
occupations have the highest growth forecast, secretarial and related occupations have the
lowest growth outlook as digital technology replaces much of the work previously done by these
occupations. As can be seen, many of the growth occupations relate to the health sector and the
demand for services driven by the ageing population.
Please note these forecasts were produced prior to COVID-19 and the pandemic has had greater
impact on CIoS than the South West region and the rest of England, due to both the structural
blend of CIoS, as previously mentioned, and the lower representation of sectors locally that have
been particularly resilient during COVID-19 (those that have continued by remote working).

Occupations with highest forecast growth
(2017-2027)

Occupations with lowest forecast growth
(2017-2027)

1) Customer service occupations

1) Secretarial and related occupations

2) Caring personal service occupations

2) Process, plant and machine operatives

3) Health and social care associate professionals

3) Textiles, printing and other skilled trades

4) Health professionals

4) Skilled metal, electrical and electronic trades

5) Corporate managers and directors

5) Administrative occupations

Source: Working Futures, 2017-2027 (published 2020), 2017 LEP boundaries

Employment statistics are volatile at local level. In order to gain a clear picture of the more
detailed pattern of change in occupational employment over time, figures presented in 3.3 of the
LMA have been averaged for a pair of three-year periods: 2009-2012 and the most recent period
2017 -2020. Key points to note are:
• A strong rise in demand for Caring, leisure and other service occupations where demand
has risen by 23,900 (34.3%) and Sales and customer service – up by 39.6% or 18,800 jobs.
• An increase of 25% in higher skilled Professional occupations, accompanied by a rise in
Managerial and Associate and technical positions. Between them, these 3 occupational
groups account for 43% of the net growth.
• Only three occupational groups have declined: Process, plant and machine operatives;
Administration and secretarial and Skilled trades.
The changes seen in the occupational growth is being driven by:
• Technological change and automation;
• Changing organisational structures and modes of working;
• The ageing and changing workforce
While all occupations will see jobs contract in 2020, as predicted by an Oxfords Economics study
commissioned by South West Councils, lesser-skilled occupations will be hit hardest: the bottom
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three occupational groups (sales & customer services, process, plant & machine operatives, and
elementary occupations) will account for 42% of all job losses in 2020. Alongside skilled trades, a
loss of jobs in the latter two groups largely arises due to the sharp contraction in manufacturing
employment, while a fall in sales & customer services can be largely attributed to a loss of
employment in hospitality. Similarly, a fall in managers, directors & senior officials—who are
typically employed across the economy—reflects the downturn in activity across most sectors in
2020.
In contrast, Oxford Economics forecast that the longer term job recovery will be mostly led by
higher-skilled occupations. Over the period to 2025, 59% of additional employment (2,700
workers) will be in the managerial, professional or associate occupations—reflective of the
growth in business services and human health & social work, which typically support higherskilled occupations. The increase in caring, leisure & other services (1,700 workers) is also a
reflection of growth in human health & social work in particular.

3.5. Skills that need developing
The anticipation of skills in need of development by employers across CIoS as recorded in the
Employers Skills Survey 2019 highlights the most common skills in need of development as:
• Specialist skills or knowledge needed to perform the role, at 46% in CIoS;
• Adapting to new equipment or materials, at 46% in CIoS;
• Knowledge of products and services offered by your organisation and organisations like
yours, at 45% in CIoS; and
• Solving complex problems requiring a solution specific to the situation, at 34%.
Nationally, the anticipation of skills in need of development from enterprises in 2019 is similar,
but, on the whole, enterprises within CIoS anticipate a smaller skills gap than seen across England
as a whole. The exception to this, manual dexterity, being cited 21% in CIoS against 14%
nationally, may be explained through industrial mix differentiation.
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Skills that will need developing in the workforce, 2019
50%
46%
48%
45%
45%
46%

Specialist skills or knowledge needed to perform the role
Knowledge of products and services offered by your…
Adapting to new equipment or materials
38%
34%
30%
32%
30%
30%
30%
29%
29%
29%

Solving complex problems requiring a solution specific to…
Reading and understanding instructions, guidelines,…
Knowledge of how your organisation works
Computer literacy / basic IT skills
Advanced or specialist IT skills
23%
23%

Writing instructions, guidelines, manuals or reports

18%
15%
16%
13%
14%
21%

More complex numerical or statistical skills and…
Basic numerical skills and understanding
Manual dexterity
9%
7%

Communicating in a foreign language
0%
0%
0%
0%

Written Welsh language skills
Oral Welsh language skills

11%

None of the above
0%

10%

16%
20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Proportion of establishments
England

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly

Source: Employer Skills Survey, 2019 (published 2020), 2019 LEP boundaries

As shown above, digital skills are needed more than ever. In 2016, the ONS estimated that within
the next 10 to 20 years, 90% of jobs will require some sort of digital skills.
Research by Lloyds Bank, ‘The UK Consumer Digital Index 2020’ shows that the levels of digital
exclusion are high:
• 52% of the UK workforce are not yet fully digitally enabled (c.17.1 million people)
• c.2.7 million (5%) people can access the Internet but lack the ability to use it to its full
advantage; in total, an estimated 11.7 million (22%) people in the UK are without the skills
needed for everyday life.
• If these rates continue and trends remain the same, by 2030 1 in 4 of the UK will still have a
very low level of digital engagement.
Data for the 2020 Index was collected prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown
measures that followed. However, Lloyds undertook specific research to investigate the impact of
the virus on consumers’ digital behaviours and attitudes. The research found that:
• 78% of people agree that the COVID-19 pandemic increased their need for digital skills, and
80% agree that using technology has been a vital support to them
• Just over half of people surveyed (51%) believe the need for digital skills in their
home/work life due to the lockdown has been more necessary)
• 31% have improved their digital skills solely for work-related reasons
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• Well over half of people (57%) agreed they will continue to boost their digital skills after the
COVID-19 pandemic, but with only 32% saying they feel more confident about their digital
skills, the survey indicated that ‘support must be ongoing throughout and beyond this
crisis.’
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4. Mapping Skills Supply and Demand
4.1. Overview
As noted in Section 1, the local employment rate has fallen and is now lower than the national
average. As a result, the labour market is 12,500 people smaller than it was in 2019. The reasons
for this are complex, but reflect a fall in the numbers of people classified as self-employed; a rise
in numbers withdrawing from the labour market; more young people staying on in education and
a loss of migrant labour.
At the same time, employers are seeking to take on staff as they begin to build back and so
competition for staff is strong. Whilst employment is down and employers face severe
recruitment difficulties, as of September 2021, 12,625 people were classed as unemployed and a
further 16,500 of the economically inactive are looking for work; this suggests that a total of
29,125 people are seeking employment – almost three times the number of vacancies recorded.
Clearly there is a mismatch between the skills employers want and the associated terms and
conditions they offer and those that people looking for work possess and expect to earn.
Detailed and robust quantitative data on skills mismatches is not available and the section below
sets out historic data from the Employers Skills Survey 2019. The current skills issues tend to be a
magnification of the earlier trends outlined. Annex C: Employer perspectives on skills, recruitment
and training provides a more up to date qualitative perspective.

4.2. Staff proficiency
According to the Employers Skills Survey 2019, most employers (85%) considered all of their staff
to be fully proficient at their job. Of the 15% who identified skills gaps these were most likely to
affect Elementary and Sales occupations. 25% of those with skills gaps reported that they related
to the introduction of new technology. The overall proportion of staff said to not be proficient
amounted to 4.8% of the total workforce, this is slightly higher than the 4.6% rate seen across
England, suggesting that the skills gap is marginally higher, on average, in CIoS than England.
Across CIoS, 36% of establishments, in 2019, reported some degree of staff under-utilisation,
slightly above the average seen across England in this time was 34%. This can be a simple supply
and demand suggests issue, where workers are trained in employment not available within the
local area. It can also be as a result of individuals choosing to live in CIoS for personal lifestyle
reasons, not employment reasons, which may result in down-skilling of workers who relocate to
an economy less equipped in high-skilled jobs. Alternatively, it suggests that local employers
themselves may not have the managerial skills to maximise the efficiency of their staff.
COVID-19 has further highlighted the weakness of skills supply in CIOS. The employment base has
a number of structural demand-side weaknesses. For example, it has few high skilled jobs and a
predominance of low paid low skilled jobs. Addressing this issue means raising the demand for
skills by shifting the local business base to one that is founded on higher value market strategies
as proposed in the LEP’s local industrial strategy.
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Proportion of staff not fully
proficient, 2019
4.8%

37.0%
36%
36.0%
35.0%
34%
34.0%

% of all staff

% of establishments

Proportion of establishments with
any under-utilised staff, 2019

4.8%

4.7%
4.6%

4.6%
4.5%
4.4%

33.0%
Cornwall and Isles of
Scilly

Cornwall and Isles of
Scilly

England

England

Source: Employer Skills Survey, 2019 (published 2020), 2019 LEP boundaries

Our more recent research (See Annex C) shows that in 2021 a majority of employers had skills gaps
in their workforce, largely as a result of staff shortages. Skills most in demand are the technical and
practical skills needed to do the job. Others most frequently identified were:
•
•
•

IT skills (advanced, intermediate and basic) (46%)
Management and leadership (35%)
Sales and marketing (27%)

4.3. Hard-to-fill and skills shortage vacancies
The most recent local data on recruitment available from the Employers’ Skills Survey 2019 which
provides an indication of the extent to which the skills and qualifications of the workforce meet
employers’ needs before Covid-19. At the time of the survey, before the pandemic, labour
market conditions were very different from today and it is very unlikely that recruitment
difficulties will be at the same level for some time. Nevertheless, the series of surveys undertaken
every two years paint a fairly consistent picture which gives an indication of the structural issues
the local economy faces.
Headline findings show: the profile of hard-to-fill vacancies is largely similar across CIoS and the
rest of England, with 38% reported as such in CIoS and 37% across England as a whole, as of 2019.
As reported by enterprises, one in five vacancies in CIoS was difficult to fill due to skills shortages.
This was smaller than seen across England as a whole, where 25%, or one in four, vacancies were
stated to be difficult to fill due to a lack of skills. Enterprises within CIoS estimated that 18% of the
remaining hard-to-fill vacancies were reported as hard-to-fill for other reasons, which is
comparatively higher than the 12% reported across England as a whole and largely reflects its
remote and rural location.
The occupations most difficult to recruit locally because of skills shortages were Skilled Trades
(25% of total) – a group which includes chefs, electrical and electronic trades, vehicle trades) and
Machine operatives (25%). The difficulty in recruiting Skilled Trade workers has persisted through
time with the survey in 2017 also showing this to be the hardest occupational group to recruit. As
might be expected from the composition of the local economy 33% of the difficulties could be
ascribed to labour intensive roles compared with 19% in England. Conversely, employers in CIoS
had far fewer difficulties recruiting ‘highly skilled’ people (21% compared with 35% in England).
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Accessibility of jobs remains an issue for the area. This is reflected in the role of physical access as
a cause of hard-to-fill vacancies. In the LEP area, 13% of hard-to-fill vacancies are due to remote
location and/or poor public transport links, somewhat higher than the national average of 10%.

Proportion of all vacancies that are hard-to-fill due to skills
shortages or other reasons, 2019
40%

% of all vacancies

35%
30%

12%

18%

25%
20%
15%
25%
10%

20%

5%
0%
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
Skills shortage vacancies

England
Other hard-to-fill vacancies

Source: Employer Skills Survey, 2019 (published 2020), 2019 LEP boundaries

More recent local research reported in Annex C shows that 8 out of 10 employers had recruited in
the past 12 months. Of these, 77% had had difficulty recruiting. These findings align with data
from a recent British Chamber of Commerce Survey which showed that in the second quarter of
2021, 70% of businesses across the UK that had tried to recruit reported difficulty in finding staff.
Difficulties were apparent across the board with difficulties universal across Health and Social
Care, Construction, Hospitality and Manufacturing. Difficulties were less of an issue in the Digital
and Creative sectors. The recruitment problems reflect not a lack of skills but rather a lack of
applicants per se, no doubt reflecting the smaller labour pool reported in Section 1.
Although the situation overwhelmingly reflects a lack of candidates, what employers find is that
potential recruits lack employability skills, in the sense of a broader set of attributes than
technical skills or qualifications. For many it is how well the attitudes, personal and social skills,
and ambitions of applicants align with those which employers require.
Skills are not the only issue, two other barriers were raised:
•

Housing was raised as a significant issue. Staff cannot relocate. Pay does not reflect
housing costs. There are not enough houses to rent – this affects attempts to bring in
permanent or project staff. There was a plea for Cornwall to be innovative in its planning
policies and either to experiment with housing or allow employers to experiment by
building their own worker accommodation. Of the sub-sample of 1 in 3 employers who
identified housing as an issue the vast majority considered that housing is too expensive
to buy and too expensive to rent and that there is an insufficient supply of both.
Employers on the Isles of Scilly are equally affected by this issue, exacerbated by the
seasonality of their jobs.
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•

4.4

Transport – workers need to be able to drive because public transport does not meet
needs. It means that especially in the coastal towns employers have a very small pool of
labour from which to recruit. It was said that there is ample support to enable people get
a licence but it is little used which may suggest a lack of awareness. For employers on the
Isles of Scilly the cost of transport to training on the mainland makes funding external
training prohibitive.

Rising skills needs

As reported in Annex C, 60% of employers considered that their skills needs were rising with a
strong emphasis on leadership and management, new technology and digital skills. IT skills are
seen as a key skill, much like literacy and numeracy – an essential skill in today’s workforce.
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1. Introduction
This research is a key part of a review to ensure that the Local Skills Strategy and Action Plan published
in March 2021 remains relevant and effective in responding to new short-term skills issues whilst
maintaining a focus on medium to longer term priorities. Against a background of unprecedented
uncertainty, it is critical to provide timely information on the impact of the recent skills crisis on the
economy, jobs and labour market if the Employment and Skills Board (ESB) and its partners are to
design or adjust polices to support individuals and businesses return to long-term growth.
This report sets out the findings from a range of employer and young people engagement activities
undertaken during October and November 2021. These comprise of:
•
•
•
•
•

An online employer survey (44 responses)
In-depth qualitative employer interviews (9 interviews)
5 Sector employer focus groups (35 participants)
1 focus group with young people (9 participants from apprenticeship programmes, Further
Education and Kickstart)
Participation in the Annual Conversation with Young People

In all, almost 100 employers will have been engaged across Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly,
supplemented by a discussion with young people.
Collectively, the research has involved a cross-section of employers from across the county and the
Isles of Scilly, representing employers from micro businesses to major companies with significant
employment levels. In all, employers representing 5000+ employees responded to the Survey.
Map 1: Location of respondents to the Employer Survey

1 respondent
2 respondents
3 respondents

Source: http://www.opendoorlogistics.com/data/

The employer focus groups held during October 2021 were designed to capture the views of
employers in the key sectors of:
•
•

Health and Social Care
Hospitality and tourism
2
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•
•
•

Construction
Digital, Creative and Space
Manufacturing, Engineering, Warehousing, Transport and logistics, Mining and Marine

The qualitative discussions and focus groups with employers were guided but free-flowing thus
allowing participants to give a more detailed account of their changing skill needs and their
interpretation of how these changing needs can be addressed. Anonymised quotations from
employers are included in blue italics throughout the report.
The findings from the separate focus group and annual conversation with young people undertaken
in November 2021 are included in Sections 4 and 5 with quotations in orange italics.
The small number of responses to the online survey mean that its findings must be treated with
caution. Specific breakdowns by size or sector are not robust enough for reporting. Despite these
limitations, overall, the results of the survey, interviews and focus groups paint a rich and compelling
picture of the impact of Covid-19 and Brexit on recruitment and skills needs and the key issues facing
local employers as they seek to build back after the past 18 months.
The remainder of the report is divided as follows:
2. The impact of Covid-19 on local businesses
3. Skills and the current workforce
4. Recruitment and skills shortages
5. Careers, Training and Apprenticeships
6. Future skills needs
7. Implications for the Strategy and Action Plan

2. The impact of Covid-19 on local businesses
Our discussions with employers showed that there has been a seismic and unprecedented change in
the labour market. All firms have been affected but some employers and sectors have been affected
more than others. Much has depended on the ability of businesses to work remotely; and it is those
which rely on people interacting such as leisure and hospitality which have been most affected. These
differences are reflected in the survey findings which show a 3 way split between those who have
experienced a decrease/increase in sales and those who have stayed the same:

Change in sales/revenue compared with pre-pandemic levels (%)
6
29

Decreased
Same

34

Increased
NA

31

Base: 35 employers

3
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Chart 1: Change in revenue/sales compared with pre-pandemic levels
Although sales are down for 29% of firms, the impact on staffing levels has been less negative and the
anticipated sharp rise in unemployment has not materialised to date. As a result, staffing levels are
more likely to be higher or the same as pre-pandemic levels rather than down in numbers. However,
as more in-depth discussions revealed, there have been significant shifts in the labour market which
are impacting on employers’ ability to recruit and recover. These include:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

A shift to a pay driven market and the need to address low pay. Employers are competing for
the same pool of labour and are having to offer pay increases to attract and retain staff. “It’s
a perfect storm, the labour market has reduced, and demand has risen.“
There has been an unprecedented opportunity for employees to work in other sectors.
Employers report intense competition for staff in lower paid occupations and examples were
given of supermarkets attracting people from construction; hospitality attracting people from
care and so on.
A change in people’s attitudes. People are looking for better work/life balance and do not
want to work unsocial hours/weekends. They are moving to occupations where shift working
fits better with family life.
There are also the more practical elements to consider with many individuals not having the
confidence that these industries can offer them job stability. Despite redundancy rates being
back to pre-pandemic levels there is still a lot of uncertainty, which makes it difficult for people
to want to leave the security of benefits.
Some employees have dropped out of the workforce following furlough and are no longer
available to the labour market for health reasons.
Prospective recruits do not see the career potential of particular sectors - they view their work
as a job. They know there are shortages and so in hospitality for instance, it was reported that
people would leave for a month to go and work at a festival to pick litter for better pay
knowing there will still be vacancies when they return. “The pandemic has been a free ticket
to other new jobs; people have wanted to move. That is telling.” In turn, retention has become
a significant issue.
Home working has proved attractive but cannot be made available in all sectors. Where
employers do offer flexible or hybrid working they attract more applicants.

The pandemic has in turn had a profound impact on how businesses operate:
“It’s been a wake up call”
“We need to take a really long look at ourselves”
“The challenge for us is that we have to change our approach”
“We’re stuck in a different age”
The fierce competition for recruits means that employers are exploring ways of making their jobs more
attractive, for instance, by raising pay; changing shift patterns to make them more family friendly; and
enabling home-working where they can. As the survey findings show, almost 1 in 2 employers expect
to continue to offer flexible working or to allow staff to continue to work remotely; this represents a
huge change in a very short space of time.

4
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%

With restrictions ending will your business....?
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

41

39

14
7

Offer flexible / hybrid
working

Expect all staff to return
to work

Depends on staff/job

Allow staff to continue to
work remotely / give up
the office

Base: 44 employers

Chart 2: Employers’ expectations of changing work patterns
There was much discussion in the focus groups about pay:
“It has to change. It’s wrong.”
“We can’t afford the national average wages, but we are going to have to raise pay if we are to get
workers.”
Employers accepted that for a long time pay in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has been depressed
on the basis that employees are prepared to sacrifice wages for lifestyle. Also, because the costs of
doing business in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly tend to be higher due to transport costs, there is less
money to pay competitive wages. But there was also recognition that such competing on cost
undervalues the work they do: “We’re depressing our wages to compete nationally but in fact we are
a good firm and can beat competition in terms of quality and reputation.”
Whilst many employers spoke of raising pay, employers in the social care sector were limited in their
ability to raise wages leaving them increasingly uncompetitive in a tight labour market. It was
suggested that Cornwall Council should set an example on pay.
Home-working and remote working means that employers from certain jobs and industries now have
a far larger potential pool from which to recruit, although this opportunity excludes huge swathes of
the local economy in customer facing roles in tourism and retail. However, because of uncompetitive
pay rates employers are finding that it is exacerbating recruitment issues with firms in London and the
South East ‘poaching’ workers. This was raised in relation to coders and IT workers in particular who
are being offered better pay while still allowing staff to work from Cornwall.
In the survey, a clear majority of employers expect staffing levels to increase in the next 12 months as
businesses continue to recover and supply chain issues ease:
Over the next 12 months do you expect staff numbers to:
Increase a great deal
Increase a little
Stay the same
Decrease a little
Don’t know

Base: 35 employers

Nos.
7
20
6
1
1

Table 1: Employer expectations of change in staff numbers over the next 12 months
5
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While the current crisis is unprecedented and potentially short-term, recruitment difficulties are
expected to persist since employers in all sectors were clear that in the face of an ageing workforce
there is a need for action to attract new recruits to their sectors.

3. Skills and the current workforce
The Survey asked employers whether they had the right level and mix of skills within their existing
workforce to meet their business objectives. A clear majority – 6 out of 10 employers said they did not
have the skills they needed.
The main cause of the skills gap is not being able to recruit the staff they need: “We have the right
skills in the business, but they are stretched too thinly and we are struggling to recruit staff fast enough
to fill the gaps. We have a skills gap caused by slow recruitment not because existing staff need
upskilling.”

The main causes of skills gaps
Recruitment problems

50

Lack of suitable courses

23

Inability of workforce to keep up with change

19

Lack of cover for training

12

Lack of experience due to recent recruitment

8

High staff turnover

8

Lack of time for staff training and development

8

Other misc.

4

Unwillingness of staff to undertake training

4

Lack of budget for staff training and development

4
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

%
Base: 26 employers with skills gaps

Chart 3: The main causes of skills gaps identified in the Employer Survey
Skills most in demand are the technical and practical skills needed to do the job. Others most
frequently identified were:
•
•
•

IT skills (advanced, intermediate and basic) (46%)
Management and leadership (35%)
Sales and marketing (27%)

6
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Technical and practical skills for the job
Management and leadership skills
Sales and marketing skills
Digital skills made up of:
Advanced digital/IT professional skills
Intermediate digital skills eg selling online/using standard software
Basic digital skills – eg being able to use the internet/find information
online
Team working skills
Problem solving skills
Business Development skills
Communication skills
Customer handling skills
Other personal or social skills
Carbon footprint auditing skills
Numeracy skills
Literacy skills
Other misc.

Base: 26 employers with skills gaps

Nos.
12
9
7
12
(5
(3

%
46
35
27
46
19)
12)

(4

15)

5
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2

19
19
19
15
15
12
12
8
8
8

Table 2: Skills lacking in the current workforce
Employers in the survey added further comment to elaborate on the issues they faced:
“Lack of people with relevant skills looking for work.”
“Can't recruit enough people for the work we have available. No replies to our vacancy adverts for
landscaping or arborist operatives. High demand for this type of work locally/nationally, lack of foreign
workers (used to have European/NZ workers do short term contracts) and there are few untrained
people available who want to work outdoors in all weathers. Difficult to recruit apprentices because
the training provision requires parents to provide a huge amount of support with transport to various
sites for courses.”
“We are seeing significant skills gaps and lack of availability for recruitment in the following areas:
Chefs - all levels; Front of House Hospitality Staff; Cleaning roles; Security; some Horticulture roles.”
Asked what their top skills needs were going to be in the coming 12 months, a wide range of specialist
skills were identified, but most commonly:
•
•
•

Sales/customer service and marketing skills
Leadership and management
Digital skills including programming and coding

4. Recruitment and skills shortages
Data from the Employer Survey shows that 8 out of 10 employers had recruited in the past 12 months.
Of these, 77% had had difficulty recruiting. These findings align with data from a recent British
Chamber of Commerce Survey which showed that in the second quarter of 2021, 70% of businesses
across the UK that had tried to recruit reported difficulty in finding staff.
Difficulties were apparent across the board with difficulties universal across Health and Social Care,
Construction, Hospitality and Manufacturing. It is fair to say that difficulties are less of an issue in the
Digital and Creative sectors. The recruitment problems reflect not a lack of skills but rather a lack of
applicants per se.
7
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Not enough people interested in doing this type of job
Low number of applicants with the required skills
Low number of applicants with the required attitude, motivation and
personality
Low number of applicants generally
Too much competition from other employers
Housing issues
Job entails shift work/unsociable hours
Impact of Covid-19
No public transport routes
Lack of work experience required by the business
Remote location
Loss of migrant labour
Lack of qualifications required by the business
Terms and Conditions we can offer are not competitive
Poor career progression/lack of prospects
Seasonal work
Transport too expensive
Other (please specify)

Base: 28 employers with recruitment difficulties

Nos.
18
16
16
16
11
9
7
7
6
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
2

%
64
57
57
57
39
32
25
25
21
18
18
14
11
7
4
4
4
7

Table 3: Reasons for recruitment difficulties
In most of these sectors the pandemic/Brexit has fast forwarded recruitment difficulties into a crisis.
This was sometimes blamed on Brexit, others mentioned that people have been reluctant to leave
furlough for what may turn out to be seasonal or temporary employment. In the focus groups, an
example was given of being 50 staff down out of a workforce of 210. Pay in that business is above the
minimum wage (£10 per hour) but shortages are across the board. Other employers said:
“Production Operators: We struggle to attract due to shortage of available labour and competition
with others in industry and other industries. A lot due to smaller pool of workers post Brexit. To fulfil
other roles, we have had to make large salary increases to find the right people”
“We have had to significantly change what we are able to offer on site because of shortages. As an
example, we have only been able to offer take away food options and not a seated restaurant that we
would normally having running year round. We have had to recruit many younger team members with
no experience in the sector at all and this has taken time to train them to the required levels. As they
are under 18, many are only available for hours at weekends and after school/college. We have
noticed a significant number of people not wishing to return to hospitality and visitor based roles post
lockdowns. Some because they have found jobs in other sectors that they now find more appealing
and some because they have seen an increase in customer aggression post through the Covid period.
Another issue we have seen this year is the lack of available housing to buy or rent in price ranges that
people can afford. This has meant some employees not being able to start the roles they have been
offered as they have been unable to find appropriate accommodation. This has impacted our
Apprenticeship Programme for the first time in our history. As a result, we are now actively looking at
options for staff accommodation on or off site to try and negate this problem.”
There was a plea for the LEP to lobby for a more consistent approach to international migration and
for the extension of the Seasonal Workers Pilot.
On the Isles of Scilly, the lack of post-16 education on the island means that there is no ready pool of
young people to develop through work experience, “the islands are drained of young talent”. Bringing
people in from the mainland is expensive and carries with it the need to provide accommodation.
8
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The impact of recruitment difficulties across CIoS has been severe with investment and product
launches put on hold; a continued reduction in working hours and hence a loss of orders and
productivity. Recruitment difficulties have particularly worsened in recent months. Overall, it has
meant an increased workload for existing staff, with staff burnout and exhaustion identified as an
issue. As noted elsewhere the main response has been to increase salaries and expenditure on
recruitment and to broaden recruitment channels. But discussions with representatives of CHAOS and
Disability groups suggested that they need more employers on board to take the recruits that they are
supporting. Employers in turn said they do not have the capacity at present to provide the necessary
support and queried why those prospective recruits were not applying through their normal
recruitment channels: “We simply aren't getting the applications from that cohort.”
What skills are missing?
“We’re struggling to get site labourers – people are not interested; people don’t seem interested in
work.”
Although the situation overwhelmingly reflects a lack of candidates, what employers find is that
potential recruits lack employability or life skills, in the sense of a broader set of attributes than
technical skills or qualifications. For many it is how well the attitudes, personal and social skills, and
ambitions of applicants align with those which employers require. Employers would like some
definition/badge for these core skills. Problems with literacy and numeracy were frequently raised in
the discussions: “I am appalled that we still turn people out of school who cannot read and write
properly.” Another skill mentioned frequently was a lack of leadership and management skills.
With the ready availability of work, the pool of candidates is inevitably reducing to those furthest from
the labour market. At the same time, people running ESF employability support projects report few
takers despite 12-13,000 people being unemployed. There is a perception of a benefit trap with people
wanting to only work a few hours or being nervous of working: “Covid has crushed people”. The
Humans of the Peninsula programme is an example of the sort of small steps back to work that people
may need. That programme would like to secure funding to develop training packages for new
recruits.
Employers from the Isles of Scilly explained that their isolation trebles the cost of training with travel
costs and accommodation costs to find on top of training costs. The question was raised as to whether
training resource could be put into the Island that would meet cross-sectoral needs and hence
generate the numbers needed, training such as customer service or management training. Given the
seasonality of much work on the islands the training would have to be planned and delivered post
recruitment but before the summer season starts.
On balance, employers had good relationships with Job Centre Plus (JCP) although experiences were
mixed. However, employers thought that the problem is that JCP deals with active job seekers whereas
there is a need to do more to attract economically inactive. For the disengaged there is a need for
intervention to inspire and motivate them and give them some belief in themselves. It was recognised
that the transition from benefits to work is difficult.
In terms of young recruits, the main problems perceived by employers are:
•

•

A focus on academic learning at the expense of pupils’ development of personal and core
skills and a bias against vocational skills and occupations: “We really need to do something to
make construction attractive”.
The narrowing of the school curriculum was blamed for the loss of creativity and problemsolving amongst young people.
9
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Thus, employers believe that the clearest solution to work readiness limitations lies in greater
promotion of vocational learning in educational institutions, reinforced, at all levels, including
in Further and Higher Education, by the extension of practical elements and by the more
general provision of genuine and substantial work experiences. It was felt that young people
had lost 2 years of opportunities to meet with employers and to develop hands on practical
skills e.g. in the performing arts, health, catering and construction and there is a need for a
‘catch up’ programme/series of events.
A number of employers had engaged with 14-16 year olds with some success through the
vocational pathways programme and that was seen as an effective route to engage and
recruit young people. “We’re facing a massive challenge. We need to target young people and
their parents in the face of huge competition.”
Notwithstanding the current crisis, the economy has an ageing workforce and much more
needs to be done to make CIoS’s key and emerging sectors attractive to young talent. “We’re
very bad at saying to people this is what your future could look like.”
The ‘brain drain’ was referenced with a loss of young workers at the start of their careers.
Employers want action to inspire young people, raise aspirations and promote awareness of
the opportunities in CIoS both in the foundation sectors and in the emerging sectors such as
geo-resources, space and FLOW. The example was given of Navy TV adverts which aim to
accentuate the positive.
For nascent sectors such as geo-resources, the closure of Camborne School of Mines has cut
off a real pipeline of talent which historically has led to a number of spin-offs which still
operate in the county. Without it there are no engineers being generated in Cornwall.
Although local mining-related companies in the sector are going from strength to strength
there is already a move to push work out of Cornwall because of skills issues. There was a
plea to lobby Exeter University to reinstate its courses.
Through the discussions there developed an understanding amongst employers that they
need to work together in each sector to develop a collective voice to promote their sectors,
to change their image and to develop and promote clear career pathways so that they not
only attract people but retain them and develop staff loyalty. “What the sector has lost is
collaborative working. There needs to be collaboration we're all on the same journey.”

In essence, the pandemic/Brexit has been a wake up call for different industries; employers have been
shocked by how little their workforce values the jobs they have with them and by employees’
willingness to move for money. As a result, there is recognition that a key task is to boost the image
of key sectors – health and social care, hospitality, construction, geo-resources and manufacturing; to
raise the profile of each sector and develop ways of enhancing their attractiveness and in turn
recruitment and retention rates. But the promotional efforts need to be accompanied by real change
in the offer so that work is seen less as a job and more of a career with long term prospects.
For the Digital, Creative and Mining sectors the issue was more about growing the ecosystem so that
each of the sectors has more of a showcase and profile in Cornwall and more widely – “the brand of
Cornwall is waiting to be sold.” The Creative Cultivator was seen as positive in this respect for the
Creative sector. Employers in these sectors wanted a more outward facing message to develop a clear
narrative of the opportunities Cornwall offers in order to grow their sectors and give them a higher
national profile and to attract potential recruits.
The attendees at the focus groups strongly felt that they needed to work collectively to address the
issues identified:
“There's something about employers getting together and being able to feed that to the LEP”.
10
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In the hospitality, construction, mining and food manufacturing sectors employers proposed forming
their own employer groups to identify new joint ways of working/training. Such groups need support
and to be linked in with policy makers to enable them to feed into decision-making and to help inform
the development of programmes under the Shared Prosperity Fund.
Skills are not the only issue, two other barriers were raised:
•

•
•

Housing was raised as a significant issue. Staff cannot relocate. Pay does not reflect housing
costs. There are not enough houses to rent – this affects attempts to bring in permanent or
project staff. There was a plea for Cornwall to be innovative in its planning policies and either
to experiment with housing or allow employers to experiment by building their own worker
accommodation. It cost one creative company £10,000 for accommodation for 10 people for
a month to enable staff to work in Cornwall. This makes Cornwall uncompetitive. “The young
population are feeling more stressed and poorer because of high living costs despite higher
wages. They are feeling antagonised.” Of the sub-sample of 1 in 3 employers who identified
housing as an issue the vast majority considered that housing is too expensive to buy and too
expensive to rent and that there is an insufficient supply of both. As one young person noted
in the young person’s focus group, “If we get jobs we can’t afford houses.”
Employers on the Isles of Scilly are equally affected by this issue, exacerbated by the
seasonality of their jobs.
Transport – workers need to be able to drive because public transport does not meet needs.
It means that especially in the coastal towns, employers have a very small pool of labour from
which to recruit. It was said that there is ample support to enable people get a licence but it
is little used which may suggest a lack of awareness.

The focus group with young people validated several of these employer perspectives. Asked how they
would define a ‘good job’ young people did not just focus on pay, although that was a factor, other
important aspects were the opportunities to progress, a choice of pathways and the chance to aspire
to greater opportunities/an end goal. Young people wanted to enjoy their work and to work for
employers who understood their individual needs. It was felt that communication was key, both
allowing young people to communicate with the employer and vice versa. They described their
experiences of feeling that employers did not try to understand their needs, such as flexible working.
Participants also felt that job adverts were dishonest often advertising an hourly rate not applicable
to their age group or including tips in the advertised wage.
Young people’s views on the opportunities available locally were that the labour market is very
seasonal, which in turn limits prospects. Information on different careers depended on which
industries they were interested in, and even in those priority sectors where the LEP wants to grow
such as marine and geo-resources, there was a lack of awareness of the opportunities: “the economics
of Cornwall isn’t set up for engineering.” The positive impact of Covid-19 was that it had opened up
the opportunities for remote working which could help them stay and work in Cornwall. It was said
that “labour market information could help to understand job roles and emerging roles.”
Skills that they were not taught at school that they would have found useful included financial literacy
and entrepreneurship, including the practicalities of setting up as self-employed.

11
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5. Careers, Apprenticeships and training
The young people’s focus group sought students’ experiences of careers advice. Fewer than half had
had a careers interview and the general perception was of a poor or limited experience: “Limited
careers advice and finding the right course was difficult” and “Careers advice was not good at school
– did a quiz as careers advice and that was all.” There were some exceptions where particular
individual teachers had been supportive. Few young people had benefited from employer visits, there
were not many practical demonstrations of what different roles involved, for instance in catering. It
was said that there was very limited information in particular fields such as engineering. College staff
were better able to explain the vocational options than school teachers, so those without access to
college staff would miss out on having vocational options fully explained. T levels were considered to
only be available in a limited range of industries. There was no understanding of the nature of degree
level apprenticeships, how to apply or the opportunities this qualification could lead to.
If careers advice is to be more engaging and meaningful then young people would welcome the use
of technology such as Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, snapchat or short videos to engage them;
supplemented by the opportunity to talk with employers who are specialists in their field and a clear
‘map’ and advice as to how to achieve their goals. “It took 8 years to get an apprenticeship I wanted.”
Participants highlighted the importance of opportunities to meet employers face to face. They enjoyed
Careers Fairs but said that although exhibiting employers could describe the positions, there was a
disconnect, since they were not able to identify locally available pathways into the roles they had on
offer.
Asked about finding apprenticeships and work, young people told us that although it was easy to find
work, it would not necessarily be in the sector they want to end up in. This means that young people
are not pursuing careers in areas of local skills shortages such as the health sector or IT, because they
cannot find out how to pursue those careers/progress in them or lacked the contacts. Information on
progression routes is lacking, but should be available before embarking on a course:
“Midwifery – always wanted to do that but could not get any work experience so went into
hairdressing.”
“Apprenticeship scheme – it was difficult to find in field of IT.”
“Level 3 is not an option after this course in IT.”
Overall, the consensus was that it is easy to find a ‘job’ using personal networks but it that it had not
been easy to find an apprenticeship, people had had to do their own research and did not necessarily
follow a seamless route from school to an apprenticeship:
“After secondary school, I had no plan, I would have liked more support on apprenticeship routes,
school vaguely mentioned apprenticeships and I didn’t really know what was involved.”
“Higher level apprenticeships - Searched myself to learn about opportunities but there are not many
down here.”

12
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The Employer Survey also asked employers about their experiences of apprenticeships. Numbers are
too small to be robust but it appears that a high proportion were willing to take on apprenticeships
and only a minority of large employers are able to spend all of their levy:
Are any of your employees on apprenticeship programmes?
Yes

14

No

29

Are you planning to take on one or more (new) apprentices in the near future (i.e. next 12
months)?
Yes
13
No

19

Don't Know

11

If you are a large business that pays the Apprenticeship levy do you?
Spend all your levy

5

Spend some of your levy

4

Spend none of your levy

1

Transfer your levy to other businesses

2

Base: 43 employers and sub-sample of 12 large levy playing employers

Table 4: Involvement with apprenticeships
Discussions with employers indicated that not only are there recruitment difficulties, but they are also
experiencing few applicants for their apprenticeship programmes. An example was given by a
construction company of trying to recruit 10 to 15 apprentices. They had 19 applicants. 2 of those
turned up to the assessment centre and 1 of those subsequently turned down the job. Pre-pandemic
they would have expected 75 applicants and would have had a strong pool from which to recruit.
Some employers have paused their apprenticeship recruitment programme as they seek to recover
from the pandemic, “We’re under-resourced we can’t carry anybody at the moment.” It was said that
higher wages in the labour market are now making the apprenticeship route less attractive.
There were mixed views on apprentices, some thought the programmes much improved, others felt
that formal qualifications were not important and training was too inflexible; issues were raised with
the 20% offsite learning and the quality of learning.
Other issues raised were that candidates’ poor literacy and numeracy prevented many people from
accessing apprenticeship training.
Rather than making a commitment to an apprentice during these uncertain times, some employers
expressed a preference for internships and mooted the idea of sharing the load by having short
placements at different employers. Falmouth Uni has developed a micro internships programme (30
or 60 hours) which is going well and has attracted employers and candidates alike.
Training
The Employer Survey found that:
•
•

7 out of 10 employers had arranged or funded training for their staff in the past 12 months.
In 1 in 2 cases that training had been funded either directly through ESF support or was
available for free.
13
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•

•

Most commonly the training had been delivered by in-house staff or private providers. 1 in 3
had used local colleges. 1 in 4 had used providers outside the county – these were largely
specialist providers such as Cranfield or for example, were arranged by Head Office with
relevant international courses.
Asked if there was any training they could not source, responses included:
• Customer relationship skills
• Software development
• Programming (UX practitioners)
• Risk management
• Moulding technicians
• Textile technicians
• No quantity surveying training is available in the county
• Management training is available but is not what is needed
• Nursing and care management and specialist care skills

In the focus groups many of the representatives were from larger employers who usually had the
resource or at least preference to train in-house. Nevertheless, there was an appetite for more
collaboration to ensure that they do not keep reinventing the wheel. The discussion turned to the
development of core modules in say, manufacturing, that they could all deliver so that skills are
portable and recognised and the capacity in the workforce is raised regardless of who is employing
prospective recruits. There could also be some recognition of employability skills. It was suggested
that the LEP should fund more work around the development of training that meets employer needs
rather than the delivery of it.

6. Future skills needs
In the Employer Survey, the majority of employers considered that the skills they would need from
the workforce would increase:
In the next 12 months will the skills you need from your employees....?
80

60

%

60

35

40
20
0

2

2

Decrease

Hard to say

Remain the same

Base: 43 employers

Chart 4: Skills needs are rising
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Table 5 sets out the training that employers expect to deliver in the coming year. As can be seen, much
of it is to do with recruitment (shaded blue) e.g. induction training and health and safety which will
not raise the qualifications of the workforce. Otherwise, the training reflects the changing skills needs
of employers with a strong emphasis on leadership and management, new technology and digital skills
(shaded green):
What training do you expect to provide?
Health and Safety
Job specific training
Induction
Management and leadership
Training to meet regulatory/legal requirements
Training in new technology
Supervisory
Advanced/professional digital skills
Intermediate digital skills
Basic digital skills

Nos.
19
19
18
15
15
14
11
7
6
3

Base: 27 employers who expect to provide training

%
70
70
67
56
56
52
41
26
22
11

Table 5: Training expected to be delivered in the next 12 months
“The pace of change is huge.”
A loss of creativity and problem solving in schools was identified as a pressing issue since they are key
skills that will be needed in the future. There is a need for extra-curricular activities to support schools
deliver these skills and raise aspirations. Written and verbal communication skills were identified as
crucial for the future workforce. There was a perception that staff will need a greater range of skills
and the ability to work more autonomously: “We will need more business awareness, staff need to
understand why they're doing what they're doing.”
Digital skills
IT skills are seen as a key skill, much like literacy and numeracy – an essential skill in today’s workforce.
Concern was expressed about the way in which IT is taught in secondary school, it was said that there
is a lot of activity in Primary School e.g. coding clubs but then there is little between Year 6 and Year
9. IT is no longer seen as a specialist subject so is taught by non-specialists but there has been little
uptake of a bursary programme run by Cornwall College to improve teachers’ digital competences.
Green skills
This was an area that was generally acknowledged but was largely felt to be one that was evolving and
that if the foundations were right employers could build the skills of the workforce to adapt.
Construction and marine were the two sectors where significant change in skills needs is expected in
relation to upskilling the supply chains for net zero, air source heat pumps, passive housing,
refurbishment and retrofitting. The main change expected is a more in-depth knowledge of why staff
are doing jobs – a need to understand the processes involved.
One of Cornwall’s USPs is its geo-resources, but the closure of Camborne School of Mines has had a
negative impact on the pipeline of talent and the LEP is urged to pressure the University of Exeter to
re-instate it so that Cornwall can deliver the skills to allow this key sector to grow and thrive.
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7. Implications for the Skills Strategy and Action Plan
The purpose of this latest review was to re-assess the Skills Strategy and Action Plan to ensure that
the support young people, employers and workers need in this time of unprecedented change is
captured by the planned actions and that the long term priorities remain appropriate.
Summary findings:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Employers are facing recruitment difficulties across most sectors and occupations reflecting an
absolute shortage of applicants. There are many reasons for this, including the loss of international
labour; the withdrawal from the labour market of people who feel vulnerable; the rise of flexible
working which has enabled the recruitment of skilled local staff to better paid jobs in firms in other
parts of the country; the ‘benefit trap’ with people reluctant to leave the security of benefits for
potentially insecure employment; and the fact that many sectors and jobs seem unappealing.
In the LEP’s key sector of Agriculture the Seasonal Workers Pilot has proven to be a lifeline, but it
is due to expire at the end of 2021. Without foreign labour employers in the sector do not know
how they will be able to operate effectively.
Workers are job-hopping for better pay and conditions. Employees now expect a better work/life
balance and the flexibility of home-working where possible.
Retention is as significant an issue as recruitment.
The impact of these difficulties means that businesses are unable to grow and invest and the
current workforce is becoming over-stretched and burnt out.
In response, employers recognise that they have to raise pay and offer family-friendly working
practices if they are to attract and retain staff.
Inevitably, with high levels of demand for workers the pool of labour that remains is seen as
further from the labour market. Yet representatives of support programmes report difficulty in
engaging with those out of work, so more programmes is not necessarily the answer. From an
employer perspective the current crisis means they do not have the capacity to support workers
that need extra help at present. Several reported that their apprenticeship programmes were on
hold.
Employers seek core employability skills/aptitude from recruits but find these skills lacking,
exacerbated by a lack of literacy and numeracy.
Skills in demand are the practical skills to do the job, as well as sales, digital skills and leadership
and management.
Employers’ over-riding priority is to work collectively to change the image of their industry and
change perceptions. Educating young people about the wealth of opportunities in different
sectors needs to start with young people. Vocational learning needs to be more attractive as a
career path with a clear line of sight to opportunities.
This was echoed by young people, only a minority had had careers interviews and the general
consensus was that the careers advice they had had at school was poor. This was particularly the
case in relation to vocational options and apprenticeships.
Use of social media would engage young people more readily in the options available and there is
a need to expand on the opportunities for young people to meet employers and engage in work
experience. Labour market Information on CIoS’s priority and foundation sectors needs to be
made available in an engaging way; at present the breadth of opportunities is not fully
understood.
It is essential that FE courses and apprenticeships provide a clear line of sight to progression
opportunities so that young people understand how they can progress through different routes.
Young people have lost two years of hands on experience and opportunities to meet employers.
There is a need for catch up programmes/initiatives.
16
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•

•

•
•

•

In the smaller growth sectors such as digital, creative and geo resources there is a need to ensure
that local people know about their career offer. There needs to be a new narrative for a wider
audience about the USPs that CIoS has.
The closure of Camborne School of Mines sends the wrong signals. It impacts on the mining
sector’s potential for growth and spin offs and has closed down a pipeline of talent. There are now
no engineering courses in the LEP area.
Skills are not the only issue. The cost of housing to rent or buy and the lack of supply impacts on
employers’ ability to recruit. This is exacerbated by poor transport links.
Looking ahead employers see digital skills as a key skill and expect employees to have a greater
breadth of skills. Problem solving and creativity as well as self-management will be vital but are
thought to be lacking in the current curriculum.
By working together employers would like to develop training for current workers and new
recruits that meets their changing needs.

The review has highlighted the interconnectedness of skills and other issues such as housing and
transport in supporting employers and the on-going need to ensure we align strategies and
interventions through the Prosperous Cornwall approach.
How do these findings impact on the Strategy’s priorities?
The depth and severity of the recruitment difficulties is new and more urgent, but the issues raised
are not. Sectors such as hospitality, construction and social care have long experienced recruitment
difficulties. The workforce is ageing and the need to ensure that young people and those outside the
labour market understand the wealth of opportunities that the local labour market offers and to
develop the skills employers need is a central thread of the current Strategy. Thus, the Strategy
recognises the need to:
•
•
•
•

address weaknesses in careers education and advice (Priority 1);
ensure that training meets employer needs (Priority 2);
develop leadership and management skills (Priority 3); and to
support prospective labour market entrants access local opportunities (Priority 4).

The long-term ambitions embodied in the current Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy therefore
continue to be relevant and well-aligned to needs.
How do these findings impact on the Action Plan?
As with the strategic priorities it is considered that the actions identified in March 2021 do meet the
needs identified but the review indicates the need to give a new impetus and to prioritise action to:
•

effectively address the image and perception of our foundation and priority sectors by
engaging employers, children, young people and their parents in the development of new
careers resources and activities.

•

develop a Good Work Accreditation Scheme – many employers are now paying the Real Living
Wage and are interested in developing good working practices to attract and retain staff so a
Good Work Accreditation Scheme would be welcomed.

Five new areas that have emerged from the review that require consideration (not necessarily from
the ESB but also from Cornwall Council). These include:
•

Support for the development of employer-led sector groups with funding to feed into the
programme of research on future skills needs in our key sectors and to shape relevant
training. Employers looking to develop a collective voice to support the LEP included
17
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construction, food manufacturing, geo resources through the Cornwall Mining Alliance and
hospitality.
•

There is a need to consider the implications of the closure of Camborne School of Mines on
the potential growth of the LEP’s priority geo-resources sector.

•

Consideration of practical and/or financial support to employers to broaden their recruitment
to include marginalised groups.

•

Engagement with Falmouth University to support the development and promotion of the
micro internships programme.

•

Secure resources to develop a catch up programme for young people to give them the chance
to develop new practical skills, gain confidence and the creativity and problem solving skills
they will need for the future. The Vocational Pathways scheme was well regarded in this
respect.
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